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CHAP'l'ER I 
NATURE AND SCOPE OF THE PROBLEM 
Statement of tbe problem.-- The purpose of this study 
was to determine the competencies of beginning elementary 
classroom teachers in music theozy and singing. The areas 
of strength and weakness in music theory and singing were 
ascertained for reference by teacher-training institutions 
and public schools trying to meet the needs of the class-
room t each er in music. 
Definitions of terms used.-- Music theory was consider-
ed to be thOiile factors which could be learned to some degree 
through the intellectual process or teaching, learning, and 
retaining. They are the basic facts of music and, to a 
limited degree, involve an inherent capacity for music. 
They can be acquired by most classroom teachers to some de-
gree. The specific elements involved were determined as one 
result of this study. 
Singing will consist of the ability to: 
1. Sing a new song unaccompanied through the use of a 
tonal device such as syllables, numbers or letter 
names, or directly from the words of the song. 
2. Sing a familiar song unaccompanied which will be 
-1-
suitable tar the grade level preferred by the be-
ginning teacher. 
Source or the problem.-- The competency of elementary 
classroom teachers to teach their own music is a matter of 
much concern to educators who are involved with their 
training. Considerable doubt exists as to the effectiveness 
ot the music training classroom teachers have received in 
teacher-training institutions. Music specialists in the 
public schools are rather critical ot the training the be-
ginning elementary classroom teacher has received in music 
and seem inclined to place the responsibility on the nature 
and extent ot the courses available at the college level. 
Music specialists at the college level are critical ot the 
preparation students have received before entering collece 
and seem inclined to place the responsibility on the re-
stricted nature of the music program at the secondary school 
level. Fixing the responsibility is not an obJective ot 
this tm sis but it is hi!jlly desirable that a better under-
standing ot the problems involved be obtained so that some 
impt"ovement can be effected. 
2 
The classroom teacher needs some grasp ot music theory 
in order to learn the song material she is expected to teach. 
Some singing skill will be involved in order to perform the 
songs satisfactorily. The ability to read music through a 
knowledge of music theory and the ability to sing to a de-
gree deemed satisfactory are two basic competencies that 
would be of considerable value to the teacher in the self-
contained classroom. 
Music educators are concerned with the musical compe-
tency of classroom teachers. There is reason for concern 
when new teachers enter the teaching profession and appear 
to be deficient in the fundamental skills of music. Teach-
ers who are excellent, or at least, capable, in all or most 
of the areas involved in the curriculum of the elementary 
schools appear to be severely handicapped when music is in-
volved. 
The self-contained classroom will not be tully realized 
if a special area such as music is presented by teachers who 
are lacking in the fUndamentals of the subject and are, 
therefcre, not competent to teach it. y 
A recent study by Fleming• relating to the musical 
competencies of elementary school teachers in the state or 
Maryland, revealed that more experiences in music history 
and music literature are provided then are necessary and the 
author recommends their possible elimination to make room 
for some r::J: the more necessary experiences that are not pro-
vided to an adequate degree. 
3 
~Jessie L. Fleming, The Determination of Musical Exaeriences 
esigeed to Develo~ the MUsical Competencies Require or 
Elementari Schooleachers In Maryland. Unpublished Doctoral 
Dlssertat on, New York University, 19$1. 
4 
A publication of the Music Educators National Confer-
Y 
ence raises the following points regarding the development 
of a course of study for elementary teachers: 
1. The widely disparate musical backgrounds students 
possess upon entering college 
2. What can reasonably be accomplished by the non-music 
major in the limited time available 
3. The basic needs of the teacher in the elementary 
grades in order to carry out effectively the music 
activities of her particular class 
4. The necessity of distributing course content through-
out the period of a student's residence in college 
so that it may be absorbed more readily. y 
A study by Monroe in 1944 revealed that in most of 
the institutions he studied in the New England and Middle 
Atlantic States, two courses in music were required of pro-
spective elementary teachers: (1) a course in music funda-
mentals, and; (2) a course in music literature or music 
appreciation. 
Music theory and singing skill represent only two areas 
1/Music Educators National Conference, Research Council, 
Musical Development of the Classroom Teacher, 1951, Bulletin 
Number 5, chicago, f11inois, p. 12. 
2/Sanuel F. Monroe, The Present Status of Music in the state 
Teachers Colleges and Normal schools of the New England and 
Middle Atlantic States with an Interpretation, UnpubliShed 
Doctoral Dissertation, New York University, 1944. 
5 
involved in the teaching of music but it seems apparent that 
some competency should be obtained if the classroom teacher 
is to understand and to present music in a competent manner 
to children. 
Justification.-- The need for competency in music theo-
ry and singing is evident after a study is made of the 
"Outline of a Program for Music Education" prepared by the y 
Music Education Research Council. This outline lists the 
following music activities that should be carried on in each 
grade of the elementary school: 
1. singing 
2. rhythms 
3. listening 
4. playing instruments 
5. creative. 
Music theory is involved in each one of the suggested 
activities. If the classroom teacher has a practical knowl-
edge of music theory, she will be able to read her own music 
in all five of the recommended activities and will not be 
too dependent on the music specialist. It should be noted 
that some of these recommended activities can be learned by 
the teacher through imitation but this thesis is concerned 
with the premise that the ideal would be a musically liter-
~.· usia Educators National Conference, Research Council, 
utline of a Program for Music Education (Revised), 1951, 
chicago, Illinois. 
ate classroom teacher. The teacher who can read her own 
music has a vast store of music material open to her which 
should stimulate her interest and enthusiasm and, in addi-
tion, give her a measure of security in teaching it to 
children. 
6 
Many teachers appear to be inhibited to a severe degree 
whEn asked to teach their own music in the classroom and this 
may be due in large .measure to a lack of knONledge of music 
theory and a lack of ability in singing. These deficiencies 
may be attributed to a lack of suitable pre-service training 
in college and/or an insufficient amount of musical experi-
ences before entering college. 
There is no recent research available that is primarily 
concerned with the competencies or beginning classroom teach-
ers in music theory and singing in the New England states. y 
A study by ]'leming was designed to determine the 
musical experiences necessary to develop the .musical compe-
tencies required of elementary school teachers in Maryland. 
This study made an attempt to match the desirable music 
activities with those actually experiEnced by Maryland Class-
room Teachers but the degree of competency obtained was not 
a major objective. y 
Monroe was concerned with the status of music in the 
yop. cit. 
yop. cit. 
state teachers colleges and normal schools of the New 
England and Middle Atlentic States but the degree of compe-
tency achieved by tbe students was not a major objective. 
!I A study by Weiss showed that a national average at 
music courses was, in 1934, 2i units of work, usually given 
in a single coUI."se during the freshman or sophomore years. y 
A ten year study by Sundermen on students enterirlf: 
the state teachers college at Oswego, New York, found t.nat 
only 48 per cent bad regular music instruction of an un-
determined amount in grades one to eight and 85 per cent 
had no formal high school music instruction. This is an 
indio ation of the problem that confronts the music depart-
ments in teacher-training institutions. 
}/ 
Some wri tera are inclined toward the opinion that it 
is indicative of a general lack of appreciation on the part 
at teachers colleges and certification agencies as to tbe 
importance of the special subjects in a modern elementary 
school Jl"Ogram when sufficient time is not provided in the 
l/Ezra Weiss, Music Preparation of Elementary Teachers in 
~tate Teachers Co!le&es, Bureau of Pub!lcatlons, 1934, 
Teachers College, Columbia Universi~, New York, pp. 8-11. 
g/Lloyd Sunderman, "Class Piano and Education Students," 
Educational Music Magazine (March-April, 1948), 27:16-17, 
38. 
7 
3/Alonzo F. Myers, Louise M. Kifer, Ruth c. Merry and 
Frances Foley, Cooperative Supervision in the Publie Schools, 
Prentice-Hall, New York, 1938, pp. 171-172. 
8 
pre-service training or 
A statement by the 
classroom teachers in the music area. y 
Music Educators National Conference 
which was prepared by the Research Council has the following 
to say regarding the place of the classroom teacher in the 
teaching or music in the elementary schools: 
"For a great number of years, the classroom teach-
er has served as tbe most important factor in bringing 
music into tbe lives or all children of school age. 
Although attempts have been made to place the responsi-
bility for elementary school music in the hands of the 
so-called music specialist, still, even during the hey-
day of departmentalization, the classroom teacher in 
the majority of tbe nation 1 s schools has continued to 
be the medium through which music bas reached American 
children. Today, with the widespread emphasis upon 
integrated learning situations and upon the self-con-
tained classroom, a wider recognition of the effective-
ness or music as a fusing agent in a unified curriculum 
has ensued. The necessity of providing more than a 
superficial acquaintance with this subject on the part 
of the elementary grade teacher becomes not only in-
creasingly important but a matter of practical neces-
sity. 
Since music is, in continually increasing measure, 
playing a pervasive role in the stream of our normal 
daily lives, it is somewhat difficult to justify the 
meager place it customarily occupies in the four-year 
program of teacher training." 
Scope of the ,problan.-- There were two areas involved 
in this study that required investigation. One, which de-
termined the nature of the second area, was the determi-
nation of tha~ e factors of music theory and singing deemed 
essential for the classroom teacher. 
The second area was the measurement and evaluation of 
teacher competencies in music theory and singing. 
1/BUlietln Number 5, op. cit., introduction. 
The study involved 396 colle&e seniors majoring in ele-
mentary education in eicht colleges in the New England 
States. These students were tested atter they had completed 
their wactice-teaching assignments and for the purpose of 
this study have been designated as "beginning teachers." 
The colleges were selected on the basis of size and an 
attempt was made to distribute thEIIIl proportionately on the 
basis of whether at' not they were public or private schools. 
Three hundred ninety-six seniors took the written tests 
of music theory. In addition, a random sample of 127 stu-
dents was drawn from this group to obtain a sample of sing-
ing which was rated. 
A jury composed of specialists in music education for 
the elementary schools determined the it ams in music theory 
considered essential far classroom teachers to know. 
A separate jury composed of specialists in vocal music 
rated the singing performance of individual teachers in the 
random sample which was obtained through the means of tape 
recordiDgs. 
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CHAPTER II 
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND RELATED RESEARCH 
An examination of the available literature and research 
in the area of classroom music emphasizes the belief that 
music is an essential part of the elementary school curricu-
lum and that it is within the capabilities of most classroom 
teachers to teach it to a functional degree. 
The following review of the literature and research has 
been divided into three sections: 
1. The emergence of the elementary classroom teacher as 
a music teacher 
2. Pre-service training in music 
3. The musical competency of the classroom teacher. 
1. The Emergence of the Elementary Classroom Teacher 
as a Music Teacher 
Early history.-- The early history of music in the 
public schools of this country is significant and may ac-
count for some of the confusion as to the responsibility y 
for teaching music in the elementary classroom. Squire 
notes the transitional phases: 
1/Russel N. Squire, Introduction to Music Education, The 
Ronald Press Company, New York, 1952, p. 7. 
-10-
"In the early period, singing was quite generally 
practiced in all the schools, even before it was for-
mally introduced as a curricular subject by board of 
education authority. Whenever such authority was pro-
nounced and formal introduction of music as a school 
subject was advised, then in most cases a special 
music teacher was appointed. Thus, in its earliest 
daya music in the public schools was a •special' sub-ject. Usually the special teacher was not a super-
visor--he was an authorized school music teacher. It 
was not until mucll later, generally, that music was 
thrown as a challenge into the lap of the classroom 
teacher as a subject to teach, under supervision, 
along w1 th all the other subjects taught in the grade 
schools.~ 
The introduction at music into the public schools was 
greeted with cautious approval. School principals were not 
overly enthusiastic as a group while classroom teachers 
were interested providing they would not acquire new duties 
as a result. In New Haven, Connecticut, the first music 
teacher in the public schools was cautioned to do nothing y 
to antagonize the teachers or the public. 
The general attitude of the grade teachers was t.bat 
they did not feel t.bat music was within their responsi-
Y bility. 
11 
The grade teacher was not involved in the teaching of 
music in the classroom to any extent until 1885 and it was 
then that music became an accepted subject in the curriculum 
2) 
of the grade school •. 
~Edward Bailey Birge, Histor~ of Public School Music in the 
hlted States, Oliver Ditsonompany, B.oston, 1928, pp. 87-88. 
Y.!M:!·, P· 8s. 
2}Ibid., p. 109. 
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Birge writes of the period following the Civil War: 
"The grade teacher became expert in handling a 
large number of studies with constantly improving 
methods, Music began to compete for time and atten-
tion with this increasingly complicated program. The 
old half-hour music period occupied by the special 
music teacher was a thing or the past. The regular 
teacher was expected to teach music along with the 
other subjects and in an average period of 15 minutes. 
Under these conditions school-music had to take ac-
count of stock. Music had now to prove, not its value 
as an art, or as contributing to our common life, but 
that it was a subject which could be taught efficiently 
by the grade teacher •" y 
The Annual Report of the School Committee of the City 
of Boston in 1858 is significant: 
"To carry out the plan proposed above, it is 
essential that the teachers in the Primary schools 
shoold not only be well prepared in the elementary 
pcrtions ar music, but should know how to teach. Your 
Committee would, however, recommend no change, on this 
account, in the corps of teachers at present engaged 
in the Public Schools, but would suggest that, here-
after, in deciding upon the qualifications of a candi-
date, the relative proficiency of each in music should 
be taken into account and insisted upon on the part of 
the Committees. lt must be evident to every manber of 
this Board, that the Girls• High and Normal School is 
the principal source from whence the teachers to supply 
the vacancies which from time to time occur in the 
Grammar and Primary schools should be obtained. Were, 
then, the graduates of this institution as well in-
structed in the art of teaching music as it is presumed 
they ere in other branches, the difficulty under which 
we now labor would vanish at once," 
11 The Semi-Annual Report of the Boston School Committee 
in 1862 included a prophetic observation: 
yop. cit •• pp. 110-111. 
yAnnual Report, Boston School Committee, 1858, p. 60. 
l/Seventh Semi-Annual Report, Boston School Committee, 1863, 
p. 0143. 
"• ••• when we consider vocal music as a means of 
moral, physical, and intellectual culture, especially 
in the early stages or education, it would seem that 
no pains should be spared to render this branch of 
instruction practical and efficient. It is believed 
that the time will came when every teacher in the 
Primary schools will be capable or teaching singing 
as well as reading. But such is not the case now, 
and it is not likely to be for a considerable period 
in the future." 
An early text on singing refers to the importance at 
the classroom teacher in the development of childrens' y 
singing voices. 
"The excellent work that I have seen in very 
numerous instances proves that the class teacher, with 
t.be help and supervision or a competent special teach-
er, can obtain most satisfactory results in the care 
and training of children's voices. This is not sur-
prisinc when we consider the education they have had 
in methods of teaching and of school management, which 
makes a splendid foundation for any line of instruc-
tion." y 
Gehrkens described tbe various plans for teaching 
music in 1919 as follows: 
"In some places the director of music goes to 
each room two or three times a week, or even every 
day, and thus takes the sole responsibility. In such 
a case he is a teacher only, and not a supervisor. 
In the majority of places, however, the director 
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visits each room only once a week or once in two weeks, 
sometimes only once in a month or mare, and in this 
case he is a supervisor, and it is necessary for him 
to leam to organize the system so as to carry out his 
ideas through an intermediary, viz., the grade teacher, 
who actually does from four fifths to nineteen twenti-
eths ~ the teaching." 
1/Frank R. Rix, Voice Trainif8 far School Children, A. s. 
~rnes Company, New York, 19 , p. 4. 
2/Karl Wilson Gehrkens, An Introduction to School Music 
¥eachinc, c. c. Birchard Company, Boston, 1919, p. 85. 
Birge reported that practically all music instruction 
in tbe grades was handled by the classroom teachers in y 
1928. 
Current trends.-- The place of music in the elementary 
curriculum bas changed from the status of a "special" sub-
ject to the point where it is now considered to be an in-
tegral factor in the total development of every child. 
2/ 
Heylmun- considers this change in the status of publio 
school music and the expanding school music program a very 
reassuring development in the educational life of America. 
2.1 Gildersleeve has this to say: 
"Classroom·teachers should be brought into the 
planning of the elementary school music program to a 
greater extent than is now the practice. Music will 
be taught effectively by crade teachers when they be-
lieve it is important for children and when they have 
learned to enjoy teaching it suffician tly well so that 
they will present it enthusiastically •••• After a 
grade teacher has caught the enthusiasm for music 
teaching and has acquired power in teaching it, she 
can often use music for serving the individual needs 
of pupils more effectively than the specialist and can 
lllllke these vel ues of music more apparent to parents." 
!±I Perham also believes that the key person in the de-
14 
velopment ar music in the elementary classroom is the class-
yop. cit., p. 219. 
~Elva R. Heylmun, "The Case for Music on the School Curri-
culum," House and Garden Magazine (July, 1950), 98:42. 
3/Glenn Gildersleeve, "Promoting a Better Elementary Musie 
~rogram," Music Educators' Journal (November, 1948), 35:31. 
4/Beatrice Perham, Music in the New School, Neil A. Kjos 
~ampany, Chicago, 1937, p. 38. 
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room teacher and not the music specialist. She believes that 
the teacher with limited musical ability should be encour-
aged to participate with her pupils in those parts of the 
music program in which she has any ability. 
The self-contained classroom should be studied in all 
its aspects and in particular the area of music teaching in 
the classroom should be explored to determine the practical 
needs of the teacher. The gradual transition from the 
"special" subject taught by a music specialist to a "regular" 
subject taught by a specialist in teaching is still in pro-
cess. The status quo should be challenged constantly in 
the light at expanding research but new approaches to music 
teaching should not be accepted blindly no matter what their y 
appeal might be, Beattie proposes that any new proposition 
be submitted to analysis, investigation, and experimentation 
before it is accepted as an improvement over current methods 
of teaching music. 
The importance of the classroom teacher in the develop-
ment of a successful music program cannot be denied, The 
teacher who lives with the children is the one best quali-
fied to develop a successful music program in the elementary y 
classroom. 
1/John Beattie, Theory and Practice, Yearbook of the Music 
Educators' Nation81 COriference, 1938, Chicago, Illinois, p. 37. 
2/Emma Dickson Sheehy, "Music and the Classroom Teacher," 
¥he National Elementary Principal (February, 1951), 30:9. 
1.1 Choate has this to say: 
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"From most educational viewpoints, the self-
contained classroom is ideal--given excellent teachers 
or adequate instructional assistance. It affords an 
opportunity for a functional use of music as desired 
throughout tbe school day. Possibilities far corre-
lation and integration are practically unlimited. 
Students' musical interests can be developed and 
furthered through provision or many types of activities. 
Social and emotional needs can be met through music in 
a satisfying way by the teac.ber who .bes a broad knowl-
edge of the children--their home background, health, 
abilities and adjustments in tbe class. With such a 
knowledge of students as individuals, a teacher can 
help to select and guide significant musical experi-
ences." 
The elementary teacher has a decided advantage over 
the music specialist in the classroom. The classroom teach-
er knc:T«s her students and the problems attendant upon the 
learning situation and given the proper training can uti-
lize music in many ways throughout tbe school day. The 
music supervisor or music specialist who visits the class-
room frequently or infrequently clearly delineates the stig-
2/ 
ma of unusual which is attached to music.-
J/ McSWain asserts: "Improvement in the music curricu-
lum will emerge when the classroom teacher recognizes and 
accepts responsibility for teaching music." 
J/Robert Choate, "Music Instruction in the Self-Contained 
"O"lassroom," Tbe National Elementary Principal (February, 
1951)' 30:37. 
2/David Barnett, They Shall Have Music, George w. Stewart, 
lUblisher, New York, 1944, P.P• 3o-31. 
"J/E. T. McSWain, "Improving the Music Curriculum in the Ele-
mentary School," Music Educators' Journal (June, 1954), 40:25. 
In a survey of the status of music in the elementary y 
schools of Indiana it was found that about a third of the 
teachers contacted taught all or nearly all of the music 
in their rooms while a higher proportion taught none or 
very little of the music in their rooms. y 
The followin~: table from that survey shows the pro-
portion af teachers who taught their own music in various 
type schools: 
Table 1. Percentages of Teachers Distributed According to 
tbe Proportion of Music Which They ~hemselves 
Taught (N-732) 
Type of School 
Large Medlum All 
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Proportion 
City Sized City Town Rural Schools 
City 
( 1) ( 2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Al.l ••••••••••• •• 33 9 6 7 30 22 
Nine tenths ••••• 15 30 8 5 1 11 
Four fifths ••••• 8 31 8 0 2 9 
Seven tenths •••• 4 4 6 1 1 3 
Three fifths •••• 7 2 4 3 0 4 
One halt ........ 5 1 6 7 6 5 
Two fifths •••••• 1 0 1 6 3 2 
Three tenths •••• 2 2 6 9 3 4 
One fifth ••••••• 1 6 6 4 3 3 
One tenth •.....• 3 3 16 5 8 7 
None • ••••••••••• 21 12 33 53 43 30 
!JThurber H. Madison, Dorothy G. Kelley end William H. Fox, 
Music in the Elementatt Schools in Indiana, Bulletin of the 
School of Edm ation ( uly, 1949), Indiana University, 
Bloomington, Indiam, 25:19-20. 
yibid., P· 20. 
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Fleminc conducted a survey in the elementary schools 
in Maryland which led to the conclusion that the elementary 
classroom teacher should be primarily responsible for the 
music edwation of boys and cirls. The classroom teacher 
has an opportuni~ to integrate music learning with sociel 
education to a degree not possible with the music specialist. 
The music specialist can best serve the cause of music edu-
cation by helping to increase the competence of the class-
room teacher. y 
A study by Mohr found that 82.1 per cent of the 196 
schools reporting were delegating the teaching of music to 
the classroom teacher in Colorado. 
2/ Chidester and Rockefeller have some reservations as 
to the eventual realization or the self-contained classroom 
in so far as music is concerned. They agree with others 
that a teacher capable of teaching her own music represents 
the ideal for music education and for the growth of' the whole 
child. These writers point out that this ideal may never be 
realised due to the large numbers of children entering the 
yJesale L. Fleming, "A Music Program for Elementary 
Schools," The Mar;land Teacher (January, 1953), Baltimore, 
Maryland, lo:l2- • 
yEstell Elgar Mohr, Music Teaching Problems of Colorado Ele-
mentary School Teachers, Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, 
Stanroid University, 1946, pp. 9-10. 
3/Lawrence w. Chidester and Christine B. Rockefeller, "Music 
Consultant Service for the Self-Contained Classroom," Music 
Educators• Journal (January, 1955), 41:19. 
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elementary grades and the acute shortage o:r teachers which ia 
resulting in less insistence upon complete qualifications 
from each candidate. y 
However, a significant trend is noted by Sommers who 
points out the tact that thousands o:r elementary classroom 
teachers are taking workshop training to meet the need for 
basic and elementary music instruction in their classrooms. y 
Glenn makes the point that: "If the classroom teach-
er cannot teach children music, music education has lost the 
only hope o:r ever achieving any great improvement in the 
music procrams in the elementary schools." 
2. Pre-Service Training in Music 
Music instruction for grade school teachers has been 
offered in most of the state normal schools since the turn 
of the century. ll 
!±/ An early book on music in the grades by Gehrkens pre-
sent ed some signit icant observations: 
"Most normal schools are now offering at least one 
course in music) and some schools are giving their 
teachers as thorough training in this subject as in any 
other. But, unfortunately, there are still a great 
jfeHobart H. Sommers, "For Developing Personality, What's 
etter Than Music," The Nation's Schools (August, 1949), 
44-:24-2 5. 
2/Neal E. Glenn, "Music and the Classroom Teacher," 
Educational Music.Magazine (March, 1954), 33:20. 
J./Birce, op. eli. t., p. 214-. 
!±fOp. cit., pp. 85-86. 
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many normal schools in which the music course involves 
only one unprepared recitation a week for a year, and 
in this very small amount of time but little can be 
accomplisbld. But worse than this, there are now in 
our public schools thousands of teachers who have come 
from a normal school course in which there was at that 
time no music whatever, and there are, of course, many 
additional thousands who have never been to normal 
school at all. Conditions are improving, and some day 
every grade teacher will kna. at least something about 
music, bJ.t that day is not yet here and the supervisor 
of music must therefore plan from tb. e very outset to 
expend a good deal of his energy upon the grade teacher 
if .be expects to achieve worthwhile results wi tb. the 
pupils." y 
The Research Council of the Music Supervisors 
National Conference prepared a "Standard Course for the 
Music Training of Grade Teachers" in 1925 which proposed 
that all teacher-trainees be required to take courses in 
music designed to meet the music needs encountered in the 
classroom. In essence, the proposed course covered the 
first six grades of school and presumably met the needs of 
children in tb.ose grades. Some degree of music reading was 
expected rL all teacher candidates upon entering the normal 
school or teachers college. 
Disparity in backgrounds.-- Considerable criticism has 
been levelled at teacher-training institutions for the re-
sults that have been obtained in the musical preparation of 
teachers. 
ucators• National Conference, Research Council, 
Course for the Music Traini of Grade Teachers, 
• 
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Jenkins recommends caution in evaluating or criti-
cizins the music program or any school because or the lack 
or evidence of acreement on criteria. y 
Jones states: "If music education were, as it should 
be ideally, a continuous progress from the elementary school 
to college, we would bave students already prepared in the 
early stages or bearing, reading and writing music." 
The aver ace student entering a teachers college has had 
little or no training in music. Some have not had the 
public-school training in music which they will be expected 
to teach to children within a short period or time. Even 
those students who have bad the benefit or good teaching 
find that much or it is insecure. 
}./ 
y 
A similar view is presented by other writers who add: 
"There is the further tact that the institutions 
which are largely responsible tor the preparation of 
elementary teachers--the teachers colleges and normal 
schools--have neglected to make adequate provision in 
their curriculums tor the preparation or elementary 
teachers in the special subjects. Rarely in these 
institutions does one find more than tour to six se-
mester hours of credit allotted to one of these special 
subjects, an amount which, in view or the meager back-
1/Leo w. Jaildns, "How Much Music Should be Taught in the 
Average Elementary and Secondary School?" The Nation's 
SchOols (September, 1950), 46:57-58. 
2/Vincent Jones, Music Education in the College, c. c. 
~irchard and Company, BostOn, 1949, p. 57. 
3/Parks Grant, Music for Elementarl Teachers, Appleton-
"O'rotts, Inc., New York, 1951, pp. -2. 
!!/Myers, et al, op. cit., pp. 171-172. 
grounds possessed by most of their students, is piti-
fully inadequate to equip them for assuming any re-
sponsibility for instruction in these subjects." 
A typical freshman class entering a teachers' collee;e 
will present many problems to the music instructor. A real 
cl:allenge erises when students who are physically adequate 
and intelligent are unable to make satisfactory musical 
sounds due to a restricted environmEIIl t or some emotional 
disturbance. 
y 
The wide disparity in backgrounds is much mare severe 
in the case of music learning at the college level than it 
is in English, his toxy aDd the sciences according to y 
Hodgson. 
11 Davison asserts: 
"Finally, then, and most emphatically, our music 
supervisors, music teachers, and grade teachers need 
more and better instruction: our educators need to 
learn that music does not lie in the same area with 
mathematics and domestic science: and when all this 
has been accomplished we shall be on the road to 
creating an intelligent and interested opinion, and 
to puttillg an end to the vicious cycle of uneducated 
aDd unimaginative maturity, leading generation after 
generation into an unmusical state like unto its own." 
1/V!ola A. Brody, "The Role of Body-Awareness in the 
!mergence at Musical Ability; its Application to Music 
Education, the College Basic Music Course, and Critic 
Teachine;," The Journal at Research in Music Education 
(Spring, 1953), Music Educators' National Conference, 
Chic ago, 1:26. 
YWalter H. Hodgson, "Problems at Music Administration in 
Colleges," Education (September, 1951), 72:17. 
1/Archibald T. Davison, Music Education in America, Harper 
and Brothers, New York, 1926, pp. 4o-41. 
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y 
Normann came to similar conclusions. 
" •••• surely, then, preserving a sense of propor-
tion in those things which contribute toward sane, joyous, normal, integrated life is just as important 
in preparing teachers as it is in ministering to the 
needs of children; it is incongruous to stress the 
development of the whole child with a balanced spiri-
tual, emotional, physical, and mental life and at the 
same time approve a teacher-training program in which 
those subjects dealing with spiritual and emotional 
needs are given a subordinate or even an insignificant 
place." 
Music education has made great strides during the past 
half-century but it has been largely through the efforts of 
the music specialists. Some growth has been achieved 
through the occasional well-trained classroom teacher but 
the possibilities seem unlimited if all instead of a few 
teachers were trained adequately to teach their own music y 
in the classroom. 
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A hurried and inadequate type of music program in the 
teachers college can only result in a feeling of insecurity 
and dissatisfaction on the part of the student teacher which 
~ leads to considerable reluctance in the classroom. 
Pre-service music programs.-- In most teacher-training 
institutions the pattern of required music courses is the 
1/Theodore F. Normann, "Music in the Self-Contained Class-
room," The Education Digest (September, 1948), 14:19. 
yBeth McLellan, "Music Training for Elementary Teachers," 
Music Educators' Journal (April, 1949), 35:19. . 
~Music Educators National Conference, Research Council, 
Musical Development of the Classroom Teacher, 1951, Bulletin 
Number 5, Chicago, Illinois, pp. 6-7. 
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same. A course in music theory or the fundamentals of musia 
am a course in methods represent the usual otferil'. In 
some schools only a course in methods is required. y 
A study by Weis in 1934. was concerned with the train-
ing teachers colleges in the Mid-West were giving to students 
to prepare them for teaching music in the grades. Teachers 
were requested to suggest courses or types of' music for 
young teachers just beginning college. The most frequently 
mentioned item was sight-singing with music methods next. 
Music appreciation, ear-training, piano and voice were next 
in the order listed. 
ll The same study by Weis used a jury to determine the 
type of' program that should be offered to elementary class-
room teachers. The program that was suggested included: 
1. musicianship-music development for the teacher 
2. elementary theory 
3. reading music 
4.. singing. y 
A study by Monroe found three courses required by 
teachers colleges and normal schools in the East. Courses 
in fundamentals of music, methods of teaching music, and 
!/McLellan, op. cit., p. 19 
yop. cit., pp. 91-92. 
1/Ibid., pp. 93-94.. 
!±fop. cit., p. 13?. 
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music appreciation were the most frequently mentioned. Music 
appreciation was required in many colleges but was also 
offered as an elective in numerous instances. There were 
instances of a number of elective courses in music available 
for elementary majors. y 
A table presented by Monroe is indicative of the 
proportion of music credits in the graduation requirements: 
Table 2. Comparison of Music Credits with Graduation 
Requirements 
State A B 
lll l2J UJ 
Maine • ••....•.••••••.•.•...••• 4-6 96 
New Hampshire .•••.••......•... 12 156 
Vermont ••.•.•....•••.•.•••.••• 5 120 
Massachusetts ••••••••••••••••• 3-9 128 
Rhode Island •.• .............•• 6 128 
Connecticut ••••••.•.•••••••••• 8-9 128 
New York •• •••..•••••••.••.•••• 4 136-144 
New Jersey ••••..............•. 9-12 128 
Penney 1 vani a • ••.••..•..•.••••• 6 128 
Mary land • ••••...••••••.••••••• 6 132 
Washington, D. c . ............. 5 128 
Key: Column "A". Semester hours credit in required music 
courses. 
Column "B". Total semester hours credit required for 
graduation. 
yop. cit., p. 138. 
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A study by Stroessler resulted in the following recom-
mendations far the musical preparation of the elementary 
classroom teachers at Stanford University: 
1. The number of units of work required should be in-
creased in order further to develop student's skills 
and abilities in music. 
2. The required preparation in music and music edu-
cation should not be concentrated in one quarter, 
but should be dispersed over several years in a 
developmental program. 
3. Credits earned in non-lecture music courses should 
be accepted for the fulfillment of Humanities re-
quirements in the lower Division. 
4. Candidates should be advised to enroll in music 
courses which are particularly applicable to their 
needs as prospective elementary teachers. 
5. The pianistic abilities of candidates should be re-
developed along functional lines. 
6. Increased opportunities should be provided far candi-
dates to engage in active musical performance. y 
Wheat suggests the following program tor teacher-
1/Johri H. Stroessler, Music Teaching Competencies ot 
Stanford Elementari Credential Candidates, Unpublished 
Doctoral Dlssertat on, Staritord UniverSity, 1949, pp. 136-138. 
2/Harry G. Wheat, "Fundamental Requirements in the Prepara-
tion of the Elementary-School Teacher," Journal ot Teacher 
Education (June, 1950), 1:135-136. 
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preparation in music: 
1. four hours of piano study spread over four semesters 
beginning in the freshman year 
2. six hours of sight-singing and theory spread over 
three semesters 
3. two hours of materials and methods. y 
Bird found that laboratory assignments for graduate 
students proved to be effective in acquainting them with 
classroom situations. Students visited various elementary 
classrooms and r sported on the ex peri enc es and observations 
they had in the teaching of music. 
Music educators are concerned over the meager amount 
of time gi van to preparatory training in music in the y 
teachers colleges and uni versi ties. One writer has this 
to say: 
"In most universities, colleges, and normal 
schools throughout the country, one year or less is 
offered as preparatory training in music for these 
teachers. What frivolity to attempt in such an a-
nemic fashion to qualify a lay student for teaching 
music!" 
Due to the growing shortage of elementary teachers it 
would appear to be unrealistic to deny employment to those 
!/Gordon W. Bii'd, A Plan for Imtroving the Student Teachil' 
Program in Music at Teachers Co~D!e, Unpublished Doctora 
Dissertation, 1eachers college, Co umbia University, New 
York, 1951, pp. 75-76. 
2/Lloyd F. Sunderman, "Music Program for Elementary Teachers 
in Training," Elementary School Journal (November, 1941), 
42:207. 
candidates who are lacking in training or ability in music. 
The answer seems to lie in better pre-service training pro-
Y grams and gocd in-service programs in music. 
). The Musical Competency of the Classroom Teacher 
Basic skills in teaching music.-- A good example of 
the challenge facing the teacher in the self-contained 
classroom can be found in the g~neral outline of music 
activities for the elementary teacher wnich is presented by y 
Mursell: 
"I. Basic Orientation (Kindergarten--Grade III) 
A. Much rote singing. 
B. Experience in making music with simple 
instruments. 
c. Directed listening. 
D. Creative activities. 
E. Development or ear-training. 
F. Rhythmic awareness. 
G. Capacity to use the singing voice. 
II. Emergence of Technical Controls and Insights 
(Grades IV-VI) 
A. Explicit attention to problems of the 
score. 
B. More conscious control of the voice. 
c. Introduction of pre-orchestral and 
orchestral instruments. 
D. More specific creative activities. 
E. Listening for general enjoyment and for 
response in terms of mood." 
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It seems apparent from the outline presented above that 
Jjliarlan Loveless, "Music for the Classroom Teacher," 
Education (September, 1951), 72:39-40. 
yJames L. Mursell, Music in the American Schools, Silver 
Burdett and Company, New York, 1943, pp. 132-138. 
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the classroom teacher needs to have considerable training if y 
she is to meet this challenge adequately. Wersen makes a 
pertinent observation in this respect: "To ask the child to 
do 'llilat the teacher cannot do herself is a form of dishonesty 
that the child soon discovers and resents." y 
Sunderman has similar views: 
"No teacher can contribute to children something 
that he himself has not experienced. The teacher not 
only nurtures intellectual growth but likewise fosters 
the child's musical development. The elementary school 
teacher instructs the children until they are 12 years 
of ege or more. Administrators should see to it that 
beginning music education for children is the best." 
It is the responsibility or the classroom teacher to 
find out where each child is in the use of his musical ca-
:re.city and to provide experiences which will lead to further 
2.1 development in music. 
Every competent classroom teacher can teach music. Not 
all will be equally skilled any more than they are equally 
skilled in the teaching of other subjects in the curriculum. 
The teacher has the responsibility for the child's whole 
day at school and can do much to further his musical 
1JLouls wersen, "You Can Teach Music," National Education 
Association Journal (March, 1953), 42:157-158. 
2/Lloyd Frederick Sunderman, "The Music Program in Teacher-
'lducation Institutions," Elemen.tary School Joumal (January, 
1943), 43:290-297. 
2JMarion Flagg, "The Elementary School Principal and His 
Music Program," The National Elementary Principal (February, 
1951)' 30::12. 
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development. 
A sense of pitch, a sense of rhythm, an acceptable sing-
ing voice and possibly a functional pianistic ability are 
cons:ldered the minimum requirements for elementary classroom 
. y 
teachers who are expected to teach their own music. 
ll Myers writes: "The elementary classroom teacher should 
have the ability to sing artistically, to read music, to re-
card music, to teach, to select materials, and to play the 
piano (or some other instrument)·" 
!±/ Dykema and Cundiff believe that the ability to sing, 
to read music, to play at least a simple instrument, the 
ability to listen with some discrimination, and the ability 
to create represent the basic needs of the classroom teacher. 
The ability 1:D read and to write music can be a very 
effective aid in achieving satisfaction and growth in music 
in lllllCh the same way that the reading and writing of English 
assists in the growth and understanding at our spoken lan-
2./ guage. 
1/Pau1 Wentworth Mathews, You Can Teach Music, E. P. Dutton 
Company, New York, 1953, p. • 
_y'Russell Van Dyke Morgan aDd Hazel Nohavec Morgan, Music E4u-
cation in Action, Neil A. Kjos Music Company, Chicago, 1954, 
p. ?. 
3/Louise Kifer Myers, Teaching Children Music, Prentice-Hall, 
Tnc., New York, 1950, P• 186. 
4/Peter w. Dykema and Hannah M. Cundiff, School Music 
book, c. C. Birchard Complny, Boston, 1955, p. ?. 
2./Dykema and Cundiff, op. cit., p. 5. 
Hand-
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The basic music activity in the classroom is singing. In 
direct relation to the skill involved in singing is the abili-
ty to read music which should grow in proportion to the amount 
of enthusiasm and enjoyment children have for singing. y 
The importance of music reading in our expanding music y 
culture is stressed by Morgan who writes: " •••• introduction 
of the score as means to the end of a continuing and expanding 
song repertoire that will make a nation of musical literates." 
A further indication of the importance attached to musie 
il 
reading may be found in a Declaration of the Music Edu-
cators• National Conference in 1946 which included the follow-
ing statement: 
"Despite the growing tendency to give less time and 
attention to acquiring skill in reading music, we re-
affirm our belief in the importance of an ability to 
perform music easily and accurately from the printed 
page." 
Classroom teachers can learn many of the songs to be 
taught in their particular grade by a rote process but this 
leaves much to chence. Considerable dependence upon others 
results from this method which can be a serious handicap in 
~Sara DUnn Sistrunk, "Music in the Elamentary School," Music 
ducation Conference for School Administrators, Symposium, 
college or Fine Arts, The University or Texas, Austin, 1954, 
Po 21.. 
2/Hazel Nohavec Morgan, "Elementary School Curriculum," 
~usic Education Source Book, Music Educators' National.Con-
ference, chicago, 1951, p.4. . 
teaching music. Music reading is a oasic skill that ele-
mentary classroom teachers should have in order to provide 
a wide variety or satisfying musical experiences tcr child-
Y 
ren. y 
Buchanan oelieves that the musical literacy or this 
country could be 99 per cent instead or one per cent it 
vocal-music reading was presented as effectively in our pub-
lic schools as the reading and writing or words has been. 
11 
one writer states that practically anyone can be 
trained to carry a tune, to read music and to memorize it 
it he mkes the ettart. There are tew persons afflicted 
with incuraole tone-dearness. With the proper amount of 
training and adequate direction most persons can achieve 
same measure of competency in musical performance. 
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The frequency w1 th which the elementary classroom teach-
or any teacher performs a particular activity gives some in-
dication ar the importance attached to that activity in a 
~ given situation. 
l/dharles Lecirihard, A Song A~3roach to Music Reading, Silver 
Burdett Company, New York, I 3, p. ?. 
2/Walter Buchanan, "It John Doe Could Read Music," Music 
Journal (September, 1950), New York, 7:15. 
3/Klaus Liepmenn, The Langu,e ot Music, The Ronald Press 
~ompany, New York, 1953, P• • 
~/Francis G. Buloer, "Teacher Activities ot the Vocal School 
Music Program," Contribution to Education Numoer ~06, George 
Peaoody College tor Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee, 19~9. 
p. ~1. 
y 
A recent study by Fleming revealed that on a ranked 
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list or 83 music activities the first 16 ranks involve sing-
iDS, thereby emphasizing its importance as a basic competency 
for classroom teachers. y 
A study by Prescott found that the reading and singing 
or songs was the mjor music activity in the classrooms or 
75 communities which reported in answer to her questionnaire. 
Tbe ability to sie!P.t sing has been considered to be a 
desirable accomplishment for teachers for a long time. 21 y 
Clippinger has written: 
"If America is to become musical, all her ci t1 zens 
must have same part in m8king music. The first step is 
to teach them how to use their voices in a manner that 
is comfortable to themselves and to those who listen. 
Singing is the most practical way to begin the process 
or becoming musical. Nature furnishes the instrument. 
All that is needed after that is time and intelligence." 
2.1 A recent study by Snyder revealed: "The abilities in 
yop. cit., p. 90. 
YMarjorie Prescott, The Present Status and Trends or Music 
Educa tl. on in tbe Public Elementary schools of Massachusetts, 
Unpublished Master 1s Thesis, School or ~ducatlon, Boston 
Univers1. 'IN, 1952, pp. 109-113. 
lfFrank S. Salisbury and Harold B. Smith, "Prognosis or 
Sight-Singlng Ability of Normal School Students," Journal of 
Applied Psychology (October, 1929), 13:425. 
4/D. A. Clippinger, "Concerning the Future of Singing," Music 
'lduoators• Journal (November-December, 1935), 22:17. 
5/Hartley Deal Snyder, A Study in Teachih! Music Fundamentals 
to Prostective Elementa~ Classroom Teao ers, Unpublished 
Doctara Dissertation, ~lorado State College or Education, 
Greeley, 1950, p. 5. 
which there was the least achievement included the ability 
to sing an unfamiliar melody without the aid of the piano 
and to sing with syllables." y 
Snyder drew the follaving conclusions as a result or 
his study: 
"It is concluded that since a wide divergence at 
music abilities exist in classes of music fundamentals 
although students are judged to have little music baok-
grouiJi that a diversified method of treatment must be 
established. Students with little singing ability who 
seemed to make only a little progress vocally were 
found to make much more rapid strides in gaining the 
ability to play melodies on the piano.... It was also 
fouDi that remedial treatment of the singing voice re-
quired a two to three semester span." 
Too much depelldence upon the piano results from the y 
practice of learning new melodies at the piano. 
Regarding the rudiments or fundamentals of music y 
Sullderman has this to say~ 
"The amount of time that should be spent in teach-
ing tb.e rudiments c£ music is a moot question. It can 
be answered by asking what knowledge wi 11 be required 
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of the teacher in teaching music in Grades I-VIII. The 
student must be able to read intelligently the symbols 
on the music page if he is to be able to teach new songs 
when he becomes a teacher in service." 
!tl Cavallaro writes rather emphatically about funda-
1/0p. cit., p. 7. 
yLoc. cit. 
3/Lloyd R. Sunderman, "Music Program for Elementary Teachers 
rn Training," Elementary School Journal (November, 1941), 
42:207-211. 
4/Alfonso Cavallaro, "In Defense of Fundamentals," Musie 
Educators' Journal (Novelli>el'-December, 1946), 33:63. 
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mentals: 
"Prospective teachers are given a smattering or 
musical ignorance, largely methodological, and sent out 
to teach a subject with which they are scarcely ac-
quainted. And well-meeni~ au thor i ties write learnedly 
on the value of personality, philosophical indoctri-
nation, end social planning, ralegating to a minor role 
the music teacher's knowledge of music. Indeed, it has 
became virtually an axiom that the grade school teacher 
need know very little about music. She rarely does--
neither do many of her students." 
The need for fundamentals is further emphasized by 
1/ 
Connette- who states: 
"Teachers must not disregard the need tor musical 
knowledge and for fine technical performance on the 
part of the pupils •••• knowledge and skill will be 
cultivated all the more assiduously because it is 
recognized that if knowledge and skill ere disregarded 
only a sentimental end spurious cultural development 
can take place •••• and since all persons have some 
natural affection for music and some native musical 
endowment, the effort to develop it to its normal 
stature, in ways that will be rewarding to the indi-
vidual, is at least quite as hopeful as the effort to 
develop the germ, small ar large, ~ mathematical, 
historical, or mechanical interest that is in every 
person." 
Need for mare adequate training.-- lt appears to be 
fairly obvious that the classroom teacher is expected to 
assume the responsibility for music teaching in her par'ticu-
lar grade. However, there is an urgent need for more ade-
quate training in music if the available evidence is any y 
criterion. Morgan has pointed out that the visiting music 
yttarie Oonnette, ".A. Philosophy of Music Education," Harvard 
Educational Review (October, 1944), 14:269. 
yop. cit., p. 30. 
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teacher has been disappearing from the scene and found it 
surprising that it has taken so long for educators to realize 
that one person could not. do such a large job effectively. 
In a study of the music teaching problems of elementary y 
classroom teachers in Colorado, Mohr found that there were 
three areas of musical performance in which teachers desired 
greater proficiency. These three areas were: 
1. The use of the symbols of music with sufficient 
accuracy that the teacher can immediately recognize 
and reproduce the sound symbolized by the staff no-
tation, and to visualize the correct staff notation 
from music which is heard 
2. The providing of a suitable musical accompaniment 
for the singing done by the children 
3. The acceptable use of the voice in singing. 
Singing by syllables and numbers should be encouraged. 
Skill with syllables in particular is needed to overcame a 
lack of ability to sing away from the piano. Much more dis-
crimination in listening to the various musical sounds is 
recommended. Remedial voice work is very essential to the 
improvement of the teacher-training program in music. 
y 
11 Williams believes that the time is coming when the 
yop. cit •• p. 281. 
ysnyder, op. cit., p. 114. 
3/P. Ahmed Williams, Basic Music for the Sin~le Curriculum, 
trnpublished Doctoral Dissertation, New Yorkrilversity, 1946, 
p. 17. 
ability to sing will be one or the main requisites for a 
position as an elementary teacher. 
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Whether the time will ever come when it will be possible 
to insist upon an ability to sing as a requisite for ele-
mentary classroom teaching is problematical. However, y 
Homing observes that each teacher has contracted to teach 
the whole child and, in spite or musical deficiencies, she 
can do much to surround children with music learning. 
A lack or singing ability csn be compensated ror by the 
willingness or 
in learning to 
the c la.ssroom teacher to join with her pupils 
play one or the simple folk instruments. 
y 
"Unmusical" teachers.-- There appears to be general 
agreement that with adequate training most classroom teach-
ers can do a functional job or teaching music in the ele-
mentary grades. Even the so-called "unmusical" person can 
' 
be trained to the point where some functional ability is in 
evidence. 
21 Revesz classifies "unmusical" persons into two cate-
gories; namely, the congenitally unmusical and the neuroti-
cally unmusical. He categorizes the congenitally unmusical 
as: 
J]Rillph V. Horning, "The Non-Singing Teacher and Elementary 
llusic," The Grade Teacher (:March, 1950), 67:68, 
YPerham, op. cit., p. 38. 
3/G, Revesz, Introduction to the Psycholofy of Music, 
rrn1versity or ok18homa Press, Norman, 195 , p. 136. 
1. Those who have a limited acoustic-musical capacity 
but are affected to some degree by the emotional 
nature of music 
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2. Those wno have a rhythmic and dynamic susceptibility 
but have no tonal consciousness 
3. Those who may be sensitive to pitch and other musical 
qualities but have no pleasurable reactions to music 
4. Those who are unable to describe the direction of 
y 
Describing the neurotically unmusical Revesz 
sequential intervals. 
says: 
"• ••• there are also apparently unmusical people 
who are not unmusical by nature, or at least are not as 
unmusical as they seem, or as they pretend to be. Here 
it is a case of instinctive dislike of music. Such 
persons develop a neurotic resistance towards any form 
of musical expression •••• they manifest impatience and 
even hostility towards music and its exercise. In most 
oases this hostility can be traced back to some childish 
displeasure or disgust, such as failure of the first 
musical instruction, compulsory music lessons •••• etc." 
There is considerable impact for music education and the 
classroom teacher in the following conclusion by Revesz: 
y 
"· ••• or course, it is a beautiful idea to want to 
enable everybody to enjoy to the fullest and most per-
fect measure the wonderful creations of music. But 
this must remain a pious wish, because the frequent 
lack of musicality prevents its realization •••• but since 
music has a tremendous effect even without deeper compre-
hension, we must seize every opportunity to bring people 
into touch with it. Even where there is no pronounced 
musicality, music will make a lasting impression and 
raise the 'Ego' into a sphere that is. ordinarily closed 
to it, uplift it above the empiricalw:>rld, and free it 
from the heavY burdens of existence." 
1/0p. cit., pp. 136-137. 
S)Ibid., P• 140. 
CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF PROCEDURE 
Objectives.-- The procedures used in this study have re-
volved around the following main objectives: (1) the determi-
nation of the items of music theory considered essential 
knowledge for elementary classroom teachers; (2) the level 
of achievement attained in music theory; (3) the influence 
of various musical experiences on the level of achievement 
attained in music theory; (4) the level of competency a-
chieved in singing; and (5) the influence of various musical 
experiences on the level of competency achieved in singing. 
The specific procedures which were carried out to obtain 
the objectives listed above were as follows: 
1. Selection of items of music theory 
2. Selection of a jury to evaluate items of music theory 
3. Tabulation of items of music theory 
4. Selection and construction of tests of music theory 
5. Construction of a rating scale for singing 
6. Description and selection of recording equipment 
7. Selection and description of participating colleges 
8. Test administration and scoring 
9. Tape recording 
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10. Selection of a jury to rate samples ot singing 
11. Rating samples of singing 
12. Scoring and recording the data. 
1. Music Theory 
Selection of items.-- An analysis of textbooks published 
since 1945 which pertain to the musical preparation ot ele-
mentary classroom teachers resulted in the selection of a 
list ot items of music theory which appeared to be important 
knowledge tor teachers. In addition, an examination was made 
ot the manuals published by the Music Educators• National 
Conference to secure additional items tor inclusion in the 
list of theory items. Basic texts in music theory were stud-
ied to obtain items which were considered fundamental. An 
analysis of the basic song series used in elementary class-
rooms was completed which resulted in many items tor inclusion 
on the list. The complete list of items was divided into the 
following categories: 
1. Names or notes 
2. Piano keyboard 
J, Chords 
4. Intervals 
5. Time signatures 
6. Note and rest values 
7, Conductors beat 
8. Recognition of major and minor keys 
9. Signs and symbols 
10. Letter names 
11. Key names 
12. Finding "do" 
13. Music reading ability 
14. Music vocabulary, 
A checklist containing the items in the various cate-
gories which were to be evaluated by the jury was devised, 
The directions to the jury requested that they rate each of 
the items using the following symbols: 
E THIS ITEM IS ESSENTIAL--A factor of music theory 
needed by the elementary classroom teacher in order 
to read music 
D THIS ITEM IS DESIRABLE BUT NOT TOO ESSENTIAL FOR THE 
CLASSROOM TEACHER--A factor of music theory that may 
be relevant but not absolutely necessary for the 
classroom teacher to know in order to read music 
U THIS ITEM IS UNESSENTIAL--Not relevant to the fac-
tors of music theory necessary for the classroom 
teacher in order to read music 
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A copy of this check list may be found on page 141. Appendix C. 
Selection of a jury.-- The selection of a jury to 
evaluate the items of music theory was confined to those 
music educators who were primarily concerned with the musi-
cal preparation of the classroom teacher. These included: 
1. Music instructors on the faculties of colleges and 
universities preparing elementary classroom teachers 
2. Authors of textbooks and articles relating to the 
musical needs of classroom teachers 
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3. Members of national and regional committees on class-
room music 
4. State supervisors or music. 
5. Music supervisors involved in the direction of musie 
learning in the elemeatary classroom. 
A letter which explained the purpose and general nature 
or the study was sent to prospective jurors whose positions 
and professional activities indicated an interest in this 
area of teacher training. A copy or this letter may be 
found on page 128 of Appendix A. A self-addressed postal 
card was included for convenience in replying to the invita-
tion to participate in the study. A copy or the postal card 
may be round on page 129 of Appendix A. In some cases it 
was possible tor the writer to personally call on prospective 
jurors to explain the study. 
One follow-up letter was sent to three prospective 
jurors who did not answer the letter of invitation. Two 
jurors were obtained as a result while no response was 
obtained from the third person contacted. A copy of the 
follow-up letter is included in Appendix A on page 130 • 
The following table shows the complete response to the 
invitation to participate as a memoer of this jury: 
Table J. Reaponse to Invitation to Serve on Jury Evaluating 
Items of Music Theory 
Accepted Unable to No Answer Incomplete Total Serve 
I J. J l21 l31 l4J I:> J 
36 2 1 1 40 
A 90 per cent return was achieved which indicated a 
high degr~e of interest in the study. Page 134 of Appendix 
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B shows the name, title, professional activities and address-
es of the music educators who participated as members of this 
jury. 
Tabulation or items.-- The primary purpose of this phase 
of the study was to determine which items of music theory 
were considered important for classroom teachers to know. 
When all checklists had been returned by tbe jury they were 
arranged in a table of descending order. The number or 
judges declaring an item to be essential determined the posi-
tion of a particular item on the table. A copy or this table 
may be found in Chapter IV (Table 14). A total of 194 items 
wa• declared essential by the judges. To be included in the 
final list of items for testing purposes an item had to be 
rated essential by more than half or the judges. As there 
were 36 judges, an item had to be rated essential by 19 or 
mare. A final list of 109 items was obtained through this 
procedure. Reference is made to Table 14 in Chapter IV and 
to the last item receiving 19 ratings of essential by the 
jury for the limits of this list of items to be included in 
the tests. 
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Selection and construction of tests.-- A study was made 
of existing tests of music achievement to determine which one 
would meet the needs of this study. A comparison was made 
between each test and the list of items deemed essential by 
the jury. 
A choice was made in favor of the "Diagnostic Tests of y 
Achievement in Music." These teats were based on the 
theory of music found in the basic song series used in ele-
mentary classrooms and in the music curricula recommended 
for the elementary grades by music educators. Since teachers 
would be expected to know these facts of music, it was de-
cided that this was a reasonable test to use both far its 
validity which was based on curricular needs and its reported 
reliabilities which are fairly high. The reported relia-
bilities of the "Diagnostic Tests of Achievement in Music" Y 
are given in the manual which is included in Appendix c on 
page 145· 
1/M. Lela Kotick and T. L. Torgerson, Diagnostic Tests of 
Achievement in Music, Form A, California Test Bureau, 
Hoilywood, california, 1950. 
yLoc. cit. 
Form A or this test battery was round to be more satis-
factory than Form B since it included more or the items 
rated essential by the jury. However, Form A, a copy or 
which may be round in Appendix Con page 146, included only 
64 per cent or these items. 
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Since Form A did not cover all or the items, it was 
necessary to construct an additional test or signs and 
symbols and a vocabulary test. The signs and symbols test 
was constructed as a test or recognition while the vocabulary 
test was cast in the temiliar multiple choice rorm. The re-
liabilities tor these tests were obtained using Hoyt's Y 
method or estimating reliability through analysis of variance 
and the Pearson Product-Moment Correlation based on the scores 
obtained from two administrations of the same tests. The re-
liabilities of these tests are reported in Chapter IV of this 
report. Copies or both tests may be found on pages 148 and 
156 ot Appendix C. 
2. Singing 
Construction or rating scale.-- An analysis was made or 
basic texts in singing and or texts pertaining to the musi-
cal preparation or classroom teachers to determine the fac-
tors involved in singing. The following factors represent 
the basic elements of singing performance as round in most 
1/Cyrll Hoyt, "Test Reliability Estimated by Analysis or 
Variance," Psychometrika {June, 1941), The Psychometric 
Society, Colorado, 6:153-160. 
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texts: 
1. Ability to stay on key 
2. Tone 
3. Diction 
4. Expression 
5· Range 
6. Accuracy ot intervals 
7. Rhythm 
s. Note and rest values 
9. Tempo 
10. Ability to read using a tonal device 
11. Ability to read directly from words and music. 
These :factors were included in a :five-point scale which was 
tried out in the writer's classes at Keene Teachers' College. 
It was decided as a result ot these trials to :further retina 
the instrument so that more definite levels ot achievement 
could be ascertained. This resulted in the construction ot 
two tour-point rating scales, the first ot which was a scale 
to rate students• abilities to sing a :familiar song un-
accompanied, and the second, a scale to rate their abilities 
to read a new song unaccompanied. Copies ot the rating 
scales are included in Appendix C on page 151. 
The reliabilities obtained tor these rating scales are 
reported in Chapter IV. 
Selection ot recording equipment.-- The technical 
aspects of the recording equipment used in this study neces-
sitated the assistance of a qualified expert. The technical 
supervisor of one of the large network broadcasting stations 
in Boston made some excellent suggestions which enabled the 
writer to select a professional grade tape recording outfit. 
The specifications which were used in selecting the 
recording equipment were as follows: 
1. A minimlllll speed of 7! inches per second for music 
2. Full track 
3. Frequency response approximately 40 to 15,000 cps 
4. Low distortion 
5. Good ratio of signal to noise 
6. Portable 
7. Easy to operate 
8. Good quality, high impedance microphone 
9. Good quality tape 
10. Earphones for monitoring. 
The writer listened to several tape recording outfits 
and after due consideration had been given to the specifi-
cations listed above, it was decided that the .Ampex Model 
600 was the most desirable tape recorder to use in obtaining 
singing samples for this study. A Stromberg-Carlson High-
Impedance Microphone, Model MD37CS with a floor stand, 
Scotch Brand Tape lllA-12 and a set of Trimm Featherweight 
high-impedance earphones were also selected to complete the 
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equipment necessary to record. 
3. Description and Selection of Colleges 
Hew England colleges training elementary teachers.-- The 
selection of teacher-training institutions to be used in this 
study was governed by the nature of the problem involved in 
the study which was: the determination of the musical compe-
tencies of beginning classroom teachers. 
Letters were sent to the Commissioners of Education in 
each of the New England States requesting the names of all 
public and private colleges in their states which were 
training elamentary classroom teachers. A copy of this 
letter is attached to Appendix A on page 131. Immediate 
replies were received from each commissioner with the de-
sired information. A complete list of the colleges recog-
nized by the office of education in each of the New England 
States is presented as Appendix D on page 158. 
A letter of introduction by Dr. Lloyd P. Young, President 
of Keene Teachers' College, was sent to the president or de-
partment head in each of the colleges listed. This letter 
did not explain the study but served to introduce the writer 
and at the same time requested some basic information perti-
nent to this phase of the study. A copy of this letter may 
be found on page 132 of Appendix A. 
The following items were requested: 
1. Number of seniors majoring in elementary education 
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2. Name of faculty member teaching courses related to 
music in the elementary school 
3. A copy of the catalog giving descriptions of courses 
offered in elementary education. 
As a result of the information received from the various 
colleges, it was apparent that some would be eliminated from 
the study at this point f_ar the following reasons: 
1. Their programs were on a graduate level. 
2. No senior class was majoring in elementary education 
due to the newness of the program. 
3. There were no majors in elementary education. 
4. The program was designed for religious orders. 
Table number four shows the approximate number of 
seniors majoring in elementary education in the 42 colleges 
listed for the college year 1954-1955· 
Table 4. New England Colleges Training Elementary Teachers 
State 
ll J 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Colleges 
12) 
Boston Uni ver si ty ••••• 
Regis College ••••••••• 
College of Our Lady 
of the Elms ••• •••••••• 
Springfield College ... 
Emmanuel College •••••• 
Newton College of the 
Saored Heart •••••••••. 
(continued on next page) 
Approximate Number 
of Seniors 1954-
1955 as Reported 
by each College 
Office 
lJJ 
93 
18 
43 
5 
8 
3 
Table 4. (continued) 
State 
l.Ll 
MASSACHUSETTS 
MAINE 
Colleges 
l ~ l 
Smith College •••••••••• 
Lesley College •••••••.• 
Wheelock College ••••••• 
Perry Kindergarten 
Normal School •••••••••• 
Tufts College •••••••••• 
University or 
Massachusetts •••••••••• 
Bridgewater Teachers 
College ............... . 
Fitchburg Teachers 
College ............... . 
Framingham Teachers 
College .. .......•...... 
Lowell Teachers College 
North Adams Teachers 
Approximate Number 
ot Seniors 1954-
1955 as Reported 
by each College 
Office 
Ul 
28 
56 
82 
21 
25 
49 
81 
30 
49 
75 
College................ 19 
Salem Teachers College. 52 
Westfield Teachers 
College... . . . • . • . . • . . . . 4 7 
Worcester Teachers 
College................ 51 
Aroos tool!: State 
Teachers College ••••••• 
College of Our Lady ot 
12 
Mercy.................. 9 
Farmington State 
Teachers College....... 42 
Gorham State Teachers 
Collage................ 93 
Madawaska Training 
School... . . . . • . . . • . . . . • 15 
Washington State Teach-
ers College............ 11 
NEW HAMPSHIRE Keene Teachers College. 46 
(concluded on next page) 
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Table 4. (concluded) 
Approximate Number 
of Seniors 1954-
State Colleges 1955 as Reported 
by each College 
Office 
l.L J l2 J UJ 
NEW HAMPSHIRE Plymouth Teachers 
College ..••.......••.• 21 
Mount St. Mary 
College •••••••.••••••• 7 
Rivier College •••••••• 2 
VERMONT Castleton Teachers 
College ••••••••••••••• 27 
Johnson Teachers 
College ••••••••••••••• 19 
Lyndon Teachers 
College ••••••••••••••• 22 
College of Education, 
University of Vermont. 45 
RHODE ISLAND Salve Regina College •• 8 
Rhode Island College 
ot Education •••••••••• 61 
CONNECTICUT Danbury State Teachers 
College .•.•••........• 48 
New Britain Teachers 
College ...•..•.......• 120 
New Haven Teachers 
College •••••••••••.••• 108 
Willimantic Teachers 
College •••..•••••.•.•• 44 
St. Joseph College •••• 19 
University of Bridge-
port •••••••••••••••••• 15 
As a representative sample was desired, it was de-
cided to eliminate those colleges having five or less stu-
dents in their senior classes who were elementary majors. 
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Random selection or colleges.-- Since there were ap-
proximately 1600 students majoring in elementary education 
in all schools, it was decided that approximately one fifth 
of this population would represent an adequate sample for 
the purposes of this study. 
The various colleges were grouped by states and one 
college was drawn randomly from each of the six New England 
States. Since approximately half of all teacher-training 
institutions in New England may be foUDd in Massachusetts, 
it was decided to draw two additional colleges from that 
state so that a more balanced representation from each or 
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the six states might be obtained. A total of eight colleges 
was obtained in this manner. Six of these were public, 
while two were private institutions. The estimated sizes 
of their senior classes ranged from 27 to approximately 
108 students. 
Table number five shows the name of each college, lo-
cation, type, and the estimated size of the senior class 
according to the figures reported by each college office. 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
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Table 5. Colleges Selected Randomly far Sample 
Estimated 
College Location Type Size of 
Senior Class 
l J. J l' J Ul \41 
New Haven Teachers New Haven, 
College •••••••••••••• Connecticut Public 108 
Rhode Island College Providence, 
of Edmation .. ••••••• Rhode Island Public 61 
Wheelock College ••••• Boston, Private 82 
Massachusetts 
Keene Teachers Keene, 
College •••••••••••••• New Hampshire Public 46 
Gorham Teachers Gorham, 
College •••••••••••••• Maine Public 93 
Castleton Teachers Castleton, 
College . •.....•....•• Vermont Public 27 
School of Education Boston, 
Boston Universi~ •••• Massachusetts Private 93 
Fitchburg Teachers Fitchburg, 
College •••••••••••••• Massachusetts Public 30 
The president or department head in each of the colleges 
drawn was contacted by telephone or by personal visit during 
which time a brief resume of the study was presented. In each 
case tentative approval was given to conduct the study as 
presented subject to a letter giving specific details of the 
procedures to be followed, the time allotment, and the 
arrangement of schedules for testing and recording within 
each college. Assurance was given at this time that the 
identity of each college would be coded so that the results 
obtained would not be related to any specific college. A 
copy of the letter giving details of the study which was 
sent to the various colleges is included in Appendix A on 
page l)J, 
Final approval was received from each college and 
schedules were set up in cooperation with the music di-
rectors involved and the various people responsible for the 
scheduling of the classes to be tested, 
Required courses in music.-- Table number six shows 
the titles of required courses involving music theory in 
the various colleges participating in this study together 
with the number of credit hours attached to each course. 
Table 6. Required Courses Involving Fundamentals of Music 
With Total Semester Hours Credit 
Course Title 
(1) 
:M:usi c Theory- • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Musi o Essentials .......•..........•..• 
Music Orientation .•••••••.•••...•.•••• 
Music I, Music II •..••...••..•.•....•• 
Music Fundamentals ••••.••••••••••••••• 
Fundamentals of Music ••••••••••••••••• 
Introduction to Music ••••••••••.•••••• 
Total Semester 
Hours Credit 
(2) 
4 
4 
2 
3 
4 
3 
3 
Note: One college did not have a separate course involving 
fundamentals of music but included this training in 
a course in music methods. 
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Table number seven shows the titles of required courses 
invol"Ving methods ot teaching music in the elementary class-
room with the number of credit hours attached to each course. 
Table 7. Required Courses Involving Methods ot Teaching 
Music in the Elementary Classroom with Total 
Semester Hours Credit 
Course Title 
( 1) 
Music in the Elementary School •••••••••• 
Music lDiucation ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Public School Music •••••••••.••••••••••• 
Music in Elementary Education ••••••••••• 
Music Edl.ll at ion in the Elementary Grades 
Music for Children •••••••••••••••••••••• 
Musi o Methcxi s ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Total Semester 
Hours Credit 
( 2) 
2 
2 
3 
2 
3 
3 
3 
Note: Two colleges used the title ot "Music in the 
Elementary School" and allowed the same number of 
semester hours of credit. 
4. Securing the Data 
Test administration.-- The writer administered all 
tests in each college using the Manual of Directions for the 
Diagnostic Tests of Achievemeot in Music and observing the 
directions included in the two supplementary tests con-
structed for this study. All tests were coded using con-
secutive numbers for later identification and statistical 
treatment. 
A short explanation of the study was given to the 
students in each group who were then requested to fill out 
tbe basic data sheet titled: "Elementary Music Inquiry." 
A copy of this farm may be found on page 153 of Appendix c. 
Students were assured that their individual scores would 
remain anonymous and that the code number which appeared on 
each test would be their only identification in the report. 
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The writer's two tests were administered first and a 
twenty five minute time limit was allowed. This time limit 
had been determined previously through a trial run on a 
methods class composed of juniors at Keene Teachers'College. 
The trial run was also employed to determine the reliabilities 
of the two 'lllsts which are reported in Chapter IV. 
The Diagnostic Tests of Achievement in Music were then 
administered and tbe time limits given in the Manual of 
Directions were observed. Students were advised to go back 
and finish any tests not completed once they had been through 
the entire battery as their level of achievement was desired 
rather than their rate of speed in answering each test. 
The total testing time was approximately one hour and 
thirty minutes for each group tested which provided all stu-
dents ample time in which to complete the items. 
A total or 396 college seniors majoring in elementary 
education in eight New England colleges took the written 
tests. 
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Tgpe recording.-- One of the primary objectives of this 
study was to obtain a random sampling ot the singing abili-
ties of beginning classroom teachers which were to be rated 
by a jur,y. 
All tests were numbered consecutively. 
y 
A table ot 
random numbers was then employed to obtain the numbers which 
were to be circled indicating that the students receiving 
those particular test blanks were to furnish a sample ot 
singing in addition to their participation in the written 
tests. An attempt was made to obtain a sample of singing 
from one out ot each group ot t.br ee students taking the 
written tests. Students receiving tests with the circled 
numbers were requested to remain after the written examina-
tion was completed, At this time th~ were informed of the 
purpose of the singing sample and were again assured that 
their identity would be known only as a statistic. 
Students were requested to think of a familiar song 
suitable tor children in the elementary grades. Each stu-
dent was then advised to sing this song once through into 
the microphone to establish a correct voice level before the 
actual recording began. When this had been accomplished a 
hand signal was employed to advise the student to begin 
singing far the actual recording, No pitch was given by the 
yJ'ames E. Wert, Charles 0, Neidt and 
Statistical Methods in Educational 
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writer and no pitch was requested by the student. In each 
case the student began to sing with no obvious pre-
determined pitch. A pitch pipe was plainly visible in 
each instance and in some colleges a piano was available 
in tba testing room. 
When a student finished singing a song from his reper-
toire he was handed a copy of a song (see page 152 of 
Appendix C), which was to be read using either Latin sylla-
bles, numbers, letters, neutral syllables or read directly 
from the text depending upon the method with which each 
student was most familiar. 
After a brief period in which to study the song the 
student was given the pitch of the key (F) and the hand 
signal was again employed to indicate the start of the re-
cording. 
Although there were indications of some nervousness, 
rapport was excellent and the students' attitudes were very 
professional. 
A total of 127 students was recorded out of the total 
of 396 who took the written tests. 
Selection ~ a jury to rate singing abilities.-- The 
selection ~ jury members to rate the singing abilities of 
beginning classroom teachers was based on the following 
criteria: 
1. A vocal specialist and/or music educator concerned 
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with the vocal performance of elementary classroom 
teachers 
2. A member of professional organizations devoted to 
the improvement of singing 
3. Possess professional stature in the performance ar 
direction of vocal music. 
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Ten jury members were selected who had the qualifications 
listed above to a high degree. The writer visited each one 
and explained the purpose or the study and in particular this 
phase of the study in which they had been invited to partici-
pate. Acceptance was received from each person contacted. 
Page 138 of Appendix B shows the name, title, professional 
activities, and addresses or the members of this jury. 
Rating samples or singing.-- An individual rating 
session was arranged with each member of the jury in a place 
most convenient to him. This necessitated the setting up of 
a schedule with each juror that allowed at least five hours 
for the ratings and time out for rest periods. This was 
accomplished and suitable dates were arranged. 
Members of the jury were given an opportunity to gain 
some practice and facility in the use of the rating scales 
before the actual rating of the singing samples began. Each 
expressed satisfaction with the format of the scales and the 
consensus of opinion was that; the rating scales met the re-
quirements for rating a basic singing competency. Members 
of the jury were requested to initial each rating scale and 
to circle the ratings they considered appropriate, using 
the red pencil provided for that purpose. 
The following items of play-back equipment were used: 
1. Ampex Tape Recorder, Model 600 
2. Ampex Amplifier-Speaker, Model 620 
3. Scotch Brand Tape, lllA-12. 
Scoring and recording the data.-- The Diagnostic Tests 
of Achievement in Music were scored on I.B.M. test-scoring 
machines using the machine-scoring stencils provided for 
that purpose. 
The two tests constructed by the writer were scored by 
hand using scoring masks provided for that purpose. Copies 
of these masks may be found on page 154 of Appendix c. 
A code number had been assigned to each college and to 
each student which facilitated the recording of the data. 
A coding system was also established to record the basic 
data contained on the Elementary Music Inquiry Form. 
All data were recorded on I.B.M. cards to facilitate 
statistical treatment. 
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CHAPTER IV 
.ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The purpose or this study was: (1) to determine the 
competencies of beginning elementary classroom teachers in 
music theory; and (2) to determine the competencies of 
beginning eleaentary classroom teachers in singing. 
A representative sampling of beginning elementary 
classroom teachers in New England was obtained from eight 
colleges which had senior classes in elementary education. 
Public and private colleges were included in the sample. 
The data which have been collected and are presented 
in this chapter have been analyzed to indicate: 
1. The items of music theory considered essential for 
elementary classroom teachers to know 
2. The level of achievement attained in music theory 
3. The influence of various musical experiences on 
the level or achievement attained in music theory 
4. The level of competency achieved in singing 
5. The influence or various DlllSical experiences on 
the level or competency achieved in singing. 
1. Population Data 
Representativeness or the s~ple.-- The data presented 
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in this chapter have been obtained from a sampling of eight 
colleges which had been drawn at random from a total number 
of 42 colleges in New England which had senior classes in 
elementary education. 
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A total sample of 396 seniors who had completed their 
training in music and in practice teaching was obtained from 
the eight colleges which participated in the study. The 396 
students sampled were, for the purposes of this study, con-
sidered to be beginning elEmentary classroom teachers. 
Table number eight which follows shows tb.e size of the 
sample which was obtained. 
Table 8. Sample Population of College Seniors Majoring in 
Elementary Education 
Number of Seniors Number of College Per Cent of 
Majoring in Ele- Seniors in Sample Total Population 
mentary Education Population Obtained as a 
in New England Sample 
Colleges 
ll J l2J JJ) 
1629 396 24 
Slightly less than one fourth of the total population 
of seniors majoring in elamEiltary education in New England 
Colleges was obtained as a sample from the eight colleges 
which participated in this study. 
The entire sample population of 396 seniors took the 
/ 
written tests ot music theory. A sample of the singing 
abilities of beginning classroom teachers was obtained 
using a randomized selection drawn from the sample popu-
lation of 396 seniors. A total of 127 samples of singing 
was obtained in this manner. 
Table number nine, which follows, shows the size ot 
the population obtained as a sample tor singing. 
Table 9. Size ot Population Obtained as a Sample of Singing 
Ability 
Total Sample Number in Per Cent ot Per Cent ot 
Tested Sample ot Total Sample Total New Eng-
Singing Population land Population 
Ability 
I~ l lZ) lJ) l4l 
396 127 32 8 
Slightly less than one third ot the total sample 
population wa.s obtained as a sample ot singing ability. 
Approximately eight per cent ot the total New England 
population of college seniors majoring in elementary edu-
cation was sampled to determine their level of competency 
in singing. 
Table number 10 shows a distribution of the sample by 
the grades college seniors preferred to teach together with 
the per cent ot the sample population indicated tor each 
grade. 
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Table 10. Per Cent of Sample Population Who Expressed a 
Preference for a Specific Grade to Teach 
Grade N Per Cent Preferred 
LJ.J lZJ UJ 
K. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 42 11 
1 •••••••••.••••••••• 65 16 
2 ••••••••••••••••••• 78 20 
_} ................... 65 16 
~ •..•...•.......•.•. 52 13 
s ..•••.............. 26 7 
6 ••••••••••••••••••• 38 9 
? ••••••••••••••••••• 23 6 
8 ••••••••••••••••••• 7 2 
Total 396 100 
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Examination of table number 10 reveals that 63 per cent 
of the seniors in the sample population expressed a prefer-
ence for kindergarten and the primary grades while 37 per 
cent expressed a preference for the intermediate grades. 
The possibility that a preference for primary or inter-. 
mediate grades might have influenced the levels of' compe-
tency attained was investigated through a test of' signifi-
cance which is reported later in this chapter. 
Specialized music instruction.-- Tables 11, 12 and 13, 
which follow, present the number of' years and per cents of' 
the sample population who have had various types of' special-
ized music instruction. 
Table 11. Private Voice Instruction 
Number N Per Cent of Years 
Lll l~l Ul 
0 ••••••••••••••• 374 94 
1-4 .. ............. 20 5 
5-B ••••••••••••••• 2 1 
Total ... .•.•... 396 100 
The preceding table discloses that out of a sample 
population of almost 400 college seniors only 22 had re-
ceived any private voice instruction. 
Statistical tests of significance were applied to 
indicate the influence of private voice instruction on the 
level achieved in music theory and the level of competency 
achieved in singing, These data are reported later in this 
chapter, 
Table 12. Private Piano Instruction 
Number N Per Cent of Years 
(1) ( 21 LH 
0 ••••••••••••••• 163 41 
1-4 ••••••••••••••• 164 41 
5-9 ••••••••••••••• 69 18 
Total •••.•••••• 396 100 
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The preceding table shows a substantial number of 
seniors reporting private piano instruction. Approximately 
59 per cent of the sample population had received some pri-
vate instruction on the piano. 
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Statistical tests of significance were applied to indi-
cate the influence of private piano instruction on the level 
of achievement in music theory and the level of competency 
achieved in singing. These data are reported later in this 
chapter. 
Table 13. Instrumental Music Instruction 
Number N Per Cent 
of Years 
l..L) l2J lJJ 
0 ••••••••••••••• 341 86 
1-4 ••••••••••••••• 41 10 
5-? ••••••••••••••• 14 4 
Total •••••••••• 396 100 
The preceding table reveals that only 14 per cent of 
the sample population of college seniors reported any 
instrumental music experience. 
Statistical tests of significance were applied to 
indicate the influence of instrumental music instruction 
on the level achieved in music theory and the level of 
competency achieved in singing. These data are reported 
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later in this chapter. 
2. Music Theory Data 
Items deemed essential.-- The items of music theory 
which were used in the various sub tests were obtained from 
available textbooks, articles, elementary song series, ele-
mentary music curricula and research pertaining to the musi-
cal preparation of the elementary classroom teacher. These 
items were presented in check-list form to a jury composed 
of music educators who were concerned with the musical 
preparation and competency of the elementary classroom 
teacher. 
Table number 14 presents the responses of the jury to 
the items of music theory. The items deemed essential 
appear in descending order of agreement. The last item 
deemed essential by more than half the jury, which was the 
criterion for inclusion in the test of music theory, is 
underlined and marked with an asterisk. 
Table 14. Rank Order Distribution Based on Number of Jury Members Rating Items Essential, 
Desirable and Unessential 
Item Ratings and Per Cents 
It am I Item I Essential I ·Desirable I Unessential 
Number 
N I Per N Per N Par Cent Cent Cent 
(1) - (2) - (:3) (4) ( 5) ( 6) (7) (8) 
1. 2/4 Time Signature •••••••••••••••• 36 100 
2. 3/4 Time Signature •••••••••••••••• 36 100 
3. 4/4 Time Signature •••••••••••••••• 36 100 
4. 6/8 Time Signature •••••••••••••••• 36 100 
5. One Beat • ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 36 100 
6. '.l'Yio Beats •.• ..•••••••......•..•••• 36 100 
7. Four Beats •. ••••••.•....••.•.••.•. 36 100 
8. 'Wb.ole Note • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 36 100 
9. Half Note • •••••.•••.••..•..•...••• 36 100 
10. Quarter Note ••••.••••••••••••••••• 36 100 
11. Dotted Halt Note •••••••••••••••••• 36 100 
12. Dotted ~uarter Note ••••••••••••••• 36 100 
13. Key Signature ••••••••••••••••••••• 36 100 
14. Bar ••••• •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 36 100 
15. Measure • •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 36 100 
16. S.harp • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 36 100 
17. Flat ••.... ..•.........•..........• 36 100 
18. Dot ••••••.••••••••..•.•..••.•••••• 36 100 
19. Natural •••••..•..••.•••.•.......•• 36 100 
20. Finding "do" With Flats ••••••••••• 36 100 
21. Finding ~4o" With Sharps •••••••••• 36 100 
22. Common Time,Signature ••••••••••••• 35 97 1 3 
23. Three Beat Note and Rest •••••••••• 35 97 1 3 
24. Whole Rest ••••••.•••...••••..••.•• 35 97 1 3 
(continued on the next page) 0'-
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Table 14. (continued) 
Item Ratings and Per Cents 
Item I Item I Essential I Desirable !unessential 
Number 
N 1 Per N Per N Per Cent Cent Cent 
1ii" ( 2) (3} (4) ( 5) ( 6l l7l l8I 
25. Half' Rest •••••• ••••••••••••••••• 35 97 1 3 
26. Quarter Rest •••••••••••••••••••• 35 97 1 3 
27. Eighth Note ••••••••••••••••••••• 35 97 1 3 
28. Sixteenth Note •••••••••••••••••• 35 97 1 3 
29. Treble ( "G") Clef • •..••••••••.•• 35 97 1 3 
30. Time Signature •••••••••••••••••• 35 97 1 3 
31. Tie ••••••••••••••.•••.•••••••.•• 35 97 1 3 
32. Half Beat •••••••.••••••••••••••• 34 94 1 J I 1 I 3 
33. Eighth Rest ••••••••••••••••••••• 34 94 2 6 
34. Repeats •••.....•••••••........•• 34 94 2 6 
35. Half step (vocabulary),,,,,,,,,, 34 94 2 6 
36. Sixteenth Rest •••••••.•••••••••• 33 92 3 8 
37 0 Dotted Eighth Note •••••••••••••• 33 92 3 8 
38 0 Whole step (vocabulary) ••••••••• 33 92 3 8 
39. Quarter Beat •••••••••••••••.•••• 32 89 3 8 I 1 I 3 40. Beat and a Half •••••••.••••••••• 32 89 3 8 1 3 
41. Leger Lines ••••••••••••.••••••.• 32 89 4 11 
42. Lines on Staff (Treble Clef),,,, 32 89 4 11 
43. Spaces on Staff (Treble Clef),,, 32 89 4 11 
44. Staff (vocabulary) •••••••••••••• 32 89 4 11 
45. Melody (vocabulary) ••••••••••••• 32 89 3 8 I 1 I 3 
46. Slur ••.•••• .•...•.•..••.•...•.•• 31 86 5 14 
47. Tone (vocabulary) ••••••••••••••• 31 86 5 14 
48. Diatonic Syllable Names ••••••••• 30 83 5 14 I 1 I 3 
49. Major and Minor Keys through I I I ·•on.g endings •..•. ....•.........• 29 81 6 I 17 I 1 I 3 0'-(continued on the next page) ~ 
Table 14. (continued) 
Item Ratings and Per Cents 
Item Item Essential Desirable Unessential 
Number 
N Per N Per N Per Cent Cent Cent 
(ll (2) ( 3)_ (4) (51 (6) (7) T8T 
50. Key of c .•.•••••••••••••••••.••••• 29 81 6 17 1 3 
51. Key of F. , ••.••••••••••••••••••••• 29 81 6 17 1 3 
52. Key of Bb • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 29 81 6 17 1 3 
53. Key CJr G, ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 29 81 6 17 1 3 
54. Key of D ••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• 29 81 6 17 1 3 
55. Octave (vocabulary) ••••••••••••••• 29 81 6 17 1 3 
56. 3/8 Time . ...••......••.•. , ••..•••• 28 78 7 19 1 3 
57. Accent . ...•••.•••.....•.••••..•..• 28 78 6 17 2 6 
58. Ri tard • •••••••.•.••••..••••.•••••• 28 78 7 19 1 3 
59. Key of Eb • ••••• , ••••••• , ••••• , •••• 28 78 7 19 1 3 
60. Key of A •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 28 78 7 19 1 3 
61. Key {vocabulary) •••••••••••••.•••• 28 78 7 19 1 3 
62. Interval of an Octave •..•.•••••.•• 27 75 8 22 1 3 
63. ¢ Time • •.••••••••••••.•.•••••••••• 27 75 8 22 1 3 
64. Key of Ab ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 27 75 8 22 1 3 
65. Key of E ••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• 27 75 8 22 1 3 
66. Accidental (vocabulary) ••••••••••• 27 75 6 17 3 8 
67. Fine (vocabulary) ••••••••••••••••• 27 75 9 25 
68. De Capo Al Fine ••••••.•••••••••••• 26 72 8 22 2 6 
69. Ore so endo • .••••••••••••.•.•...••.• 26 72 8 22 2 6 
70. Diminuendo •••••••••••••••••••••••• 26 72 8 22 2 6 
71. Interval {vocabulary), •••••••••••• 26 72 8 22 2 6 
72. De Capo (vocabulary) •••••••••••••• 26 72 8 2.2 2 6 
73. Harmony (vocabulary) •••••••••••••• 26 72 9 25 1 3 
74. Piano Keyboard, Whole and Half 
Steps •••....••.•••................ 25 69 8 22 3 8 
(continued on the next page) C7' >l) 
Table 14. {Continued) 
Item Ratings and Per Cents 
Item Item Essential Desirable Unessential 
Number 
N Per N Per N Per Cent Cent Cent 
{ ll { 2) ()) ( 4) ( 5) { 6) { 7l { 8) 
75. Dal Segno ••••••••••••••.••••••••••• 25 69 9 25 2 6 
76. Chromatic {vocabulary),,,,,,,,,,,,, 25 69 10 28 1 3 
77. Chord (vocabulary) ••••••••••••••••• 25 69 10 28 1 3 
78. Chromatic Syllable Names ••••••••••• 24 67 8 22 4 11 
79. Tonic Chord •••••.•••...••••••..•..• 24 67 11 31 1 3 
80. Syllables applied to Unfamiliar 
Songs • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 24 67 10 28 2 6 
81. Legato {vocabulary) •••••••••••••••• 24 67 8 22 4 11 
82. Meter (vocabulary) ••••••••••••••••• 24 67 7 19 5 14 
83. Letter Names ••••••••••••••••••••••• 23 64 9 25 4 11 
84. Unison •.•••••••.••••.•••.••.•.••••• 23 64 10 28 3 8 
85. Bass Cler •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 23 64 13 36 0 0 
86. Tonic Chord Symbol ••••••••••••••••• 23 64 11 31 2 6 
87. Letter Names of Lines below staff, 
Treble Cler •••••••••••••••••••••••• 22 61 13 36 1 3 
88. Letter Names of Spaces below staff, 
Treble Clef •••••••••••••.•••••••••• 22 61 13 36 1 3 
89. Visual recognition of Familiar 
Songs • •••••••••.••••.•••••••••••••• 22 61 12 33 2 6 
90. Syllables applied to Familiar Songs 22 61 11 31 3 8 
91. Simple Time {vocabulary) ••••••••••• 22 61 10 28 4 11 
92. Staccato {vocabulary),,,,,,,,,,,,,, 22 61 13 36 1 3 
93. A Tampo (vocabulary) ••••••••••••••• 21 58 10 28 5 14 
94. Descant {vocabulary),,,,,,,,,,,,,,, 21 58 11 31 4 11 
95. Letter Names of White Keys on Piano 20 56 14 39 2 6 
96. Letter Names of Black Keys on Piano 20 56 14 39 2 6 
{continued on the next page) --.J 0 
Table 14. (Continued) 
Item Ratings and Per Cents 
Item Item Essential 
Number 
N Per Cent 
{1) 121 13) {4) 
97. Major Third Interval •••••••••••••• 20 56 
98. 2/2 Time •••••••• ••• ••.•••.••••••.• 20 56 
99. Dotted Half Rest •••••••••••••••••• 20 56 
100. Letter Names of Lines above starr, 
Treble Clef ••••••••••••••••••••••• 20 56 
101. Letter Names of Spaces above 
starr, Treble Clef •••••••••••••••• 20 56 
102. Dal Segno (vocabulary) •••••••••••• 20 56 
103. 9/8 Time .••••.•••.••.••••...•••••• 19 53 
104. Dotted Quarter Rest ••••••••••••••• 19 53 
105. Subdominant Chord Symbol •••••••••• 19 53 
106. Compound Time (vocabulary) •••••••• 19 53 
107. Moderato (vocabulary) ••••••••••••• 19 53 
108. Fermata (vocabulary) •••••••••••••• i~ ~~ .J,09 Svncouation. lvocabularv \ •••••••••• 
110. Subdominant Chord ••••••••••••••••• 18 50 
111. 3/2 Time .••.•••••• .•••..•••••.•.•• 18 50 
112. Conductors Beat, 2/4•••••••••••••• 18 50 
113. Conductors Beat, 3/4 •••••••••••••• 18 50 
114. Conductors Beat, 4/4•••••••••••••• 18 50 
115. ~ark off measures; apply a time 
signature •••••. ••••.•••••••.•••.•• 18 50 
116. Triad (vocabulary) •••••••••••••••• 18 50 
117. Tonic (vocabulary) •••••••••••••••• 18 50 
118. ~legro (vocabulary) •••••••••••••• 18 50 
* Last item deemed essential by more than half the jury 
(continued on the next page) 
Desirable Unessential 
N Per N Per Cent Cent 
I S) fl)}' 171 TBI 
11 31 5 14 11 31 5 14 
12 33 4 11 
15 42 1 3 
15 42 1 3 
14 39 2 6 
11 31 6 17 
13 36 4 11 
14 39 3 8 
12 33 5 14 
13 36 4 11 
i~ u f 17 11 
15 42 3 8 
11 31 7 19 
14 39 4 11 
14 39 4 11 
14 39 4 11 
12 33 6 17 
15 42 3 8 
14 39 4 11 
15 42 3 8 
-.J 
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Table 14. (Continued) 
. Item Ratings and Per Cents 
Item Item Essential Desirable Unessential 
Number 
N Per N Per N Per Cent Cent Cent 
_11_1 l2l l3l l4) l5l l6) (7\ l81 
119. Accelerando (vocabulary) •••••••••• 18 50 14 39 4 11 
120. Cadence (vocabulary) •••••••••••••• 18 50 10 28 .8 22 
121. Interval ar a Fifth••••••••••••••• 17 47 16 44 3 8 
122. Interval ar a Minor Third ••••••••• 17 47 14 39 5 14 
123. Dominant Chord Symbol ••••••••••••• 17 47 15 42 4 11 
124. Seventh Chord Symbol •••••••••••••• 17 47 14 39 5 14 
125. Major Third (vocabulary) •••••••••• 17 47 13 36 6 17 
126. Andante (vocabulary) •••••••••• ~ ••• 17 47 15 42 4 11 
127. Ritardando (vocabulary) ••••••••••• 17 47 15 42 4 11 
128. Vivace (vocabulary) ••••••••••••••• 17 47 13 36 6 17 
129. Dominant Chord •••••••••••••••••••• 16 44 17 47 3 8 
130. Dominant Seventh Chord •••••••••••• 16 44 17 47 3 8 
131. 12/8 Time •.•••.....••••....•••..•. 16 44 12 33 8 22 
132. Conductors Beat, 6/8 •••••••••••••• 16 44. 15 42 5 14 
133. ~allentando Sign •••••••••••.•.•••• 16 44 18 50 2 6 
134. Sforzando Sign •••••••••••••••••••• 16 44 16 44 4 11 
135. Presto (vocabulary) ••••••••••••••• 16 44 15 42 5 14 
136. ~oot {vocabulary) ••••••••••••••••• 16 44 10 28 10 28 
137. jNum.b er Names or Notes • •••••••••••• 15 42 16 44 5 14 
138. ~nterval of a Sixth ••••••••..•..•• 15 42 16 44 5 14 
139. l;rnterval at a Second •. ...........• 15 42 15 42 6 17 
140. ~inor Third (vocabulary) •••••••••• 15 42 14 39 7 19 
141. ~allentando (vocabulary) •••••••••• 15 42 15 42 6 17 
142. Cantabile (vocabulary) •••••••••••• 15 42 16 44 5 14 
143. Interval ot a Fotrth ............ .. 14 39 16 44 6 17 
144. ~nterval ot a Seventh •••.•.••••••• 14 39 16 44 6 17 
(continued on the next page) -...) 1\) 
Table 14. {Continued) 
Item Ratings and Per Cents 
Item Item Essential Desirable Unessential Number 
N Per N Per N Per Cent Cent Cent 
(ll ( 2) 
_ill _1hl ( 5) (6) (7) l8 J 
145. Key of Db • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 14 39 16 44 6 17 146. Key CJt B •••• ••••••• • • •••••••••••• 14 39 16 44 6 17 147. Allegretto {vocabulary) •••••••••• 14 39 19 53 3 8 148. Dolce (vocabulary) ••••••••••••••• 14 39 16 44 6 17 149. 4/2 Time •. ••••••.•...•••••••.••.• 13 36 13 36 10 28 150. Letter Names of Lines on Staff, 
Baas Clet •••••••••••••••••••••••• 13 36 18 50 5 14 151. Letter Names of Spaces on Staff, 
Bass Clef •••••••••••••••••••••••• 13 36 18 50 5 14 152. Subdominant {vocabulary) ••••••••• 13 36 16 44 7 19 153. Dominant {vocabulary) •••••••••••• 13 36 17 47 6 17 154. Relative Minor {vocabulary) •••••• 13 36 13 36 10 28 155. Andantino (vocabulary) ••••••••••• 13 36 19 53 4 11 156. Coda (vocabulary) •••••••••••••••• 13 36 21 58 2 6 157. Molto (vocabulary) ••••••••••••••• 13 36 19 53 4 11 158. Sostenuto (vocabulary) ••••••••••• 13 36 17 47 6 17 159. Moaulation {vocabulary) •••••••••• 13 36 14 39 9 25 160. Number Names applied to Familiar 
Songs ••.•••••..•••.•.••••...••••• 12 33 14 39 10 28 161. Maestoso {vocabulary) •••••••••••• 12 33 16 44 8 22 162. Con moto {vocabulary) •••••••••••• 12 33 17 47 7 19 163. Semitone (vocabulary) •••••••••••• 12 33 12 33 12 33 164. Transposition {vocabulary) ••••••• 12 33 12 33 12 33 165. Alla breve {vocabulary) •••••••••• 12 33 12 33 12 33 166. Key of Gb • •••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 31 19 53 6 17 167. Number Names applied to Un-
familiar Songs ••••••••••••••••••• 11 31 15 1..2 10 ?R 
{continued on next page) --.1 
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Table 14. (Continued) 
Item Ratings and Per Cents 
Item Item Essential Desirable Unessenti a1 
Number 
N Per N Per N Per Cent Cent Cent 
. 
(1) (2} ( 3) (4) (5) (6} ( 71 (8T 
168. Letter Names applied to Familiar 
Songs • .••••.••••••••••••••.••.•••• 11 31 13 36 12 33 
169. Seventh Chord (vocabulary) •••••••• 11 31 11 31 14 39 
170. Chorale (vocabulary) •.•.•.••...••. 11 31 18 50 7 19 
171. Letter Names of Lines above staff, 
Bass Clef ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 10 28 20 56 6 17 
172. Letter Names of Spaces above 
start, Bass Clef •••••••••••••••••• 10 28 20 56 6 17 
173. Key of ~· •••••• , ••••••••••••••••• 10 28 17 47 9 25 
174. Key of c ••••••••..•••..••.••••••• 10 28 17 47 9 25 
175. Sforzando (vocabulary) •••••••••••• 10 28 20 56 6 17 
176. Dissonance (vocabulary) ••••••••••• 10 28 18 50 8 22 
177. Major and minor keys through 
Chromatic Alterations ••••••••••••• 9 25 19 53 8 22 
178. Letter Names of Lines below staff, 
Bass Clef • ..••.•••.......•.•..•••• 9 25 19 53 8 22 
179. Letter Names of Spaces below 
starr, Bass Clef •••••••••••••••••• 9 25 19 53 8 22 
180. Consonance (vocabulary) ••••••••••• 9 25 18 50 9 25 
181. Natural Minor (vocabulary) •••••••• 8 22 15 42 13 36 
182. Harmonic Minor (vocabulary) ••••••• 8 22 15 42 13 36 
183. Melodic Minor (vocabulary),.,,,,,, 8 22 13 36 15 42 
184. Letter Names applied to Un-
familiar Songs •••••••••••••••••••• 8 22 16 44 12 33 
185. Leading Tone (vocabulary) ••••••••• 7 19 14 39 15 42 
186, Tutti (vocabulary) •••••••••••••••• 7 19 19 53 10 28 
(concluded on next page) ~ 
Table 14. (Concluded) 
Item Item 
Number 
(1) ( 2) 
187. Troppo (vocabulary) ••••••••••••••• 
188. Conductors Beat, 9/8 •••••••••••••• 
189. Conductors Beat, 12/8 ••••••••••••• 
190. Augmented Interval (vocabulary) ••• 
191. Diminished Interval (vocabulary) •• 
192. Supertonic (vocabulary) •• , •••••••• 
193. Mediant (vocabulary) •••••••••••••• 
194. Submediant (vocabulary) ••••••••••• 
Item Ratings and Per Cents 
Essential Desirable Unessential 
N Per N Per N Per Cent Cent Cent 
(3) ( 4) ( 5) I 6\ (7\ (g) 
7 19 19 53 10 28 
5 14 16 44 15 42 
5 14 15 42 16 44 
3 8 16 44 17 47 
3 8 16 44 17 47 
2 6 15 42 19 53 
2 6 14 39 20 56 
2 6 15 42 19 53 
--- ----- ------- ------ ----------
-..J 
Vt 
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Reliability of check: list.-- The reliability of the in-
quiry form used to determine the items considered essential 
tor elementary classroom teachers was obtained through y 
Hoyt's method of estimating reliability using analysis of 
variance. 
Table number 15 shows the estimate of reliability which 
was obtained tor the check: list of items of music theory. 
Table 15. Estimate of Reliability for Check: List of Items of 
Music Theory Following Hoyt's Method Using 
Analysis of Variance 
Source of Degrees of Sum ot 
Variation Freedom Squares 
lll l2J U) 
Judges ••••••••• 35 210.81 
Items •• .....••• 193 487.43 
Residual ••••••• 6755 975.58 
Total 6983 1673.82 
Reliability Estimate 
r = 1 - mean square or residual 
mean square of items 
r = .94 
Mean 
Square 
(4) 
6.023 
2.526 
.1444 
The coefficient of .94 which was the estimate of re-
liability found for the check: list of items of music theory 
indicates that there was a high degree of consistency as to 
the essential nature of the items in the musical preparation 
!/Hoyt, op. cit. 
of elementary classroom teachers. 
Item analysis for Test or "Signs and Symbols (Kl)" and 
Test of Music Vocabulary.-- The difficulty level and dis-
criminating power of the items contained in the two tests 
or music theory constructed by the writer was obtained y 
through the method proposed by Kelley. The top and 
bottom 27 per cents were analyzed and indices of difficulty 
and discrimination were obtained ror each item, using the y 
item analysis table by Chung-Teh Fan provided for that 
purpose. An item was considered acceptable if it had a 
discrimination index or .25 or better and was accompanied 
by an index or difficulty or .25 to .90. 
Tables 16 and 17, which follow, present the results or 
the item analysis for the items contained in the Test or 
"Signs and Symbols (K1l" and the Test or Music Vocabulary. 
To avoid confusion between the Test or "Signs and Symbols 
(Kl)" constructed by the writer and the California Test of 
Signs and Symbols, the test constructed by the writer will 
be indicated by "Signs and Symbols (Kl)" whenever reference 
is made to it. 
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1/Truman L. Kelley, "The Selection or Upper and Lower Groups 
for the Validation of Test Items," Journal or Educational 
Psychology(January, 1939), 30:17-24. 
ychung-Teh Fan, Item Analysis Table, Educational Testing 
Service, Princeton, New Jersey, 1952. 
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Table 16. Item Analysis for Test of "Signs and Symbols (Kl)" 
. 
Per Cent Per Cent Ditfi- Discrimi- Accepted 
Item Correct Correct culty nation or Re-for Top for Bot- Index Index or jected 
107 tam 107 or P r 
( l) (2) Dl (4) ( 5l ( 0) 
G CLEF •••••••••• .91 .25 .60 .67 Accept 
SHAR.P •• ••••••••• .95 .63 .81 .48 Accept 
RIT. • • • • • • • • • • • .97 .4,2 • 75 .68 Accept 
MA.T OR THIRD • _ •••• .98 .51 .so .67 Accept 
ACCENT • ••••••••• .87 .17 .53 .68 Accept 
UNISON • ••••••••• .96 .53 .78 .59 Accept 
GRADUALLY LOWER. .99 .82 .92 .51 Reject 
TIE • •••.••...••• .92 .12 .53 .77 Accept 
OCTAVE INTERVAL. .99 .84, .93 .49 Reject 
TO THE BEGINNING .98 .35 .73 .74 Accept 
TWO BEATS ••••••• .99 .70 .88 .61 Accept 
ONE BEAT •••••••• .89 .30 .62 .61 Accept 
THREE BEATS ••••• .94 .36 .69 .64 Accept 
MEASURE •••••••• • .98 .65 .85 .58 Accept 
GRADUALLY SOFTER .99 .79 .91 .54 Reject 
BASS CLEF ••••••• .89 .35 .64 .57 Accept 
TONIC CHORD 
SYMBOL •••••••••• .95 .42 .72 .63 Accept 
CHORD •• ••••••••• .96 .45 .75 .64 Accept 
TONIC CHORD ••••• .90 .21 .57 .68 Accept 
FROM THE SIGN ••• .94 .20 .60 .74 Accept 
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Table 17. Item Analysis for Test ot Music Vocabulary 
Per Cent Per Cent Ditti- Discrimi- Accepted 
Item Correct Correct culty nation or Re-
tor Top tor Bot- Index Index or jected 
107 tOIIl 107 or P r 
err ( 2) !3T lTI (51 l 0 J 
STAFF • •••••••••• .99 .89 .93 .49 Reject 
TONES • •••••••••• .84 .57 .71 .32 Accept 
INTERVAL •••••••• .77 .35 .57 .43 Accept 
OCTAVE • ••••••••• .95 .75 .86 .37 Accept 
LEGATO •••••••••• .42 .09 .24 .43 Reject 
STACCATO •••••••• .85 .31 • 59 .55 Accept 
CHROMATIC ••••••• .93 
-35 .67 .63 Accept 
CRESCENDO ••••••• .91 .48 .72 .51 Accept 
DIMINUENDO ••••• , .94 .65 .81 .44 Accept 
A TEMPO ••••••••• .87 .20 .55 .66 Accept 
DOT AFTER A NOTE .99 .64 .86 .65 Accept 
CHORD • •••••••••• ,'94 .50 .75 .56 Accept 
DAL SEGNO ••••••• .69 .17 .42 .53 Accept 
KEY • •••••••••••• .42 .os .23 .45 Reject 
FINE •••••••••••• .56 .05 .27 .62 Accept 
METER. • • • • • • • • • • • .49 .17 .32 .36 Accept 
DESCANT • •••••••• • 59 .15 .36 .47 Accept 
ACC !DENTAL •••••• .68 .09 .)6 .62 Accept 
TONIC • •••••••••• .39 .o6 .20 
-47 Reject 
DA CAPO ••••••••• .75 .17 .45 .58 Accept 
Three items were rejected in the Test or Signs and 
Symbols (K1 )" since they exceeded the index of difficulty 
of .90 which had been established as an upper limit for 
each item. 
One item was rejected tor difficulty in the Test of 
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Music Vocabulary. Three items were rejected since they 
went below the lower limit of .25 which had been established 
and were, t~eretore, considered too easy. 
Reliabilities tor Test of nsigns and Szmbols (KJ)" and 
Test or Music Vocabulary.-- Table number 18 shows the means, 
standard deviations, and the product-moment correlation co-
efficients which were obtained from two administrations of 
the Test of nsigns and Symbols (Kll" and the Test of Music 
Vocabulary constructed for this study. The tests were ad-
ministered to a total of 78 juniors majoring in elementary 
education in two New England colleges. The testing procedure 
was repeated in both colleges after a lapse of three weeks. 
Table 18. Reliabilities, Means, and Standard Deviations for 
Test of "Signs and Symbols (Kll" Combined With 
Test of Music Vocabulary Based on Trial Samples 
Obtained From Junior Classes in Two Colleges 
College Items N Mean S.D. r 
_l.l.l l2l UJ l4J l') l 0) 
A. • • • • • • • • 40 24 27.63 4.65 .90 
B. • • • • • • • • 40 54 24.91 6.98 .93 
A and B 
Combined •• 40 78 25.75 6.47 .93 
I 
Examination of the preceding table shows that the Test 
of"Signs and Symbols (Kl)", when combined with the Test of 
Music Vocabulary, gave a coefficient of reliability of .90 
for College A and .93 tor College B. Combining both 
colleges on both tests gave a coefficient of reliability 
of .93. These data are evidence of very high reliability. 
An estimate of reliability for each of these two tests y 
was obtained through Hoyt's method, using analysis of 
variance and employing the total sample population of 396 
college seniors. These estimates of reliability are found 
in Tables 19 and 20, which follow. 
Table 19. Estimate of Reliability tor Test of "Signs and 
Symbols (Kl)" Constructed tor this Study Follow-
ing Hoyt's Method Using Analysis of Variance 
Source of Degrees of Sum of 
Variation Freedom Squares 
_iJ..} l2J l 3 J 
Among Items ••••• 19 337.6347 
Among Indi-
viduals •••.••••• 395 4298.265151 
Residual •••••••• 7505 1095.100126 
Total 7919 5730.999977 
Reliability Estimate 
r=l - mean square of residual 
mean square tor individuals 
4=.87 
1fHoyt, op. cit. 
Mean 
Square 
J4) 
17.770248 
10.88168392 
1.459 
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Table 20. Estimate of Reliability for Test of Music Vocabu-
lary Constructed for this Study Following Hoyt's 
Method Using Analysis of Variance 
Source of Degrees of Sum of 
Variation Freedom Squares 
J.LJ \2 J UJ 
Among Items ••••• 19 239.501011 
Among Indi-
viduals ••••••••• 395 458.904041 
Residual •••••••• 7505 1271.695959 
Total 7919 1970.101011 
Reliability Estimate 
r•l - mean square of residual 
mean square for individuals 
Mean 
Square 
\4 J 
12.6o5316 
1.161782 
.169446 
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Although the reliabilities found for the separate tests 
~lower than the reliabilities shown in Table number 18, 
they were high enough to be accepted with confidence. Com-
bining the two tests may have had the effect of higher re-
liability due to the increase in length. Another explanation y 
for this is that Hoyt's method in estimating reliability 
using analysis .of variance may be a more discriminating 
technique. A further possibility is that the reliabilities 
were obtained from a study of groups which had some similari-
ties but were different due to the recency or remoteness of 
their training in music. The two classes of juniors tested 
YHoyt, op. cit. 
had recently completed courses in music methods while the 
seniors in the various colleges had a time lapse of one 
year since completion of their courses in music. 
Correlation between tests of "Signs and Symbols".--
The coefficient of correlation between the California Test 
of Signs and Symbols and the test of "Signs and Symbols 
(Kl}" was computed to determine the relationship between 
the two tests. The coeffici~nt of correlation which was 
obtained through the product-moment method was .49. 
There was a positive relationship existing between the 
two tests bearing the title of "Signs and Symbols" which is 
indicated by the amount of the coefficient of correlation 
which was obtained. 
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It should be noted that although the two tests are simi-
lar they are measuring different aspects of music theory. 
3. Achievement in Music Theory 
Test results.-- Means and standard deviations were 
found tor each of the sub tests, the total test, each college, 
and all colleges. These data are reported in Table number 21. 
Table number 22 was devised to present the various areas 
of strength and weakness in music theory in each college and 
tor all colleges cambi~ed. The position rank of each college 
based on means is presented for all tests and the individual 
tests. 
An arbitrary deviation figure such as three may be used 
to point out those colleges which rank high on the overall 
rank position but rank low on the individual tests and vice 
versa. An example of this may be found in the data present-
ed for College four which placed first on the overall rank 
but had a rank position of five on the ~est of Music 
Vocabulary. 
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The variations in rank positions may be explained in 
part by the emphasis or lack of emphasis given to the various 
aspects of music theory. 
Table 21. Means and Standard Deviations for Sub Tests and Total Test for Each College and All Colleges 
College 
Code 
Number 
"Signs 
and 
Symbols" 
{Kl) 
N=20 
Music 
Vocabu-
lary 
{K2} 
N=20 
Diatonic Chromatic 
Syllable Syllable 
Names Names 
N=40 N=20 
Number 
Names 
N=20 
Time Major 
Signa- and Mi-
tures nor Keys 
N•lO N=lO 
Note and 
Rest 
Values 
N•20 
Letter 
Names 
N•20 
Signs and Key 
Symbols Names 
( CATB} 
N=20 N•lO 
Song 
Recog-
nition 
N=20 
ALL 
TESTS 
N=230 
( l) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) ( 8] ( 9) { 10) { 11) { 12} { 13) ( 14) { 15) ( 16) 
1 N M 13.40 . 10.80 31.74 13.63 12.49 ~ 8.74 6.09 13.34. 15.80 17.40 6.40 14.00 163.83 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
35 
N 
22 
N 
50 
N . 
55 
N 
77 
N 
76 
S.D. 
M 
s.D. 
M 
S.D. 
M 
S.D. 
M 
S.D. 
M 
S.D. 
N M 
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Table number 23 shows the index of ease for each of the 
sub tests of music theory and the total test of music theory. 
Table 23. Index of Ease of Sub Tests and Total Test 
Test Items N Index of Ease 
Ill_ I 21 I 3 I 141 
"Signs and Symbols 
(Kl) "• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 20 396 .75 
Music Vocabulary ••••• 20 396 .54 
Diatonic Syllable 
Names • ••••••••••••••• 40 396 .80 
Chromatic Syllable 
Names • ••••••••••••••• 20 396 .58 
Number Names ••••••••• 20 396 .67 
Time Signatures •••••• 10 396 .88 
Major and Minor Keys. 10 396 .68 
Note and Rest Values. 20 396 .65 
Letter Names •..••••.. 20 396 .85 
Signs and Symbols •••• 20 396 .89 
Key Names •••••••••••• 10 396 .73 
Song Recognition ••••• 20 396 .74 
Total Test 230 396 .73 
The preceding table shows the index of ease which was 
obtained when the total possible score on each test and the 
total test was used as a criterion. 
Table number 23 reveals that the easiest test was the 
California Test of Signs and Syabols with an index of ease 
of .89. The content of this test appears to be less diffi-
cult than the content of the test of "Signs and Symbols (Kl)" 
which was constructed for this study. 
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The most difficult test appears to be the Test of Music 
Vocabulary which was constructed for this study, An index 
of .5~ was found for this test. 
There is a big difference between the indices of ease 
for the test of Diatonic Syllable Names (,80) and the test 
of Chromatic Syllable Names (.58). Although they are re-
lated, Chromatic Syllable Names appear to be considerably 
more difficult than Diatonic Syllable Names, 
The index of .73 which was obtained for all tests in-
dicates a substantial amount of achievement in music theory 
by beginning elementary classroom teachers. 
~. Comparisons Between Various Groups on the 
Level of Achievement Attained in Music Theory 
Tests of significance.-- The F test was employed to 
determine the significance of the differences in achieve-
ment in music theory between groups who have had a parti-
cular musical experience and those groups who have not had 
a particular kind of musical experience. Using analysis of 
variance the formula for determining the value ofF is: 
F = Between groups mean square 
Within groups mean square 
Vocal and instrumental music experience.-- Tables 
number 2~ through 29 present the significance of the 
differences between groups who have had vocal and instru-
mental music experiences in college, high school and the 
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community when contraste.d with groups who have not had these 
experiences. 
Table 24. Analysis of Variance of Vocal Music Experience in 
College Versus No Vocal Music Experience in 
College 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
(1) ( 2) (J) ( 4l l 5) 
Between 
Groups •••••••• 1 9727.078 9727.078 4.84* 
Within Groups. 394 791954.812 2010.03759 
Total 395 801681.890 
* The F value of 4.84 is significant at the five per 
cent level and indicates that vocal music experience at the 
college level was related to achievement in music theory to 
a significant degree. 
Table 25. Analysis of Variance of Vocal Music Experience in 
High School Versus No Vocal Music Experience in 
High School 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation .Freedom Squares Square 
ll} (2) (3) ( 41 ( 5) 
Between 
Groups ••••••••• 1 4591.086 4591.086 2.27 
Within Groups •• 394 797090.804 2023.073 
Total 395 801681.890 
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The F value of 2.27 is not significant at the five per 
cent level. This evidence indicates that there was no 
significant difference between those who have had vocal 
music experience in high school and those who have not had 
any high school vocal music experience in so far as achieve-
ment in music theory was concerned. 
Table 26. Analysis of Variance of Vocal Music Experience in 
the Community Versus No Vocal Music Experience in 
the Community 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
ll) l2) Ul l4l l5) 
Between Groups •• l 15829.499 15829.499 7.94* 
Within Groups ••• 394 785852.391 1994.549 
Total 395 801681.890 
** The F value of 7.94 is highly significant at the one 
per cent level. This evidence indicates that the group with 
vocal music experience in the community was considerably 
better in achievement in music theory than the group who did 
not have this type experience. 
* 
Table 27. Analysis of Variance of Instrumental Music Ex-
perience in College Versus No Instrumental Music 
Experience in College 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
t.J.l \2) ( 3) T4l ( 5) 
Between Groups •• 1 19569.15 19569.15 9.86** 
Within Groups ••• 394 782112.74 1'185.0577 
Total 395 801681.89 
** The F value of 9.86 is highly significant at the one 
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per cent level. This is an indication that instrumental 
music experience at the college level was related to achieve-
ment in music theory. 
Table 28. Analysis of Variance of Instrumental Music Experi-
ence in High School Versus No Instrumental Music 
Experience in High School 
Source of Degrees of Sum of . Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
\1) \2) (3) T41 l 5) 
Between Groups •• 1 36926.16 36926,16 19.02* 
Within Groups ••• 394 764755.73 1941.00439 
Total 395 801681.89 
** The F value of 19.02 is highly significant at the 
one per cent level which indicates that instrumental music 
experience in high school was related to achievement in 
music theory. 
* 
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Table 29. Analysis of Variance of Instrumental Music Experi-
ence in the Community Versus No Instrumental 
Music Experience in the Community 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
ll J l2 J l3J l4 J l 5 J 
Between Groups •• 1 2205.6628 2205.6628 1.09 
Within Groups ••• 394 799476.2272 2029.12748 
Total 395 801681.8900 
The F value of 1.09 is not significant at the five per 
cent level. The indication here is that there was no 
significant difference in achievement in music theory be-
tween those who have had instrumental music experience in 
the community and those who have not had instrumental music 
experience in the community. 
Methods preferred in sight-singing.-- The mean scores 
achieved in music theory by the groups who stated they used 
a specific method in sight-singing are shown in table 
number 30. 
Table 30. Rank Order Distribution of Methods Used in Sight-
Singing Based on Mean Values Attained in Music 
Theory 
Rank Method Used in N Mean 
Sight-Singing 
_ill_ \2) lJj_ l4J 
1 Neutral Syllables •••• 30 192.20 
2 Syllable Names ••••••• 188 171.65 
3 Letter Names ••••••••• 81 170.01 
4 Directly From Notes 
and Text Combined •••• 85 151.79 
5 Number Names •• ••••••• 12 131.33 
The preceding table indicates that there were sub-
stantial differences between the -several mean values. The 
significance of these differences is shown in Table number 
31 which follows. 
Table 31. Analysis of Variance of Methods Used in Sight-
Singing 
Source ot. Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
( 1} (2} (3) (4) l5} 
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Between Groups •• 4 58724.41 14681.102 7.73** 
Within Groups ••• 391 742957.48 1900.147 
Total 395 801681.89 
**The F value of 7.73 is highly significant at the one 
per cent level. There were highly significant differences 
in music theory achievement found to exist between the 
various groups which could be related to the methods used 
in sight-singing. 
Grade preference.-- The differences in achievement in 
music theory between the groups who stated a grade prefer-
ence were tested for significance. Table number 32 which 
follows shows the statistical significance and interpre-
tation of the F value which was obtained. 
Table 32. Analysis of Variance in Music Theory Achievement 
for Group with a Preference for Primary Grades 
and the Group with a Preference for Intermediate 
Grades 
Source of Degrees of Sum or Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
lll !2) l 3) l4J ' \ .5 J 
Between Groups •• 1 622.789 622.789 <·31 Within Groups ••• 394 801059.101 2033.144926 
Total 395 801681.890 
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The F value of .31 is not statistically significant which 
indicates that there were no significant differences in 
achievement in music theory between the group who expressed 
a preference for the primary grades and the group who ex-
pressed a preference for the intermediate grades. 
Estimates of sight-reading ability.-- The F test for 
significance was applied to determine if any real difference 
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existed in music achievement between the group who estimated 
they had some vocal music sight-reading ability and the 
group who estimated they had none. The result is shown in 
Table number 33. 
The procedure was repeated to test the significance of 
the difference between the group who estimated they had 
some piano music sight-reading ability and the group who 
estimated they had none. This result is shown in Table 
number 34. 
Table 33. Analysis of Variance of Students Who Estimated 
They Had Some Vocal Music Sight-Reading Ability 
Versus Those Who Estimated They Had No Vocal 
Music Sight-Reading Ability 
Source of Degrees of sum or Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
( l.) (2) (3) ( 4) ( 5l 
Between Groups,, 2 72972.09 36486.045 19.68** 
Within Groups ••• 393 728709.80 1854.223 
Total. 395 801681..89 
** The F value of 1.9.68 is highly significant at the 
one per cent level. This indicates that a positive relation-
ship exists between the students' own estimates of vocal. 
music sight-reading ability and the level. of achievement 
attained in music theory, 
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Table 34. Analysis of Variance of Students Who Estimated They 
Had Some Piano Music Sight-Reading Ability Versus 
Those Who Estimated They Had No Piano Sight-Reading 
Ability 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
ll. } l2l Ul l4l \ 5) 
Between Groups •• 2 87641.90 43820.95 24.12** 
Within Groups ••• 393 714040.00 1816.8956 
Total 395 801681.90 
** The F value of 24.12 is highly significant at the one 
per cent level. This indicates that a positive relationship 
exists between the students• own estimates of piano music 
sight-reading ability and the level of achievement attained 
in music theory. 
5. Singing Competency 
Rating scales for singing ability.-- The validity of 
the two rating scales for singing ability was established 
through the following logical procedures: (1) an analysis 
was made of basic texts in singing for determination of the 
generally agreed upon elements of good singing; (2) an 
analysis was made of texts and research pertaining to the 
vocal performance of elementary classroom teachers; (3) an 
analysis was made of elementary music curricula to obtain 
the aspects of vocal performance which were involved; (4) 
the vocal performance of elementary classroom teachers was 
observed and the common elements were noted; and (5) the 
suggestions of prominent voice specialists and music edu-
cators were included in the final forms. 
The validity of the rating scales was further es-
tablished through the selection of a jury composed of voice 
specialists and music educators who had the knowledge and 
experience necessary to recognize the elements of a com-
petent or incompetent vocal ability. The members of this 
jury found the content and the format of the rating scales 
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to be suitable for the evaluation of the singing competencies 
of beginning elementary classroom teachers. 
In reference to validity and the judgment of a jury, y 
Cureton has this to say: 
"Their average judgment should be more nearly 
valid (both as to relevance and as to reliability) 
than the judgment of any one of them. This is about 
as near as we can come at present to the achievement 
of perfect relevance and validity for a series of acts 
whose excellences must be judged subjectively." 
Reliabilities of rating scales.-- All the data which 
follow are based on a random sample of 127 cases which had 
been drawn from the total sample population of 396 college 
seniors. 
The reliabilities of the two rating scales used to de-
termine the singing competencies of beginning elementary 
E. Cureton, "Validity," Educational Measurement, 
Council on Education, washington, D. c., 1951, 
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classroom teachers are indicated by the estimate of the av-
erage intercorrelation among members of the jury following 
ll Hoyt's adaptation using analysis of variance. These re-
sults are present in tables 35 and 36 which follow. 
Table 35. Estimate of Average Intercorrelation Among Members 
of Jury Rating Beginning Classroom Teachers on 
Their Ability to Sing a Familiar Song Unaccompanied 
source of Degrees of Sum of 
Variation Freedom Squares 
\l) J2L .l j J 
Judges •• ••••••• 9 30.110235 
Subjects ••••••• 126 400.66772 
Residual ••••••• 1134 165.489765 
Total 1269 596.267720 
r~l - mean square of residual 
mean square of subjects 
r=.95 
Mean 
Square 
l4L 
3.345581 
3.1799 
.145934 
The coefficient of .95 which was obtained as an estimate 
of the average intercorrelation among the members of the jury 
indicates that there was considerable agreement among the 
members of the jury as to the levels of competency achieved 
in singing a familiar song unaccompanied. 
YHoyt, op. cit. 
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Table 36. Estimate of Average Intercorrelation Among Members 
of Jury Rating Beginning Classroom Teachers on 
Their Ability to Read a New Song Unaccompanied 
Source of Degrees of Sum of 
Variation Freedom Squares 
Jll l2) UJ 
Judges .•••••••• 9 15.4023621 
Subjects ••••••• 126 1103.283465 
Residual .•.•.•• 1134 212.8976379 
Total 1269 1331.5834650 
r•l - mean square of residual 
mean square of subjects 
r=.98 
Mean 
Square 
l4) 
1.67804023 
8.75621797 
.1877404214 
The coefficient of .98 which was obtained as an estimate 
of the average intercorrelation among the members of the jury 
indicates that there was a very high level Of agreement among 
the members of the jury as to the competency achieved in 
reading a new song unaccompanied. 
6. Comparisons Between Various Groups on the 
Ratings Attained for Singing Ability 
Vocal music experience.-- The mean ratings attained in 
singing by the groups with vocal music experience are pre-
sented in table number 37 which follows. 
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Table 37. Mean Ratings Attained in Singing and Vocal Music 
Experience in College, High School and Community 
Vocal Music N Ability to Ability to 
Experience Sing a Fa- Read a New Song 
miliar Song Unaccompanied 
Unaccompanied 
(1) (2) (3) (4) l5 J 
College •••• No 70 2.58 1.96 
Yes 57 3.03 2.53 
High School No 43 2.58 2.02 
Yes 84 2.88 2.32 
Community •• No 65 2.69 2.02 
Yes 62 2.87 2.42 
The preceding table indicates that there were some 
differences existing between the mean rating attained in sing-
ing by the groups who have and who have not had vocal music 
experience in college, high school, and the community. The 
significance of these differences is shown in tables number 
38 through 43 which follow. 
Table 38. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Sing a Familiar Song Unaccompanied Versus Vocal 
Music Experience in College 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
(1) (2) UJ \41 l 5 J 
Between Groups •• 1 638.85 638.85 23.71** 
Within Groups ••• 125 3367.8517 26.94 
Total 126 4006.7017 
** The F value of 23.71 is highly significant at the one 
per cent level. This evidence indicates that the group with 
vocal music experience in college was considerably better in 
the ability to sing a familiar song unaccompanied than the 
group who did not have this experience. 
Table 39. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Read a New Song Unaccompanied Versus Vocal Music 
Experience in College 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
l]. J !2) UJ l4) l 5 J 
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Between Groups ••• 1 1027.58 1027.58 12.84** 
Within Groups •••• 125 10005.2525 80.04 
Total 126 11032.83465 
** The F value of 12.84 is highly significant at the one 
per cent level. The indication here is that the group with 
vocal music experience in college was considerably better in 
the ability to read a new song unaccompanied than the group 
who did not have this experience. 
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Table 40, Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Sing a Familiar Song Unaccompanied Versus Vocal 
Music Experience in High School 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
(1) l2J l3J l4) l5) 
Between Groups ••• 1 261.26 261.26 8,72** 
Within Groups,,,, 125 3745.4378 29.96 
Total 126 4006.6978 
** The F value of 8,72 is highly significant at the one 
per cent level, This indicates that vocal music experience 
in high school was related to the ability to sing a familiar 
song unaccompanied to a considerable degree. 
Table 41. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Read a New Song Unaccompanied Versus Vocal Music 
Experience in High School 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
ll J l2J (3) ( 4) ( 5) 
Between Groups ••• 1 258.76342 258.76342 3.00 
Within Groups •••• 125 10774.07123 86.19 
Total 126 11032.83465 
The F value of 3.00 is not significant at the five per 
cent level. Significant diff.erences did not exist between the 
mean ratings attained for the ability to read a new song 
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unaccompanied. The evidence indicates that vocal music ex-
perience in high school was not substantially related to the 
ability to read a new song unaccompanied. 
Table 42. Analysis or Variance or Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Sing a Familiar Song Unaccompanied Versus Vocal 
Music Experience in the Community 
Source ot Degrees or Swa or Mean 1' 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
l~) {2) (3) \41 \,1 
Between Groups ••• l lOlt.9l50 104.9150 3.36 
Within Groups •••• 125 3901.785 31.21 
Total 126. 4006,7000 
The F value or 3.36 is not significant at the five per 
cent level. Significant dirrerenoea did not exist between 
the mean ratings attained for the ability to sing a tamiliar 
song unaccompanied. This evidence indicates that vocal musio 
experience in the community was not substantially related to 
the ability to sing a familiar song unaccompanied, 
Table lt3. Analysis ot Variance ot Ratings Obt.a1ned on Ability 
to Read a New Song Unaccompanied Versus Vocal Music 
XX.perienoe in the COlllllunity. 
Source ot 
Variation 
\.I. I 
Between Groups ••• 
Within Groups •••• 
Total 
Degrees ot su ot 
Freedom Squares 
(;.:) lJ} 
l S06.1t57J5 
125 10526.37730 
126 11032.83465 
Boston University 
Sohool of Eduoation 
Library 
Mean F 
Squares 
{4) (5} 
506.45735 6.01* 
84.21 
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* The F value of 6.01 is significant at the five per 
cent level. This indicates that vocal music experience in 
the community was related to the ability to read a new song 
unaccompanied to a significant degree. 
Instrumental music experience.-- The mean ratings 
attained in singing by the groups with instrumental music 
experience are presented in table number 44 which follows. 
Table 44, Mean Ratings Attained in Singing for Groups with 
Instrumental Music Experience in College, High 
School and Community 
Instrumental N Ability to Ability to 
Music Experi- Sing a Fa- Read a New 
ence miliar Song Song Un-
Unaccompanied accompanied 
( 1) ( 2) (J) (4) ( 5) 
College •••• No 113 2.79 2.20 
Yes 14 2.72 2.39 
High School No 97 2.77 2.17 
Yes 30 2.81 2.37 
Community •• No 120 2.78 2.20 
Yes 7 2.74 2.60 
The preceding table indicates that there were some 
differences existing between the mean ratings attained in 
singing by the groups who have had and who have not had in-
strumental music experience in college, high school, and the 
community. The significance of these differences is shown 
in tables number 45 through 50 which follow. 
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Table 45. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Sing a Familiar Song Unaccompanied Versus 
Instrumental Music Experience in College 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
(.L) l2l Ul l4l l5) 
Between Groups,,, 1 5o) 5.3 <·17 Within Groups •••• 125 4001.4 32.0 
Total 126 4006.7 
The F value of ,17 is not statistically significant. 
There were no significant differences in the ability to sing 
a familiar song unaccompanied between the group who had in-
strumental music experience in college and the group who did 
not have this experience. 
Table 46. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Read a New Song Unaccompanied Versus Instrumental 
Music Experience in College 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
lll (2} Ul (4) l5l 
Between Groups ••• 1 48.0 48.0 (-06 
Within Groups •••• 125 10984.8 87.9 
Total 126 11032.8 
The F value of ,06 is not statistically significant. There 
were no significant differences in the ability to read a new 
song unaccompanied between the group who had instrumental 
music experience in college and the group who did not have 
this experience. 
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Table 47. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Sing a Familiar Song Unaccompanied Versus 
Instrumental Music Experience in High School 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
l J. J l2J UJ l4J l?J 
Between Groups ••• 1 3.6701 3.6701 (.12 
Within Groups •••• 125 4003.03 32.02 
Total 126 4006.7001 
The F value of .12 is not statistically significant. 
There were no significant differences in the ability to sing 
a familiar song unaccompanied between the group who had in-
strumental music experience in high school and the group who 
did not have this experience. 
Table 48. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Read a New Song Unaccompanied Versus Instrumental 
Music Experience in High School 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
lJ.J l2J UJ l4J l ) J 
Between Groups ••• 1 94.63805 94.63805 1.08 
Within Groups •••• 125 10938.19660 87.51 
Total 126 110)2.83465 
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The F value of 1.08 is not significant at the five per 
cent level. There were no significant differences in the 
ability to read a new song unaccompanied between the group 
who had instrumental music experience in high school and 
the group who did not have this experience. 
Table 49. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on 
Ability to Sing a Familiar Song Unaccompanied 
Versus Instrumental Music Experience in the 
Community 
Source of Degrees or Sum of Mean 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
F 
. {1.) \2 J \3) l4 J l 5 J 
Between Groups ••• 1 .98871 .98871 <.03 
Within Groups •••• 125 4005;.71129 32.05 
Total 126 4006.70000 
The F value of .03 is not statistically significant. 
There were no significant differences in the ability to sing 
a familiar song unaccompanied between the group who had in-
strumental music experience in the community and the group 
who did not have this experience. 
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Table 50. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Read a New Song Unaccompanied Versus 
Instrumental Music Experience in the Community 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
lll l2l l3l l4l ll5) 
Between Groups ••• 1 108.04298 108.04298 1.24 
Within Groups •••• 125 10924.79167 87.40 
Total 126 11032.83465 
The F value of 1.24 is not significant at the five per 
cent level. There were no significant differences in the 
ability to read a new song unaccompanied between the group 
who had instrumental music experience in the community and 
the group who did not have this experience. 
Methods preferred in sight-singing.-- The mean ratings 
attained in singing a familiar song unaccompanied by the 
groups.who stated they used a specific method in sight-
singing are shown in table number 51. 
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Table 51. Rank Order Distribution of Methods Used in Sight-
Singing Based on Mean Ratings Attained in Singing 
a Familiar Song Unaccompanied 
Rank Method Used in N Mean 
Sight-Singing 
ll) l2) \3) l4l 
1 Neutral Syllable ••••• 13 3.14 
2 Directly from Words 
and Music •..........• 22 2.92 
3 Letter Names ••.•••..• 22 2.81 
4 Syllable Names ••••••• 67 2.68 
5 Number Names •••••..•• 3 2.30 
The preceding table indicates that there were differ-
ences existing between the mean ratings attained for the 
ability to sing a familiar song unaccompanied. The sig-
nificance of these differences is presented in table number 
52 which follows. 
Table 52. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Sing a Familiar Song Unaccompanied Versus the 
Methods Used in Sight-Singing 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
ll) l2l \3) (4) ( 5) 
Between Groups ••• 1 51.17965 51.17965 1.62 
Within Groups •••• 125 3955.52035 31.6441628 
Total 126 4006.70000 
The F value of 1.62 is not significant at the five per 
cent level. There were no significant differences in the 
ability to sing a familiar song unaccompanied between the 
various groups which could be related to the methods used 
in sight-singing. The mean ratings attained in reading a 
new song unaccompanied by the groups that stated they used 
lOB 
a specific method in sight-singing are shown in table number 
53. 
Table 53. Rank Order Distribution of Methods Used in Sight-
Singing Based on Mean Ratings Attained in Reading 
a New Song Unaccompanied 
Rank Method Used in N Mean Sight-Singing 
l.l.J l2) l3J l4J 
1 Neutral Syllable •••••••• 13 2.90 
2 Letter Names .••••••••••• 22 2.37 
3 Directly from Words and 
Music • ••..•...•...••.••• 22 2.15 
4 Syllable Names •••••••••• 67 2.09 
5 Number Names •••••••••••• 3 1.57 
The preceding table indicates that there were differences 
existing between the mean ratings attained for the ability to 
read a new song unaccompanied. The significance of these 
differences is presented in table number 54 which follows. 
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Table 54. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Read a New Song Unaccompanied Versus the Methods 
Used in Sight-Singing 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
l~J (2) l3J (4) ll5) 
Between Groups •• 1 10.75152 10.75152 (.12 
Within Groups ••• 125 11022.08313 88.1766650 
Total 126 11032.83465 
The F value of .12 is not statistically significant 
which indicates that there were no significant differences 
in the ability to read a new song unaccompanied which could 
be related to the methods used in sight-singing. 
Grade preference.-- The mean ratings attained in sing-
ing by the groups who expressed a grade preference are shown 
in table number 55. 
Table 55. Mean Ratings Attained in Singing for Grade 
Preference 
Mean Rating on Mean Rating on 
Grade Preferred N Ability to Sing Ability to Read to Teach a Familiar Song a New Song Un-
. Unaccompanied accompanied 
Ul l2 J UJ l4l 
k ••••••••••••••••• 13 3.05 2.81 
1 ••••••••.•.•.•••. 23 2.98 2.20 
2 ••••••••••••••••• 27 2.79 2.25 
3 ••••••••••••••••• 25 2.85 1.98 
4 ••••••••••••••••• 18 2.62 2.31 
5 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5 2.36 2.00 
6 ••••••••••••••••• 5 2.16 2.32 
7 ••••••••••••••••• 11 2.60 1.94 
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The preceding table indicated that there were substantial 
differences between several mean values. The differences in 
the rated singing abilities between the group who expressed a 
preference for the primary grades and the group stating a 
preference for the intermediate grades were tested for sig-
nificance. 
Tables number 56 and 57 which follow show the statistical 
significance and interpretation of the F values which were 
obtained, 
Table 56. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Attained on the 
Ability to Sing a Familiar Song Unaccompanied for 
the Group with a Preference for Primary Grades and 
the Group with a Preference for Intermediate Grades 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
l.l J l2J (3) l4 J [)) 
Between Groups •• 1 377.62502 377.62502 13.00 
Within Groups ••• 125 3629.07498 29.03259 
Total 126 4006.70000 
** The F value of 13.00 is highly significant at the one 
per cent level, The indication here is that the teachers 
preparing to teach in the primary grades had more ability as 
** 
a group in the skill of singing a familiar song unaccompanied 
than the group who expressed a preference for the intermediate 
grades. 
Table 57. Analysis or Variance of Ratings Attained on the 
Ability to Read a New Song Unaccompanied for the 
Group with a Preference for Primary Grades and 
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the Group with a Preference for Intermediate Grades 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
lll l2J UJ l4 J J J J 
Between Groups •• 1 14.89515 14.89515 <·17 Within Groups ••• 125 1101?.9395 88.143516 
Total 126 11032.83465 
The F value of .17 is not statistically significant. 
There were no real differences in the ability to read a new 
song unaccompanied between the group who expressed a prefer-
ence for primary grades and the group who expressed a 
preference for intermediate grades. 
Estimates of sight-reading ability.-- The F test for 
significance was applied to determine if any real difference 
existed in the ratings attained for singing ability between 
the groups who estimated they had some vocal music sight-
reading ability and the groups who estimated they had none. 
The results are shown in tables number 58 and 59. 
The procedure was repeated to test the significance of 
the differences between the groups who estimated they had 
some piano music sight-reading ability and the groups who 
estimated they had none. These results are shown in tables 
number 60 and 61. 
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Table 58. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Sing a Familiar Song Unaccompanied Versus Stu-
dents• Own Estimates of Vocal Music Sight-Reading 
Ability 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
l J.) l2l Ul _llt._). l5l 
Between Groups. 2 67.11969 33.559845 1.06 
Within Groups •• 124 3939.58031 31.77080895 
Total 126 4006.70000 
The F value of 1.06 is not significant at the five per 
cent level. The indication here is that no significant re-
lationship exists between the students' own estimates of 
vocal music sight-reading ability and the ability to sing a 
familiar song unaccompanied. 
Table 59. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Read a New Song Unaccompanied Versus Students' 
Own Estimates of Vocal Music Sight-Reading Ability 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
llJ l2) l3) l4l l5) 
Between Groups. 2 1719.567574 859.783787 11.45* 
Within Groups •• 124 9313.267076 75.10699254 
Total 126 11032.834650 
** The F value of 11.45 is highly significant at the one 
per cent level. This evidence indicates that a highly signi-
* 
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ficant relationship exists between the students• own estimates 
of vocal music sight-reading ability and the ability to read a 
new song unaccompanied, 
Table 60. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Sing a Familiar Song Unaccompanied Versus Stu-
dents' Own Estimates of Piano Music Sight-Reading 
Ability 
Source of Degrees ot Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
UJ l2 J UJ \4) .l2J 
Between Groups ••• 2 257.69512 128.84756 4.26* 
Within Groups •••• 124 3749.00488 30.23 
Total 126 4006.70000 
* The F value of 4.26 is significant at the five per 
cent level. This indicates that a positive relationship ex-
ists between the students' own estimates of piano music 
sight-reading ability and the ability to sing a familiar song 
unaccompanied. 
Table 61. Analysis of Variance of Ratings Obtained on Ability 
to Read a New Song Unaccompanied Versus Students• 
Own Estimates of Piano Music Sight-Reading Ability 
Source of Degrees of Sum of Mean F 
Variation Freedom Squares Square 
_ll} l2 J UJ l4 J l) J 
Between Groups •• 2 638.84546 319.42 3.81"' 
Within Groups ••• 124 10393.98919 83.82 
Total 126 11032.83465 
* The F value of 3.81 is significant at the five per 
cent level. This evidence indicates that a positive re-
lationship exists between the students' own estimates of 
piano music sight-reading ability and the ability to read 
a new song unaccompanied. 
7. Coefficients of Correlation Between the 
Various Sub Tests of Music Theory and the 
Ratings Attained in Singing 
The coefficients of correlation between the various 
sub tests of music theory and the ratings on: (1) the 
ability to sing a familiar song unaccompanied and; (2) the 
ability to read a new song unaccompanied, are presented in 
table number 62 which follows. 
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Table 62. Coefficients of Correlation Between Sub Tests and 
Ratings Attained on Ability to Sing a Familiar 
Song Unaccompanied and Ratings Attained on Ability 
to Read a New Song Unaccompanied 
Rating on Rating on 
Ability to Ability to 
Test N Sing a Famil- Read a New 
iar Song Un- Song Un-
accompanied accompanied 
r r 
( 1) ( 2) UJ (4) 
Signs and Symbols 
(K l) • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 127 .34 .41 
Music Vocabulary •••• 127 .25 .52 
Diatonic Syllable 
Names •• ••••••••••••• 127 .12 .34 
Chromatic Syllable 
Na.m.es ••••••••••••••• 127 .19 .36 
Number Names •.•••.•• 127 .23 .41 
Time Signatures ••••• 127 -.05 .09 
Major and Minor Keys 127 .23 .31 
Note and Rest Values 127 .13 .37 
Letter Names •••••••• 127 .20 .25 
Signs and Symbols ••• 127 .10 .44 
Key Names ••• •••••••• 127 .15 .45 
Song Recognition •••• 127 .46 .58 
A study of table number 62 reveals that the coefficients 
of correlation between each test of music theory and the 
ability to: (1) sing a familiar song unaccompanied; and (2) 
the ability to read a new song unaccompanied were not very 
high. 
The test for Song Recognition had the highest coefficients 
of correlation for both the ability to sing a familiar song un-
accompanied and the ability to read a new song unaccompanied. 
The coefficients of correlation which were obtained on 
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the various sub tests of music theory had higher coefficients 
of correlation with the ability to read a new song un-
accompanied than the coefficients of correlation found for 
the ability to sing a familiar song unaccompanied. 
With the exception of' the test of Time Signatures, all 
of' the sub tests of' music theory had positive correlations 
with: (1) the ability to sing a familiar song unaccompanied; 
and (2) the ability to read a new song unaccompanied. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Review of major purposes.-- The objectives of this 
study were: (1) the determination of the competencies of 
beginning elementary classroom teachers in music theory; 
and (2) the determination of the competencies of beginning 
elementary classroom teachers in singing. The data were 
analyzed to indicate: 
1. The items of music theory considered essential for 
elementary classroom teachers to know 
2. The level of achievement attained in music theory 
). The influence of various musical experiences on 
the level of achievement attained in music theory 
4. The level of competency attained in singing 
5. The influence of various musical experiences on 
the level of competency achieved in singing. 
1. Summary of Findings 
Music theory.-- Three hundred and ninety-six college 
seniors or approximately 24 per cent of the total New 
England population of college seniors majoring in elementary 
education were drawn as the sample population to determine 
the level of achievement in music theory. The sample was 
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obtained from eight colleges which had been drawn randomly 
in each state. 
All students in the sample population were classified 
as beginning elementary classroom teachers since they had 
completed their practice-teaching assignments. 
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As a result of' the data pertaining to music theory 
which were obtained, the following observations are possible: 
1. The items which were included in the various tests 
were valid items of music theory for elementary 
classroom teachers to know as evidenced by the 
amount of agreement among the 36 members of the 
jury who rated their importance. The coefficient 
of' .94 which was the estimate of reliability found 
for the check list of items of' music theory in-
dicates the high degree of consistency with which 
the members of the jury rated the items. 
2. Beginning elementary classroom teachers as a group 
have reached a substantial level of achievement in 
music theory as evidenced by the index of' ease of' 
.73 which was obtained tor the total test. 
J. Significant differences in the music theory test 
scores were found for the students who had vocal 
music experience in college and for those who had 
vocal music experience in the community when con-
trasted with the test scores of those students who 
did not have these experiences. No significant 
difference was round for students who had vocal 
music experience in high school, 
4. Significant differences in the music theory test 
scores were found for the students who had instru-
mental music experience in college and tor those 
who had instrumental music experience in high 
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school when contrasted with the test scores of those 
students who did not have these experiences. No 
significant difference was found tor students who 
had instrumental experience in the community. 
5. Significant differences in the music theory test 
scores were found to exist between the groups who 
stated they used various methods in sight•singing 
which were apparently related to these methods, 
6. There was no statistically significant difference in 
the music theory test scores of the group who ex-
pressed a preference for the primary grades and the 
group who expressed a preference for the intermediate 
grades, 
7, Significant differences in the music theory test 
scores were found for the students who estimated 
they had some vocal music sight-reading ability and 
for those who estimated they had some piano music 
sight-reading ability when contrasted with the test 
scores of those students who estimated they had no 
vocal or piano music sight-reading ability. 
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Competencies in singing.-- One hundred and twenty-seven 
students were drawn randomly from the total sample popu-
lation of 396 to determine the level of competency achieved 
in singing. An attempt was made to obtain a sample of sing-
ing ability from one student in each group of three who took 
the theory test. As a result, 32 per cent of the total 
sample population was secured for analysis of singing abili-
ties. 
Students were rated on their ability to: (1) sing a 
familiar song unaccompanied; and (2) read a new song un-
accompanied. The data which resulted from investigation of 
the singing abilities of these students have led to the 
following observations: 
1. There was a high degree of consistency among members 
of the jury as to the levels of competency achieved 
in singing as evidenced by the estimates of the av-
erage intercorrelation which were obtained. An 
estimate of .95 was found as the average inter-
correlation among jury members who rated students 
on their ability to sing a familiar song unaccompa-
nied while an estimate of .98 was found amongjurors 
for the ability to read a new song unaccompanied. 
2. Beginning elementary classroom teachers as a group 
• 
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achieved a mean rating of 2.77 on the ability to 
sing a familiar song unaccompanied using a four 
point scale. A rating of two indicated an insecure 
singing model for children to imitate. Teachers in 
this category would need considerable help. How-
ever, the mean rating of 2.77 is closer to three 
than it is to two. A rating of three indicated a 
good singing model for children to imitate. A 
little assistance may be necessary but, in general, 
the teacher who received a rating of three could 
provide a good model of singing for the elementary 
classroom. It would appear reasonable to assume 
on the basis of the mean rating of 2.77 which was 
obtained that beginning elementary classroom teach-
ers as a group could be helped to reach a level of 
competency whereby they could provide a good model 
of singing for children to imitate. 
3. Beginning elementary classroom teachers as a group 
achieved a mean rating of 2.22 on the ability to 
read a new song unaccompanied. A rating of two in-
dicated very little ability in reading a new song 
unaccompanied. On the basis of this evidence it 
seems apparent that beginning teachers as a group 
do not have a vocal music-reading ability com-
mensurate with the needs of the self-contained class-
roo• 
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4. Significant differences in the ratings attained for 
singing a familiar song unaccompanied were found 
for the students who had vocal music experience in 
college and for those who had vocal music experience 
in high school when contrasted with the ratings 
attained by those students who did not have these 
experiences. No significant difference was found 
for students who had vocal music experience in the 
community. 
5. Significant differences in the ratings attained for 
reading a new song unaccompanied were found for the 
students who had vocal music experience in college 
and for those who had vocal music experience in the 
community when contrasted with the ratings attained 
by those students who did not have these experiences. 
No significant difference was found for students who 
had vocal music experience in high school. 
6. There were no significant differences found in the 
ratings attained for singing a familiar song un-
accompanied by groups who had instrumental music 
experience in either college, high school, or the 
community when contrasted with groups who did not 
have these experiences. 
7. There were no significant differences found in the 
ratings attained for reading a new song unaccompanied 
by groups who had instrumental music experience in 
either college, high school, or the community when 
contrasted with groups who did not have these ex-
periences. 
8, There were no significant differences found in the 
ratings attained for singing a familiar song un-
accompanied by students who stated they used a 
specific method in sight-singing when contrasted 
with the ratings attained by students who stated 
they used a different method in sight-singing. 
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9. There were no significant differences found in the 
ratings attained for reading a new song unaccompanied 
by students who stated they used a specific method 
in sight-singing when contrasted with the ratings 
attained by students who stated they used a differ-
ent method in sight-singing. 
10. Significant differences in the ratings attained for 
singing a familiar song unaccompanied were found be-
tween the groups having a preference for kinder-
garten or primary grades when compared with those 
who stated a preference for intermediate grades. 
Primary teachers, as a group, apparently had more 
ability in singing a familiar song unaccompanied. 
11. There were no significant differences found in the 
ratings attained for reading a_new song unaccompanied 
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between the groups having a preference for kinder-
garten or primary grades when compared with those 
who stated a preference for intermediate grades. 
The common assumption that teachers of the inter-
mediate grades would, because of the introduction 
of music reading in their grades, be more competent 
in this skill is not borne out by this evidence. 
12. There were no significant differences found in the 
ratings attained for singing a familiar song un-
accompanied between the group who estimated they had 
acme vocal music sight-reading ability and the group 
who stated they had none. 
13. Significant differences in the ratings attained for 
reading a new song unaccompanied were round between 
the group who estimated they had some vocal music 
sight-reading ability and the group who stated they 
had none. 
14. Significant differences in the ratings attained for 
singing a familiar song unaccompanied and the ratings 
attained for reading a new song unaccompanied were 
found between the group who estimated they had some 
piano music sight-reading ability and the group who 
stated they had none. 
15. The coefficients of correlation found for each of 
the sub tests of music theory ranged from a negative 
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-.05 to a positive .46 on the ratings attained for 
the ability to sing a familiar song unaccompanied, 
The California Test of Time Signatures was the only 
test which showed a negative correlation with the 
ability to sing. The California Test for Song 
Recognition showed the highest coefficient (.46) 
with the ability to sing a familiar song un-
acoompani ed. 
16. The coefficients of correlation found for each of 
the sub tests of music theory were all positive on 
the ratings attained for the ability to read a new 
song unaccompanied, These coefficients ranged from 
a low ,09 (Time Signatures) to a substantial .58 
(Song Recognition). 
Conclusions.-- The conclusions which are drawn as a 
result of the findings in this study are as follows: 
1. Beginning elementary classroom teachers in New 
England, as a group, have reached a substantial 
level of achievement in music theory, but the level 
of a chi evament deemed essential by the jury in this 
study was not attained. It would appear reasonable 
to conclude that the training beginning elementary 
classroom teachers have received in music theory is 
not adequate for the self-contained classroom. 
2. Beginning elementary classroom teachers in New 
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England, as a group, are close to achieving a level 
of compe.tency in the ability to provide a model of 
singing for children to imitate which may be deemed 
adequate for the self-contained classroom. 
). Beginning elementary classroom teachers in New 
England, as a group, have very little ability in 
reading new vocal music. In this respect the effect-
ive and independent teaching of music in the self-
contained classroom does not seem to be possible at 
the present time. 
Limitations of the study.-- The research undertaken in 
this study has been confined to an attempt to determine the 
competencies of beginning elementary classroom teachers in 
the areas of music theory and singing. The semple obtained 
for this study was restricted to college seniors in New 
England who were majoring in elementary education and who 
had completed their practice teaching assignments and their 
course requirements in music. 
Suggestions for further research.-- There are several 
aspects of the self-contained classroom which appear to be 
in need of investigation. Some suggestions for further re-
search are as follows: 
1. What are the acceptable criteria for an over-all 
competency in music in the self-contained classroom? 
2. Is there a particular type of pre-service program 
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in music in the colleges that lends i tselt better 
than others to the development of musical competency 
in the elementary classroom teacher? 
3. What levels ot competency in music theory and sing-
ing have been attained by beginning elementary class-
room teachers in states outside of New England? 
4. What is the extent and nature of the in-service pro-
grams in music provided for elementary classroom 
teachers? 
5. What facilities are provided tor the musical de-
velopment of beginning elementary classroom teachers 
in college? 
6. What are the competencies of beginning elementary 
classroom teachers in other areas ot the curriculum? 
APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A 
Correspondence 
rhis is to inform you that I will participate as 
a jury-member in your study to deternine t:te r~ctors 
of music theory considered essential for clemcmtc.ry 
classroom teachers to know. 
lf you cannot particioate, please sign your· name 
following the statement bel0\1: 
t l"till be unable to assist you in your study. 
Signature 
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Dear __________________ _ 
Keene Teachers College 
Keene, New Hampshire 
Please forgive this further intrusion upon your very 
busy schedule and allow me to make a further statement re-
garding the doctoral study which I am pursuing at Boston 
University. 
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Your book has been used as a source of valid items for 
inclusion in a test for beginning elementary classroom teach-
ers in New England. Several other authors have accepted the 
invitation to participate in this phase of the study. Your 
participation as a jury member in this phase of the study 
would lend considerable weight to the selection of valid 
items for the theory that will be used in this research. 
I hope that the point is clear that the check list is 
only the beginning phase of this study. The main part of 
the study will be concerned with a randomized sampling of 
beginning elementary classroom teachers in New England in 
the areas of theory and singing skill. Your only responsi-
bility would be the completion or the check list. 
Leaning heavily on your patience, I am enclosing a 
copy of the check list which I hope will meet with a kind 
reception. 
May I hear from you at your earliest convenience? 
DKK;bpk 
Enc. 
Cordially yours, 
Dennis K. Kiely 
Director of Music 
Keene Teachers College 
Keene, New Hampshire 
KEENE TEACHERS COlLEGE 
KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Commissioner of Education 
State Department 
Dear ____________________ _ 
I am conducting a doctoral study at the School of 
Education of Boston University to determine the compe-
tencies of beginning elementary classroom teachers in 
music theory and singing. It w.ill be necessary for me to 
obtain some specific information regarding teacher-training 
institutions in the various New England States before the 
major phase of the study is undertaken. I would appreciate 
your assistance in obtaining this information as it does 
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not appear to be available in any of the current directories. 
Will you kindly send the information requested below? 
Thank you. 
1. 
2. 
The names of all tublic, trivate and Catholic 
teacher-trainingnstitut ons in your state 
which train elementary classroom teachers. 
The names of the Presidents or other officers in 
charge of these institutions. 
Sincerely yours, 
Dennis K. Kiely 
Music Department 
Keene Teachers College 
Keene, New Hampshire 
KEENE TEACHERS COLLEGE 
KEENE, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Dear 
Mr. Dennis Kielyb who is d\.rector ot' nmsic at Keene 'hachers 
College, is wo1king tar his doct.ar's deg:oee at Boston Uni\\rrsity. 
He is amd.oue to write to the d:l.rectors c.r music in o\'Jwr nolle:;es 
in Hew England lffio have a program ot EJsmentar;v Edueat' . .m• (The 
State COilllllissicner of Education in you1· state :l!Xiieato' thi.lt 7fY1E 
colleg<l oi'i'ered a major in El.ementaey l~ucation). 
\1JouJ.d you please send him the iniOl'DBtiou reque,·(,oo bolow? 
~""[hank YOUo 
\' . t ., ecy .;.'14;1'" yau:rr; .c 
.Presid·:.mt 
- - - - - - - - - - - - ·- ... - - - - - - = ~ ·- -.,. 
Inf9l"'ll!l.ti0P Desire~ 
1. NU!I!ber or ami PrS• majaring in EJ..emant<J-'Y Educo.tion 
2. Name of i'acrult7 llllllllber teaching cours·.·; in "Music i1~ the EJ.r..ments.cy 
Schoal" 
3. Please sem! a COJ'7 of your catalog ·;.i.viDP. de3criptions or '.101.U'l3el':' 
you oti'er in El81HDtaey Education. 
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Director of Music 
Dear ____________ __ 
Keene Teachers College 
Keene, New Hampshire 
President has very kindly agreed to have 
the seniors majoring in elementary education participate in 
a doctoral research problem in which I am engaged at Boston 
University. He has suggested that I write to you and explain 
the details so that you may be completely informed as to the 
nature of this research. 
This study will be an attempt to obtain a sample of the 
musical competencies of many beginning classroom teachers 
throughout New England for the purpose of study and analysis. 
I would like to emphasize at this point that no comparisons 
will be made between one school and another as the samples 
obtained from each school will be treated as one group. 
The first part of the study is concerned with the factors 
of music theory considered essential for classroom teachers to 
know. These factors have been determined through analysis and 
rating by an outstanding jury of music educators who are di-
rectly concerned with the musical preparation of the classroom 
teacher. This will be a written test. 
The second part of the study will be an attempt to ana-
lyse the singing abilities of a random selection of students 
who have taken the written test. This sample will be obtained 
through the means of tape recordings. Only one of each group 
of three students will be needed for this sample. The sample 
can be obtained on an individual basis and should not require 
more than five minutes per student. 
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The following procedures are outlined for your convenience: 
1. Administer written tests to all seniors majoring in 
elementary education. {one hour and fifteen minutes) 
2. Tape record one of each group of three students to 
obtain a sample of singing for analysis. (five 
minutes per student) 
3. The names of seniors majoring in elementary education 
will be needed to determine the random selection of 
students who will furnish the singing sample to be 
recorded. 
Your assistance will be greatly appreciated. An abstract 
of the study will be sent to you when the study is completed. 
Cordially yours, 
Dennis K. Kiely 
Director of Music 
Keene Teachers College 
APPENDIX B 
Members of Juries 
MEMBERS OF JURY RATING ITEMS OF MUSIC THEORY 
L. Miss Charlotte DuBois 
Associate Professor of Music Education 
Music Department 
The University of Texas 
Austin, Texas 
2. Dr. Louise Kifer Myers 
Author and Music Consultant 
7-13 Washington Square North 
New York 3, N.Y. 
3. Dr. Gladys Tipton 
Professor of Music Education 
Teachers College 
Columbia University 
New York 27, N.Y. 
4. Mrs. Beatrice P. Krone 
Author, Music Consultant, Director, Editor, 
Idyllwild School of Music and Arts (USCLA) 
Idyllwild, California 
5. Mr. Charles Boodakian 
Vooel Director 
Bennington Public Schools (1-12) 
137 Dewey Street 
Bennington, Vt. 
6. Mrs. Martina M. Driscoll 
Supervisor in Education: Field of Public School Music 
State Education Building 
200 Newbury Street 
Boston 16, Mass. 
7. Mr. A. Irving Forbes 
Pres. NHMEA 
Musi o Department 
Portsmouth, N.H. 
8. Mr. Rodney F. May 
Director of Music Education 
School Department 
Brookton 8, Mass. 
9. Mr. Luther F. Thompson 
Pres. Conn. Music Education Association 
Darien High School 
Darien, Conn. 
10. Miss Grace Ullemeyer 
Asst. Professor, Music Education 
State Teachers College 
Trenton 5, N.J. 
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Members of Jury Rating Items of Music Theory (continued) 
11. Miss Betty Sonier 
Supervisor of Music 
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Manager & Editor of New England Music Festival Associaton 
Bulletin 
Former Pres. Conn. Music Education 
Star Route 
Winsted, Conn. 
12. Mrs. Helen Bonney Kilduff 
Supervisor of Music, Author 
Elementary Schools 
Administration Bldg. 
New Britain, Conn. 
13. Miss Ethel L. Wardwel 
Supervisor Elementary Music 
Pres. Western Maine Music Education Association 
407 Turner Street 
Auburn, Maine 
14. Mr. Richard F. Croudis 
Supervisor of Music (1-12) 
Vice Pres. Vexmont Music Education Association 
School Street 
Newport, Vermont 
15. Dr. Alice D. Baumgarner 
Director of Arts Eduo ation 
State Department of Education 
State House 
Concord, N.H. 
16. Mr. Alfred F. Wood 
Supervisor & Extension Lecturer, Rhode Island College of 
Education 
Grades l-12 Supervisor 
Westerly Public Schools 
Westerly, R.I. 
17. Mr. Kenneth Hj elmervik 
Director of Music Education 
Department of Eduo ation 
Baltimore, 18, Mary land 
18. Professor Karl D. Ernst 
Prof. of Music, Chairman, Division of Fine Arts 
San Jose State College 
San Jose 14, California 
19. Mr. Walter B. Scheirer 
Formerly Ass•t Professor of Music, University of Conn. 
Presently, Music Department, Public Schools 
Manchester, N.H. 
Members or Jury Rating Items of Music Theory (continued) 
20. Mr. Ivar Nelson 
Director of Music Education 
Quincy Public Schools 
Quincy, Mass. 
21, Miss Mildred Kummerer 
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Supervisor of Music Education, Committee, Music in the El. 
Schools MENC 
Administration Bldg. 
31 South Penn St. 
Allentown, Fa, 
22. Miss Elizabeth F. Crook 
Assistant Professor 
Committee on Higher Ed. at Eastern Conference 
Universi~ of Delaware 
Newark, Delaware 
23. Miss Gertrude E. McGunigle 
Assoc. Prof. and Dean of Freshmen Women 
Head of Music Dept. 
Rhode Island College of Education 
Providence, R,I, 
24. Miss K. Elizabeth Ingalls 
Assistant Professor of Music 
Chairman, Department of Music 
State Teachers College 
Jersey City 5, New Jersey 
25. Professor Robert E. Nye 
Professor or Music Education, Author 
University of Oregon 
Eugene, Oregon 
26. Miss M. Elizabeth Morse 
Elementary Music Supervisor 
Manchester School Dept. 
88 Lowell St. 
Manchester, N.H. 
27, Dr. Joseph G. Saetveit 
Supervisor of Music 
State Education Dept. 
State Education Bldg, 
Albany, N.Y. 
28. Mr. Charles Leonhard 
Assoc. Prof. of Music, Author 
University of Illinois 
School of Music 
Urbana, Illinois 
Members of Jury Rating Items of Music Theory (concluded) 
29. Mr. Glenn Gildersleeve 
Head of Music Dept. 
Madison State College 
Harrisonburg, Va. 
30. Miss Doris Newton 
Supervisor of Music 
Montpelier Public Schools 
Montpelier, Vt. 
31. Dr. Robert A. Choate 
President, MENC 
Dean, School of Fine and Applied Arts 
Boston Universi~ 
Boston, Mass. 
32. Miss Mary H. Remington 
Supervisor of Music in Elementary Schools 
Administration Bldg. 
Head of Dept. of Education 
East Providence, R.I. 
33. Dr. Hazel B. Morgan 
Editor of Music Ed, Source Book, MENC 
Lecturer in Music Education and Graduate Advisor 
Northwestern University 
School of Music 
Evanston, Ill, 
34. Miss Ellen F. Blodgett 
Supervisor of Music 
1st Vice Pres. of MMEA, Editor, MMEA Bulletin 
RFD lA 
Gardiner, Maine 
35. Mrs. Villa Hayden Quinn 
State Elementary Supervisor 
Dept. of Eduo ation 
State House 
Augusta, Maine 
36. Mr. Daniel Tierney 
Director of Music 
15 Beacon St. 
Boston, Mass. 
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MEMBERS OF JURY RATING COMPETENCIES IN SINGING 
1. Mrs. Leta Fulton Whitney 
Chairman, Department of Music Education 
New England Conservatory of Music 
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Member, National Committee on Training of the General 
Elementary Teacher, Commission on Music in Higher Edu-
cation, Music Educators National Conference. 
Vocal Adjudicator at State and Regional Music Festivals. 
2. Mr. George H. Murphy 
Director of Music 
Salem, Mass. Public Schools 
Member, Committee for Primary and Intermediate Grade 
Teachers Curriculum Guide, Massachusetts State Department 
of Education. 
Visiting Lecturer, North Adams State Teachers College. 
Chairman, Opera Committee, Massachusetts Music Educators 
Association. 
J, Mr. Charles Pearson 
Treasurer, National Association of Teachers of Singing 
Formerly: Head of Voice Departments at MacMurrary College 
for Women, Jacksonville, Illinois; Professor of Singing 
and History of Music at De Pauw University, Greencastle, 
Indiana; member of Voice Faculty and Director of Vocal 
Normal Department at the New England Conservatory of 
Music; Music Department at Phillips Academy, Andover, 
Mass. 
Currently: member of the Music Departments at Tufts 
College, Medford, Mass. and the Rogers Hall School for 
Girls, Lowell, Mass. 
4. Mr. Clifford w. Webber 
Assistant Supervisor, Vocal Music 
Lynn, Mass. Public Schools 
Public School Music Supervisor, Church Choir Director 
and Organist. 
5. Miss Gladys de Almeida 
Assistant Professor of Voice 
School of Fine and Applied Arts 
Boston University 
6. Dr. Herbert Silverman 
Director of Music Education 
Malden, Mass. Public Schools 
Member, Faculty, New England Conservatory of Music. 
Members of Jury Rating Competencies in Singing (concluded) 
7. Mr. Nahum Gillespie 
Music Supervisor, Norton, Mass. Public Schools 
Member, National Association of Teachers of Singing, 
formerly on the Board of Directors. 
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Formely: Voice Faculty, DeVeaux College, Niagara Falls, 
New York; MacKenzie School on the Hudson, New York; and 
Dean Academy and Junior College, Franklin, Mass. 
Currently: Vocal Instructor, Howard Seminary, West 
Bridgewater, Mass. 
Choir Director and Vocal Soloist 
Private Voice Teacher 
8. Miss Gertrude Ehrhart 
Private Voice Teacher, Boston and Worcester, Mass. 
President, Boston Chapter, National Association of Teach-
ers of Singing. 
Vocal Instructor, Abbott Academy, Andover, Mass. 
Director, Boston Chamber Opera Co. 
Appearances with the Boston Symphony Orchestra, Handel, 
and Haydn Society, Harvard University, Darmouth College 
and the University of Chicago. 
Has given joint concerts with Eugene Goosens, Alfredo 
Casella and Carlos Salzedo, 
9. Miss Clara Shear 
Member, Executive Board, National Association of Teachers 
of Singing, Boston Chapter. 
Formerly: Member of Chicago Civic Opera Company, San 
Carlo Opera Company, Soloist with the Boston Symphony 
Orchestra and Concert Recitalist, 
Currently: Associate Teacher of Singing, School of Fine 
and Applied Arts, Boston University. Private Voice 
Teacher. 
10. Mr. Gordon Goewey 
Chairman, Music Department 
Teachers College, State University 
Geneseo, New York 
APPENDIX C 
Instruments of Research 
. .AJt INQUIRY FORM TO DEl'ERMINE THE FACTOIIS OF MUSIC 
THIOORY COIISIDERED ESSEmAL TO THE PREPARATION OF 
EIEHI!NTARY CLASSROOM TEACHERS •. 
JURY MBIIBER: 
H~;-·----~--~-------------------------
Titl•:----------------------------------
Poed.tion::'----------------------
Professional AddreBS:_. --------------·c· 
Date: ______________ ___ 
RE'1'tlRif TO: Dennis K. -Kiely, Director ot Music, 
Keene Teachers College, 
Keene, Jew Hampshire 
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The following checklist will be used as a basis to determine the !actors 
ot music theo17 which music educators consider essential tor element&1:'1 
classroom teachers to know, -The !actors deemed essential should relate 
directly to the skUl or music reading b;r the classroom teacher, 
Please rate each or the items in the Cllowing categories b;r the listed 
qabolll: 
I THIS ITEM IS ESSENi'llL "' 1 tact or or mllllic thepZ7' 
needed b;r the elelaentar;r classroom teacher in ol'der 
to read music. 
D .li1f iW BSSEI'l'tn;·"FOR 'THB 
CLASSROOM ractol' ot music theo17_.t.Mt 
ma:r be relevant but ~ abiiOlutel;r neceeaar7 tor the 
classroom teacher to know in order to read music. 
U HI! ITIK IS UMBSSEII'l'LU, - not relevant to the !actors 
or music theory necessar;r tor the classro011 teacller in 
order to read 111111Jic. · · 
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E - An Essent~l ):to- ... _ ,
D - Desirable· but not Too ·EssentiAl 
U - An Uness,mti~ It11111 -
4ES OF NOTES 
D U 
I ( )( ) 1. Diatonic Sj"llable NIIII!M 
I( )( ) 2. Chro~~~&tio S;rllable 'Names -
I( )( ) 3. Number Names 
I { ){ ) 4. Letter lames 
lNO KEYBOARD 
D U 
I ( )( ) 1. Letter lames o! W!Ui.e Ie;rs 
I ( )( ) 2. Letter !lames o! Bl&ck J:ey-a 
I( )( ) 3. Whole and Hal! Steps 
lRDS 
D U 
I( )( ) 
I( )( ) 
I( )( ) 
I{ ){ ) 
~VAtS 
D U 
:~ ~~ -~ 
I ( )( ) 
I( )( ) 
I{ ){ ) 
1(. ){ ) 
1( ){ ) 
l(c)(u) 
1( )( ) 
1. Tonic Chord 
2. Subdominant Chord 
3. Dolllinant Chord 
4. Dominant Seventh Chord 
1. Octave 
2. Firth 
3. llljor Third 
4. Min(lr Third 
5. Si.Xt.h (>. Fourth 
7. Second 
s. Seventh 
9. Unison 
:OGNITION OF MAJOR AlfD MIMOR KEl'S 
D U 
I( ){ ) 1. ThroUgh song endings -
1 ( ) ( ) 2. Through c!irolll!l.tic alteratiolul 
TIB''SlGNA'l'lJRES 
E D U 
( )( )(" ) 1. 2/4 
( )( )( ) 2. 3/4 
( )( )( ) 3. 4/4 
( )( )( ) 4. c ( )( )( ) 5. 3/S 
( )( )( ) 6. 3/2 ( )( )() 7.~12 
( ) ( )( ) 8. ~ ( )( )( ) 9. 6/8 
( )( )( ) ,l.O. 9/8 
{ )( )( ) 11.12/8 
( )( )( ) 12.- 4/2 
liOTlr '1ND 'Rl!ST VALUI!S 
E D U 
~ )( )( ) 1. One beat )( )'( ) z.- Two beats ( )( )( ) · 3. Three beats ( )( )( ) 4. Four beats ( )( )( ) 5. Hall beat 
( )( )( ) 6. Quarter Beat ( )( )( ) 7. Beat and a hal! 
COIIDlJCTOHS BEAT 
E Ii U 
( ){ )( ) 1. 2/4 
( )( )( ) 2. 3/4 
( ){ ){ ) 3. 4/4 ( )( )( ) 4. 6/~ 
( )( )( ) 5. 9/8 ( )( )( ) 6. 12/8 
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B - An Bllsent~l Item 
D - De,irable but not Essential 
U - An Q'leasential Item 
IGIS AND SYMBOlS . 
1!: D ~ll 
K'"'Jf ) 1. "Whole Note )( ll } 2. Whole Rest )(.Jt } 3. Half Note · 
)( )( } 4. Half Rest 
)( )( ) 5. Quarter Bote 
)( )( ) 6. Quarter Rest 
)( )( ) 7. Eighth Note )( )( ) a. Eighth Rest 
)( )( ) 9. Sixteenth Note 
)( )( ) 10.-Sixteenth Rest 
)( )( ) 11, Dotted Half Note )( H.) 12, Dotted Quarter Note 
)( )( ) 13. Dotted Eighth Note 
)( )( ) 14. Dotti'Qlf'liU Rest . 
)( )( ) 15. Dotted' QU.:rter Rest 
)( )( ) 16. Treble \wan) Clef 
)(.)( ) 17. Leger Lines 
)( )( ) 18. Key Signature 
H )( ) 19. 'l'ime Signature 
)( )( ) 20. Bar 
)( )( ) 21. Measure 
)( H.. ) 22. Repeats )( )( ) 23 • Sh&r.p . 
J( )( ) 24. Flat . 
)( )( ) 25. Slur 
)( )( ) 26. Tie )( )( ) 27. Dot 
)( )( ) 2a. Iatural 
)( )( ) 29. Bass CJe~ 
)( )( ) 30. Da Capo. Al Fine 
)( )( ) 31. Da1 Segno 
}~ )( ) 32. Crescf!ndo 
) ·) ( ) 33 • D:l.ainuendo 
) )( ) 34. -Accent 
)( )( ) 35 •. Ribard 
)( )( ) 36. llallentando 
)( )( ) 'J7. Sfor!Wido 
}( )( ) 3a. Tonic Chord 
}( )( ) 39. Subdominant Chord 
) ( ) ( ) 40. Dominant Chord 
)L )( ) 41. Sennth Chord . 
LETTER llMES (Treble Clef) 
E D U 
( )( )( )J .. l. Linea on starr 
( )( )( ) 2. Spaces on •tart 
' )( )( ) 3. Lines above start 
( )( )( ) 4. Spaces above staff 
( )( )( ) 5. Lines below .starr 
( )( )( ) 6 •. Spaces below starr 
(Bass Clef) 
( )( )( ) 7. Lines on staff 
( )( )( ) a.; Spaces OJ?. starr 
( )( )( ) 9. Line-s above staff 
( )( )( ) lO;"'Spacee above starr 
( )( )( ) lL £iDes below starr · 
( )( )( ) 12; sPe.ces belotr starr 
KEY IW!ES 
B I U 
( )( ){ ) 1. c 
( )( )( ) 2. F 
( )( )( ) 3. Bb 
( )( )( ) 4. Bb 
( )( )( ) 5. til 
( )( )( ) 6.~.Db 
( )( )( ) 7. 6b 
( )( )( ) 8. G 
( )( )( ) 9. D 
( )( )( ) 10. A 
( )( )( ) ll, E 
( )( )( ) 12. B 
( )( )( ) 13. F# 
( )( ) ( ) 14. C/1 
( )( )( ) 1. With Flatll 
( )( )( ) 2. With Sharps 
READING ABILITY 
u 
E - An Essential Item 
D - Desirable but not Essential 
U - An Unessential Item 
( ) 
( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) 
() 
1. Through visual recognition or familiar songs 
2. Through application or syllables to familiar songs 
3. Through application or syllables to )Dlf'amiliar ~ngs 
4. Through application or number names to familiar songs 
5. Through application or number names to unfamiliar songs 
H 
6. Through application or letter names to familiar songs 
7. Through application or letter names to unfamiliar songs 
s. Through abilitY' to lllll.rk orr measures and to apply a time signature 
VOCABULARY 
u 
~ ) 1. octave 
( ) 2. interval 
( ) 3. halt-step 
( ) 4. whole step 
( ) 5. accidental 
( ) 6. chromatic 
( ) 7. triad ( ) s. chord 
( ) 9. major third 
( ) 10. minor third ( ) n. simple time 
( ) 12. compound time 
( ) 13. tonic 
( ) 14. subdominant 
( ) 15. do.taaat 
( ) 16. supertonic 
( ) 17. mediant 
( ) lS. submediant ( ) ~9:. leading tone 
( ) 20. seventh ehord 
( ) 21. relative minor 
( ) 22. natural minor 
( ) 23 • hf.rmonic minor 
( ) 24. melodic minor 
( ) 25. andante 
( ) 26. allegro 
( ) 27. andantino 
( ) 2S. allegretto 
( ) 29. accelerando 
(.) 30. rallentando 
( · ) 31. ritardando 
( ) 32. cantabile 
( ) 33. dolce 
( · ) 34. maestro 
( ) 35. presto 
E D U 
( )( )( ) 36. moderato 
( )( )( ) 37. vivace 
( )( )( ) JS. con moto 
( )( )( ) 39. sforzando 
( )( )( ) 40. a tempo 
( )( )( ) 41. semitone ( )( )( ) 42. chorale 
( )( )( ) 43. tutti ( )( )( ) 44. coda 
( }( )( ) 45. tine 
( )( )( ) 46. Da Capo 
( )( )( ) 47. legato 
( )( )( ) 4S. molto 
( )( )( ) 49. sostenuto 
( )( )( ) 50. staccato 
( )( )( ) 51. troppo 
( )( )( ) 52. Dal Segno 
( )( )( ) 53. fermata 
( )( )( ) 54. tone 
( )( )( ) 55. starr 
( )( )( ) 56. meter 
( )( )( ) 57. transposition ( )( )( ) 58. augmented interval 
( )( )( ) 59. diminished interval 
( )( )( ) 60. consonance 
( )( )( ) 61. dissonance 
( )( )( ) 62. harmony 
( )( )( ) 63. melody ( )( )( ) 64. cadence 
( )( )( ) 65. root 
( )( )( ) 66. modulation 
( )( )( ) 67. syncopation 
( )( )( ) 6S. alla breve 
( )( )( ) 69. descant 
( )( )( ) 70. key 
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,A KOTICK, M.A. (Wisconsin). Director of Music 
·,Wisconsin Home for Women. Formerly: Supervisor 
c, Sheboygan Falls, Wisconsin; Director of Music at 
ine-Kenosha Rural Normal School; Director of Music 
towoc County Nonnal SchooL Author of A Test in 
Taste. 
)RGERSON, Ph.D. (Wisconsin). Professor of Educa-
d Director of the Psyeho-Educational Clinic, The 
ity of Wisconsin. Formerly a Superintendent of 
and a Director of Measurement and Research. 
of Wisconsin Achievement Tests In High School Sub-
earning Cycle Diagnostic Tests and Remedial Ullils 
IDletic; Tests in Primary Arithmetic:; The Diagnosis 
eatment of Pupil Mliladjustment; and Studying 
• 
I. PUIIPOSB 
:ubject in the public school curriculum con-
' more to the enjoyment of school pupils, both 
out of school, than music. Music is a universal 
:e that is understood by children as well as 
of every race, nationality or social status. 
·or entertainment or recreation is eagerly sought 
r listeners and participators everywhere. Music 
•ol provides effective training for community 
which has done so much to maintain good 
d morale in public ~atherings throughout the 
Public school mlls1c has made a place for 
1 every grade in the school system. Music 
by bands and orchestras and sung by choruses 
e clubs on the stage and over the air has done 
or the culture of the nation. Interest in music 
incere appreciation of it, which is today greater 
has ever been in the history of our country, is 
no small part to music in our schools. It is 
their school careers that many individuals have 
received the inspiration, the encouragement, and the 
training which has led to their adult careers in the 
music field. 
The classroom teacher of vocal or instrumental 
music plays an important role in providing the early 
experiences and training vital to listeners, participators, 
and performers. The teacher of music who strives to 
develop proficiency in music through systematic train-
ing in the theory and the skiils involved in reading 
music is providing a useful background for a sound 
music education. 
The diagnostic Music Tests described in this 
manual will enable the teacher ( 1) to determine each 
pupil's level of mastery of the basic theory and skiils 
in music and (2) to locate the nature of the weak-
nesses or difficulties in music fundamentals for indi-
viduals as well as classes. This information is essential 
in planning remedial work and in providing proper 
curricular emphasis in teaching. 
II. NATURE OF THE TESTS 
A. General Description 
There are ten tests covering the following content: 
diatonic syllable names, chromatic syllable names, 
number names time signatures, major and minor 
keys, note and rest values, letter names, signs and 
symbols, key names, and song recognition. The testa 
may be used to ascertain the results of instruction, 
to determine the current status of groups and individ-
uals in music, to measure pupil growth in music 
reading, to diagnose the music problems of individualo 
and classes and as a pre-test for vocal or instrumental 
groups. The test content is in agreement with the 
music curriculum recommended by music authorities 
and contained in such music series as A Singing Sckool, 
New Music Horizons, Tke American Singer, and Wing1 
of Song. The tests represent an objective method of 
evaluating each pupil's mastery of the basic theory and 
skills essential in reading vocal or instrumental music. 
The tests include the theory and notation of music 
usually presented in grades four to six. They may 
be used at any grade level above the third, including 
the entire high school range. 
They provide an extensive sampling of the cur-
riculum m the theory and notation of music recom-
mended by authorities in public school music. School 
systems which differ in their curricular offerings or in 
their instructional emphasis from that suggested in this 
test may omit any tests not appropriate for them 
Copyright. 1950, by California Test Bureau. Copyright under International Copyright 
Union. All RIJ!hts Reserved under Pan-American Copyright Union. PubllshEid Dy 
California Test :iJureau, 5918 Hollywood Blvd., Los Angeles 28, CaUf. Printed in U.S. A. 
Branch Sbipplnc Office. -110 South Dickinson Street. Madison, Wisconsin 
206 Br1dge Street. New CUmberland, Pennsylvania 
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and administer such tests in the grades in which the 
test content is placed in each local curriculum. The 
tests permit a teacher to determine a pupil's per cent 
of mastery of the basic theory of music and his ability 
to apply his knowedge to the reading of music inde-
pendent of grade placement. 
B. Description of Tests 
Tests IA, IB and 2. Music, or Syllable, Names: 
Diatonic and Chromatic. 
Music names or syllable names include the seven 
diatonic scale tone names, do, re, mi, fa, so, la, ti, 
progressing from low to high in a series of steps and 
half-steps. The syllable names of the accidental tones 
are obtained by raising or lowering the diatonic scale 
tones by means of a sharp, a flat, or a natural. These, 
when added to the diatonic scale, comprise the chro-
matic scale or scale of half-steps, e.g., do, di, re, ri, mi, 
fa, fi, so, si, la, li, ti, ascending tones raised by sharps 
or naturals; and do, ti, te, la, le, so, se, fa, mi, me, re, 
ra, descending tones lowered by flats or naturals. Mov-
able do is used throughout. Teachers may place do 
easily by application of the rules: Last sharp is 7 or 
t<. Last flat is fa. Count up or down to do or 1. 
Test 3. Number Names. 
In some school systems number names are taught 
either in place of, or in addition to, syllables. The 
number names in relation to the syllables are do-l, 
re-2, m>-3, fa-4, so-5, l~, t>-7. Sometimes an 
upper do is designated as 8. In this test all do's are 
designated as l's. 
Test 4. Time Signatures. 
Time signatures tell how many counts or beats 
there are to a measure and what kind of note receives 
one count. This test ascertains the child's ability to 
determine the number of beats to a measure, which 
is always shown by the upper figure of a time signa-
ture except in common and cut time. 
Test 5. Major and Minor Keys. 
In these exercises, with one exception, all minors end 
on la and all majors on do. It is recommended that this 
test be given in grades five and above. 
Test 6. Note and Rest Values. 
By note and rest values is meant the relative length 
of time allowed a given note or rest in music meter. 
For example, in four-four time a quarter note re-
ceives one count, a half note two counts, and an 
eighth note receives one-half count, whereas in six-
eight time an eighth note receives one count, and a 
quarter note or rest receives two counts. 
Test 7. Letter Names. 
Letter names are the alphabetical names given to 
the lines and spaces of the great staff. The test is 
confined to the treble clef. 
Test 8. Signs and Symbols. 
This test measures the child's music vocabulary by 
identifying the names of twenty common mustc stgns 
and symbols. 
Test 9. Key Names. 
This test consists of ten different treble clef key 
signatures which pupils are asked to recognize. Plac-
ing do is learned relatively early in most scb 
terns, usually in grade four, whereas naming 
taught much later, especially in vocal music. 
Test 10. Song Recognition. 
This test provides a valid group method of 
ing each child's skill or ability to read mu 
humming each melody silently (in imaginat 
audibly) the children who have acquired skill 
reading in music should be able to recogn 
identify the twenty familiar melodies which 
part of the music curriculum of the elementar~ 
The accuracy with which a child can sing ea< 
tion may be determined at another period b: 
the test individually and having him sing tl 
tions using music syllables or neutral syllables 
Note: It is generally recommended that for gra 
following should be Omrilitted: Test lb, the last five 
of Test 4, all of Test~ 6 ~nd 7, the last ten exercises , 
and all of Test 9. 
III. DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATIOI 
The Diagnostic Tests of Achievement ir 
are administered by having pupils mar 
answers On an I.B.M. machine-scoring answ 
which has the music printed on it. Form i 
1781 and Form B is No. 1826. 
Note that the columns of answer spaces 
first nine tests are placed below the exercis( 
cally while those for Test 10 are horizontal (< 
the exercise number). 
Special Note : If the answer sheets an 
scored with an I.B.M. test-scoring machir 
necessary that each pupil be supplied with 
trographic lead pencil. However, if these n 
scoring answer sheets are to be hand-scar 
a stencil, an ordinary lead pencil may be 1 
lead pencil is always preferable to a pen in 1 
machine-scoring answer sheets. 
It is desirable that pupils understand cle 
manner in which they are expected to 
their responses. However, the examiner n 
member that he is giving a test, and not d 
a learning exercise and that correct response: 
not be indicated except in the practice e 
or as specifically directed by instructions fo 
the test. 
This is a diagnostic test, and pupils shou 
plete it if the identification of difficulties 
complete. The time limits are approxima 
Some pupils may need more time and so1 
Try to have at least 907o of each group fi 
items of the test administered. 
In preparing to give the test, distribute 
folders (but not the sheet containing Test 
say: These are the folders in which you are 
your answers to the test. You are not to 
crease any part of the folder. 
Also request pupils to supply themselv 
rulers or paper markers (to be used with T< 
See that pupils have appropriate penci 
examiner should have an extra supply to di 
in cases of necessity. Then say: Write ym 
and other requested information in the bl 
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p of the front-cover page and also on page 3, 
xaminer should hold up a copy of the test 
and point to these blanks. In the early edition 
test a blank was not provided for Date of Test. 
xaminer should have pupils write the date 
1e test is being taken in the space between the 
of the test and the blank for their name at 
p of the page. 
r identifying data have been filled in, the 
1er should say: Read the directions silently 
I read them aloud. (Point to the directions.) 
:eed to give whatever tests have been selected 
ministration. 
~: The following directions are written to 
cte giving all of the tests. When only a part 
tests are to be given the examiner will, 
rse, say: Turn to Test-- instead of: Look 
next test. 
A, Diatonic Syllable Names 
ested time limit, 3 minutes.) 
~ to examiner: Key signatures should be 
on the blackboard with the position of do 
ed for fourth grade pupils. 
examiner will say: Look at Test lA. This is 
of music or syllable names. 
niner points to first measure on page 1 of 
Look at Sample 0, the first exercise or meas-
th its key signature of four sharps and the 
>tes. Where is do? (Let the pupils respond.) 
: is on the first line. Look at the first note. 
is the syllable name of this note? (Let pupils 
d.) Yes, it is so because do is on the first 
' go down the column of syllable names for 
' 0 until you come to syllable so. A black 
ills the answer space in the first pair of dotted 
tfter so. Notice also that this black answer 
s directly under the first· note so. This shows 
is the correct answer. Look at the first music 
,e again. What is the syllable name of the 
note? (Let pupils respond.) Yes, it is mi. 
that a black mark fills the answer space in 
cond pair of dotted lines after mi, because 
ines are under the note, mi. 
• look at the third note. Find the black mark 
third answer space column in the answer 
•hich tells its syllable name. What is it? 
:.) les, it is do. 
• look at the fourth note. What is it? (Pause.) 
he correct answer. Now this time you are to 
' heavy black mark to fill the answer space 
the proper pair of dotted lines. Start with 
te re and follow down the column of answer 
until you arrive at the pair of dotted 
hat are to the right of re. Fill that answer 
Nith a heavy black line. Do it now. (Be sure 
npils have marked the right pair of dotted 
if necessary, illustrate on blackboard.) 
Lt is the name of the fifth note? Yes, it is 
r mi. Everybody make a heavy black mark 
the correct pair of dotted lines. (The ex-
. should check the test folders again· and 
,upils tell where they put the answer mark. 
They may say, "It is in the fifth column of answer 
spaces and the third row of dotted lines from the 
top or the bottom," or describe in some similar 
manner what they have done. Again refer to the 
drawing on the blackboard to show correct place-
ment of the mark. If there is any confusion, pupils 
should not be directed to proceed with the test 
until everyone understands how the answers are 
to be marked.) 
When all are ready to continue, the examiner 
will say: You are to mark the rest of the exercises 
in Test !A in the same way. There are syllable 
names for each of the four exercises similar to 
those for Sample 0. Show the syllable name of each 
note by making a heavy black mark to fill the answer 
space within the pair of dotted lines in the column 
of answer spaces under that note and to the right 
of the syllable name. Mark within only one pair 
of dotted lines for each note. Be sure to watch for 
key signature changes. Ready, begin. 
When 90o/o of the group have finished, or if pupils 
cannot finish the exercise in about 3 minutes, say: 
Stop. 
Now fold the first page of your test folder back 
to Test lB. 
Test lB. Diatonic Syllable Names 
(Suggested time limit, 2 minutes.) 
Demonstrate and check the test folders to be sure 
that pupils understand how to fold back the first 
page to Test lB. If necessary, demonstrate again 
for individual cases, then say: You do Test IB ex-
actly as you did the first test, lA. If you have for-
gotten it, raise your hand and I will explain again. 
After any requested explanations have been 
made, say: The first thing to do is to find do in 
each measure. Be sure to mark within only one 
pair of dotted lines for each note. Ready, begin. 
When 90% of the group have finished, or if pupils 
cannot complete the exercise in about 2 minutes, 
say: Stop. Look at the next test. 
Test 2. Chromatic Syllable Names 
(Suggested time limit, 2 minutes.) 
Say: This test is similar to Tests lA and IB ex-
cept that there is a sharp or a flat for each note. 
The syllable names are listed below the music for 
each exercise or measure. Remember to find do 
in each exercise before you begin to mark your 
answers. Mark the answers for the four exercises 
in Test 2 just as you did those in Tests lA and lB. 
Start with the first exercise. Be sure to watch for 
key signature changes. Ready, begin. 
When 90o/o of the group have finished, or if pupils 
cannot complete the exercise in about 2 minutes, 
say: Stop. Look at Test 3. 
Test 3. Number Names 
(Suggested time limit, 3 minutes.) 
Say: This is a test of number names. All do's 
are number l's. Look at the first group of five 
notes in Test 3. On what space do you find the 
number I note? (Let the pupils respond.) Yes, 
it is on the third space What is the number 
name of the first note? (Pause for response.) 
Yes, it is three. A black mark fills the answer 
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space within the first pair of dotted lines to the 
right of the number 3 and directly below the 
number 3 note. This shows that 3 is the correct 
number name. Look at the second note. It is No. 
1. Notice that a black mark fills the space within 
the second pair of dotted lines to the right of the 
number name of 1 and directly below the note. 
Look at the third note. Find the black mark in the 
third answer space column in the answer row which 
tells its number name. What is the number of the 
note? (Pause.) Yes, 2 is correct. 
Now look at the fourth note. What is its number? 
Three is correct. 
Now you are to make a heavy black mark fill 
the answer space within the proper pair of dotted 
lines. Start with the number name 3 note and then 
follow down the fourth column of answer spaces 
until you reach the pair of dotted lines to the right of 
3. Fill that answer space with a heavy black line. 
Do it now. (Check the test folders to be sure that 
pupils have marked the right pair of dotted lines; 
if necessary, illustrate on the blackboard.) 
What is the number of the fifth note? (Pause for 
pupils to answer. Be sure they have the right num-
ber name. It is 4 for Form A, and 5 for Form B.) 
Now make a heavy black mark within the proper 
pair of dotted lines. (The examiner should check 
the test folders again and be sure that pupils under-
stand how to mark their answers.) 
You are to mark your answers to the other four 
exercises of this test in the same way. It will be 
easier for you if you read two or more notes at a 
time and then mark the proper answer spaces below 
them. Remember that the first thing to do in each 
exercise is find out on what line or space the num-
ber one note belongs. Be sure to watch for key 
signature changes and note that each exercise is in 
a different key. Ready, begin. 
When 90o/o of the group have finished, or if pupils 
cannot complete the exercise in about 3 minutes, 
say: Stop. Look at the next test. 
Test 4. Time Signatures 
(Suggested time limit, one minute.) 
Say: This is a test of time signature. Time signa-
ture tells the number of beats or counts in each 
measure of music. Look at the first signature. What 
is it? (Pause.) Yes, it is 4-4 time. Now look at the 
pairs of dotted lines below this 4-4 time signature. 
Find the number that tells you the correct number 
of beats or counts for music with a 4-4 time signa-
ture and put a black mark within the pair of dotted 
lines next to it. 
To mark your answer for the second time signa-
ture, decide how many beats or counts each measure 
should have, look down the column of dotted lines 
right below it and make a heavy black mark to fill 
the answer space next to the right number. 
Do the other signatures of this test in the same 
way. Ready, begin. 
When 90% of the group have finished, or if pupils 
cannot complete the exercise in about one minute, 
say: Stop. Turn to the next test. (Examiner should 
be sure that pupils have Test 5 on Page 3 
test is to be given.) 
Test 5-A and B. Major and Minor Key 
(Suggested time limit, 3 minutes.) 
Say: Each exercise in this test is the endir 
song. Look at the first exercise in Test 5-A. 
it to yourself silently and decide whether th 
is written in a major or minor key. Do n< 
or hum out loud. (If students sing or hum a 
stop the test and explain \vhy they must not 1 
Now look at the word major and minor 
exercise one. Make a black mark within tl 
of dotted lines to show your answer. 
When you have finished the five exerci 
Test 5-A, mark the exercises in Test 5-B 
same way. Ready, begin. 
vVhen 90o/o of the group have finished, or if 
cannot complete the exercises in about 3 m 
say: Stop. Look at the next test. 
Test 6. Nate and Rest Values 
(Suggested time limit, 2 minutes.) 
Say : This is a test of note and rest values. 
at the time signature. How many beats or 
are there in each measure? (Pause.) Four is c 
What kind of note gets one count or beat? (I 
Yes, a quarter note. Look at the first note. 
the number below this note that tells how 
counts or beats it receives and place a blad 
within the pair of dotted lines to the right 
correct number of beats. Be sure to look 
new time signature when you reach the dou'b 
Now do the other notes and rests in the sam 
Ready, begin. 
When 90% of the group have finished, or if 
cannot complete the exercise in about 2 m 
say: Stop. Look at the next test. 
Test 7. Letter Name 
(Suggested time limit, 3 minutes.) 
Say: This is a test of letter names. Look 
first exercise or measure of music. Decide wh 
think the letter name of the first note is. 
Find that letter below and a little to the 
the first note and make a black mark within tl 
of dotted lines to the right of it. Now she 
letter names of the other notes of this exer 
the same way. Ready, begin. • 
\Vhen 90o/o of the group have finished, or if 
cannot complete the exercise in about 3 m 
say: Stop. Look at the next test. 
Test 8. Signs and Symbols 
(Suggested time limit, 6 minutes.) 
Say: This is a test of the names of sig1 
symbols. Notes, rests, and time signatur1 
called music signs and symbols. Look at tb 
symbol, just above the answer letter a. Wh: 
called? Yes, it is a treble clef sign. Now fi 
words, treble clef, in the list to the left an 
below the music. (Hold up the test and p< 
the list.) Now put a black mark within the : 
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lines to the right of the words, treble clef, 
irectly below the treble clef in the music. 
~ for questions and answers if necessary. Be 
.at pupils know how to mark their answers.) 
lo each of the other signs and symbols in the 
way. Follow down each column of dotted 
ntil you find the right name on the list. Since 
umns of answer spaces are long, use a ruler or 
r marker to help guide your eye down each 
1 from the sign or symbol to the correct 
: space. Then make a black mark within the 
' dotted lines at this point. Ready, begin. 
:n 90?'o of the group have finished, or if pupils 
complete the exercise in about 6 minutes, 
top. Now look at the next test. 
Key Names 
ested time limit, 6 minutes.) 
This is a test of naming keys. There are 
tts in the key signature of the first exercise. 
is do? Yes, it is on the third line. You are 
. de, BUT DO NOT TELL ME, the correct 
>f the key. When you have done this, look at 
umn of key names to the left below the music 
.-flat at the top of the column and G at the 
L. 
the letter in this column which tells the 
>f the key of the first exercise. Place a black 
IVithin the pair of dotted lines that is to the 
f this letter and directly below the key signa-
' the music. Now decide the key name for 
£ the other exercises in this test and place a 
nark within the pair of dotted lines directly 
the key signature of each exercise and to the 
>f the correct letter. Notice that there are 
ercises separated by double bars. Each ex-
~epresents only one key signature even though 
nay be more than one sharp or flat. There-
e sure to mark only one answer in the vertical 
1 of answer spaces under each exercise. Ready, 
:n 90?'o of the group have finished, or if pupils 
complete the exercise in about 6 minutes, 
.top. Now turn to the next test. 
music for Test 10 is on a special sheet. If 
0 is to be given next, say to pupils: The 
for Test 10 is on a separate sheet. I will now 
>U a copy of this music. Do not write or mark 
,r fold it. I shall collect the sheets after the 
completed. 
0. Song Recognition. 
~sted time limit, 15 minutes.) 
This test consists of 20 familiar melodies. 
each melody on the music sheet is a list of 
ng titles with a letter for each title. You are 
I the music for each melody and decide which 
five titles is the correct one. 
1 the first melody, number one, to yourself 
r. Do not sing or hum out loud so others can 
ou. (Do not permit pupils to hum audibly. 
so will invalidate the results. If they persist 
6ng or humming audibly, stop the test and 
1 why they must not do so.) 
Now decide what you think the correct title of 
song number 1 is. Find this title or name in the 
list of five song titles below it. Notice the letter 
which is just in front of this name. 
Now find number one in the lower left hand 
corner of page four of your folder. To the right of 
number one place a black mark within the pair of 
dotted lines which is just below the letter of the 
song title you have chosen as correct. All of your 
answers for this test are OPPOSITE the number 
of the exercise instead of below the exercise as they 
have been on the other nine tests. (Pause for ques-
tions, if any.) 
Do the rest of the test in the same way. Hum 
each melody silently and decide on the correct name 
of the song, find its number on the answer sheet, 
and mark the letter which shows the title which 
you have decided is correct. Ready, begin. 
\Vhen 90?'o of the group have finished, or if pupils 
cannot complete the exercise in about 15 minutes, 
say: Stop. Put your pencil down . 
Now look at your music sheet for Test 10. Have 
you made any marks on it? If so erase them. 
After sufficient time has elapsed, collect and count 
the music sheets. 
Now inspect your folder. Are all your marks 
heavy black lines? If not, go over the light ones 
and blacken them. Have you made any extra marks 
or dots by accident? If so erase them. Are any of 
your erasures untidy? Make your test folders neat 
and clean. 
After sufficient time has elapsed, say: Hand in 
your test folder. 
Count the folders or have someone else count 
them to be sure that you have the same number 
that was distributed, and that none will be taken 
from the room. 
If you have distributed electrographic pencils, 
say: Hand in your pencil. 
Count these pencils together with the extras 
that were given out, if any, to be sure that the right 
number have been returned. 
IV. DIRECTIONS FOR ScoRING 
If the tests are to be scored with an I.B.M. test-
scoring machine, be sure to order a set of machine-
scoring stencils for the form (A or B) of the Diagnostic 
Tests of Achievement in Mttsic to be given. Direc-
tions for use are printed on the stencils themselves. 
Be sure to note that on Tests 1 and 5 there is an A 
and B part. In transferring scores to the profile on 
page I, the scorer must add the A and B parts of the 
test and put the TOTAL on the line for that test. 
If the machine-scoring answer sheets are to be 
scored with hand-scoring stencils, be sure to order sten-
cils for the form of the Diagnostic Tests of Achievement 
in Music (A or B) that is to be given. Both types 
of scoring stencils are available from the California 
Test Bureau. Directions for use are printed on the 
stencils. 
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1. Hand Scoring the Machine-scoring 
Answer Sheet. 
First inspect each answer sheet for double answers 
(an answer row where more than one answer space 
has been marked and in which the examinee's 
choice for the best or correct answer is thus not 
clearly indicated). Draw a horizontal line through 
the center of each double answer. 
Superimpose the hand-scoring stencil on the 
answer sheet so that the pairs of dotted lines on the' 
entire answer sheet are in proper alignment with 
the corresponding round openings in the scoring 
stencil. Since these openings indicate the positions 
of the correct answer on the answer sheets, the 
answer marks which are correct are then clearly 
visible in the stencil openings. 
To obtain the score (number of right answers) 
for each test, count the visible black marks which 
do not have lines through them. 
Enter the score for each of the tests in the spaces 
provided on the answer sheet. Test results may 
then be plotted on the diagnostic profile. (Scores 
for Tests lA and lB, and for SA and SB are added.) 
2. Scoring the Answer Sheets with an I.B.M 
Test Scoring Machine. 
Special directions for operating the I.B.M. Test 
Scoring Machine accompany each machine. The 
scorer should be familiar with the instructions for 
operating this machine. The following suggestions 
are offered to those who do machine scoring: 
a. Inspect each answer sheet for double marked 
items and for stray pencil marks which may 
affect the score. 
b. Double marked items and stray pencil marks 
should be completely erased. If an answer 
sheet is badly marked up, it is more economical 
and easier to score it by hand. 
c. Raw scores may be read directly from the 
meter when the adjustment instructions are 
followed. They may then be entered in the 
small squares above each test as they are read 
and later transferred to the appropriate blanks 
of the diagnostic profiles. 
v. DIRECTIONS FOR USING TEST RESULTS 
A pupil's score on each of the ten tests is the 
number of items answered correctly. These raw 
scores may be converted into per cent scores which 
will indicate the pupil's per cent of mastery of the 
items of each of the tests. The teacher or school 
may set a standard of mastery which is acceptable. 
Such a standard may be set between 70 and 100 
per cent. If the test is in agreement with the cur-
riculum of the school it is recommended that the 
goal or standard should be at least 90 per cent 
mastery for each pupil at the grade level where 
mastery is assumed. 
The profile chart provides a convenient r 
of recording a pupil's score on each test an 
verting it into a per cent score to be plot 
the profile chart. 
A measure of growth may be obtained 
semester or a year by giving Form A at t 
ginning and Form B at the end. 
The following ways of using the test 
are suggested: 
a. Determine the average mastery for each 
on the total test. 
b. Determine the average mastery for each 
on each of the ten tests. 
c. Determine the per cent of each grad• 
less than 70 per cent mastery on the who 
d. Determine the per cent of each grade 
70 to 79 per cent mastery, an 80 to 89 p• 
mastery, and a 90 to 100 per cent mast 
the whole test. 
e. Determine the distribution of master• 
gested in "c" and "d" for each of i 
tests. 
f. Set an expected per cent of mastery fc 
grade in each of the tests. 
g. Determine the per cent of each grade 
to attain the standard set for each of tho 
h. Identify the pupils in each grade falling 
the standard set for each of the ten tes 
i. Identify the pupils in the musical organ 
in your school, e.g., band, orchestra, gle 
chorus, who failed to attain a 90 pe 
mastery on each of the pertinent tests. 
j. Organize appropriate remedial work f 
pupils identified in "h" and "i." 
k. Study curricular offerings, instruction: 
phasis, and methods in the light of tl 
results. 
VI. NORMS 
These tests do not provide grade norms base 
average pupil accomplishment. Such norms 
have little meaning because of (I) the current d 
of curricula in music, (2) lack of uniformity 
grade placement of topics and ( 3) the differi 
phasis placed upon rote singing in some 
in contrast to systematic training in sight readi 
in the theory of music in others. 
For these reasons, the profile found on th 
cover of the 4 page I.B.M. combined answer sh 
test provides space for recording per cent of c< 
mastery. By merely locating the number right 
instance on this profile, the approximate per ct 
be quickly and easily determined. The per cen: 
on pages 7 and 8 of this manual give the exact 1 
for each possible score on the various tests. 
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-TABLE OF PER CENT RIGHT 
in Highest Possible Score Is 10. C. When Highest Possible Score Is 40. 
;ts 4, 5, and 9) (Test 1) 
No. Right Per Cent No. Ri~ht Per Cent 
0 0 0 0.0 
1 10 1 2.5 
2 20 2 5.0 
3 30 3 7.5 
4 40 4 10.0 
5 50 5 12.5 
6 60 6 15.0 
7 70 7 17.5 
8 80 8 20.0 
9 90 9 22.5 
10 100 10 25.0 
11 27.5 
12 30.0 
13 32.5 
:n Highest Possible Score is 20. 14 35.0 
ts 2, 3, 6, 7, 8, 10) 15 37.5 
16 40.0 
No. Right Per Cent 17 42.5 
18 45.0 
0 0 19 47.5 
1 5 20 50.0 
2 10 21 52.5 
3 15 22 55.0 
4 20 23 57.5 
5 25 24 60.0 
6 30 25 62.5 
7 35 26 65.0 
8 40 27 67.5 
9 45 28 70.0 
10 50 29 72.5 
11 55 30 75.0 
12 60 31 77.5 
13 65 32 80.0 
14 70 33 82.5 
24 85.0 
15 75 35 87.5 
16 80 36 90.0 
17 85 37 92.5 
18 90 38 95.0 
19 95 29 97.5 
20 100 40 100.0 
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TABLE OF PER CENT RIGHT (Cont.) 
D. When Highest Possible Score Is 190. (Total for the Ten Tests) 
NO. NO. 
RIGHT PER CENT RIGHT 
1- 2 1 64- 65 
3- 4 2 66- 67 
5- 6 3 68- 69 
7- 8 4 70- 71 
9- 10 5 72- 73 
11- 12 6 74- 75 
13- 14 7 76 
15- 16 8 77- 78 
17- 18 9 79- 80 
19 10 81- 82 
20- 21 11 83- 84 
22- 23 12 85- 86 
24- 25 13 87- 88 
26- 27 14 89- 90 
28- 29 15 91- 92 
30- 31 16 93- 94 
32- 33 17 95 
34- 35 18 96- 97 
36- 37 19 98- 99 
38 20 100-101 
39- 40 21 102-103 
41- 42 22 104-105 
43- 44 23 106-107 
45- 46 24 108-109 
47- 48 25 110-111 
49- 50 26 112-113 
51- 52 27 114 
53- 54 28 115-116 
55- 56 29 117-118 
57 30 119-120 
58- 59 31 121-122 
60- 61 32 123-124 
62- 63 33 125-126 
127-128 
VII. RELIABILITY 
The computation of reliabilities for the Diagnostic 
Tests of Achievement in Music presents a special 
problem. Most of the tests present to students virtually 
all of the elements that are involved in a particular 
area. Furthermore, any one test or any combination of 
tests may be given rather than the whole test. It is 
obvious that the ordinary statistical reliability of a 
test of 10 items will generally be less than that of a test 
of 20 or 40 items and, in general, lower than the 
reliability of the test as a whole. 
The Kuder-Richardson formula was used in comput-
ing reliabilities. In Table I, in the right-hand column, 
the data are based on Grades 4 through 10 and, with 
one exception, more than 200 cases are used to obtain 
each quotient. In Table II, which gives the reliabilities 
for single grade ranges for the whole test, the number 
of cases was restricted to single grade groups, since 
this is a much more rigorous test of reliability than 
the use of larger grade ranges would provide. 
The important use of these tests will be to identify 
specific difficulties and the areas in which pupils need 
more work. Those who desire a higher statistical re-
NO. 
PER CENT RIGHT PER Cl 
34 129-130 68 
35 131-132 69 
36 133 70 
37 134-135 71 
38 136-137 72 
39 138-139 73 
40 140-141 74 
41 142-143 75 
42 144-145 76 
43 146-147 77 
44 148-149 78 
45 150-151 79 
46 !52 80 
47 153-154 81 
48 155-156 82 
49 157-158 83 
so 159-160 84 
51 161-162 85 
52 163-164 86 
53 165-166 87 
54 167-168 88 
55 169-170 89 
56 171 90 
57 172-173 91 
58 174-175 92 
59 176-177 93 
60 178-179 94 
61 180-181 95 
62 182-183 96 
63 184-185 97 
64 186-187 98 
65 188-189 99 
66 190 100 
67 
liability may use both forms, thus doubling the 
of pupil responses. 
Table 1: Reliabilities on Kotick-Torgerson ' 
Based on Data for Grades 4 throu1 
Test Items N Mean 
1. Diatonic Syllable Names.... 40 259 14.26 
2. Chromatic Syllable Names 20 179 4.81 
3. Number Names ···--·-------------- 20 234 5.68 
4. Time Signatures .................. 10 257 8.10 
5. Major-Minor Keys .............. 10 205 5.59 
6. Note-Rest Values ................ 20 251 7.46 
7. Letter Names ........................ 20 258 13.26 
8. Signs and Symbols ............ 20 257 12.97 
9. Key Names ........................... 10 248 4.19 
10. Song Recognition ................ 20 242 9.67 
Table ll: Reliabilities on Kotick-Torgerson 
Based on Total-Test Scores 
Grade 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
4-10 
N Mean S.D. 
35 55.95 18.60 
28 77.50 25.30 
35 87.94 26.23 
39 60.64 39.35 
46 100.22 35.06 
43 83.81 40.43 
34 72.91 29.25 
179 88.63 25.86 
-8-
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FORM A; 
CAL TETBRAU 
DIAGNOSTIC TESTS OF 
ACHIEVEMENT IN MUSIC 
Devised by 1 1i;, ' 
M. Lela Koti&- · '·:· ·. 
-"~ 
and T. L. Torgerson\. 
Name----------------------Age ___ Sex: M-F ~1 
LAST FIRST MIDDLE r 
School----------------Grade ___ Birthday MONTH DAY I· ' 
Teacher ____________________ City 
NOTE: If desired, the scores of successive tests may be entered and graphed on this profile by using different colors. 
DIAGNOSTIC PROFILE 
Possi· (Chart per cent scores here) 
TEST SUBJECT ble Pupll'a 0 10 20 30 ~0 50 60 70 80 90 100 
SwR ~ ~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~--~~ 
1. Diatonic Syllable Names-... 40 
2. Chromatic Syllable Names-. 20 
3. Number Names-.............. 20 
4. Time Signatures-.............. 10 
5. Major and Minor Keys-..... 10 
6. Note and Rest Values....... 20 
7. Letter Names ................... 20 
8. Signs and Symbols........... 20 
9. Key Names ..................... 10 
10. Song Recognition............. 20 
TOTAL .......................... 190 
8 12 16 20 2~ 28 32 36 ~0 
.I I I I I 
2 6 
I I I I I I 
2 ~ 6 8 w ~ u ~ ~ ~ -~--~--.-~--~·---':1'---':1 lc--'ilf---'lf--'i'---.!!f.-1 
2 3 5 6 7 
I I I I I 
2 3 5 6 7 
I I I I 
2 ~ . 6 8 10 12 1~ 
I I I 
2 3 5 6 7 
2 6 8 10 12 1~ 
19 38 76 95 114 133 
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 
Per Cent Scores 
8 9 10 
I I 
8 9 10 
16 18 20 
I I I 
8 9 
16 18 
171 
80 90 
10 
> ... 
20 
100 
DIRECTIONS: Listen to the directions which are given to you. In this test you do not 
write any letters or numbers to show what your answers are; instead, you make black marks 
within the pairs of dotted lines on this folder. Make each mark as long as the pair of lines, 
and move the pencil point up and down firmly to make a heavy black line. If you change 
an answer, erase your first mark completely. 
Now listen carefully while the way to mark the answers to Sample 0 is explained to you. 
fls n £J J6\EJ u J~ J1 c1 n~ rJ JJ JI~Qr cy rt 
TEST 1A 
do [[ 
fa [[ 
so 1 
SAMPLE 0: 
:: I :: .. 
:: 
I :: '1,:, 
'·'· 
ii 
:: 
:: 
:: 
!! 
:: 
:: 
:: 
do [[ 
fag 
Ia [! 
so:: 
ti !i 
:: 
:: 
:: 
:: 
n 
:: :: 
:: 
fa [! 
Ia [! 
re n 
so:: 
ti :: 
:: 
:: :: 
:: 
do [[ 
fa [[ 
Ia [! 
min 
:: 
:: 
:: 
:: 
dog 
Ia g 
mi [! 
re jj 
ti :: 
:: 
!! 
:: 
:: 
1! 
:: 
IBM FORM I.T.S. IIOOFI711_.(, -·· 
~~r~ 
TEST 18 
TEST 2 
TEST 3 
TEST 4 
fa i 
" 
.. " 
d.:: I " " 
.. " 
11' :: 
SAMPLE 0: 
I ;; I " " 
5:: 
2 beats [l 
3 beats [[ 
4 beats ll 
5 beats [[ 
6 beats !i 
I 
n 
:: 
mi j[ 
le i 
me:: 
ra ii 
.. =,,',, n 
" 
" 
la :f 
ti" 
di:: 
fi[ 
li :: 
me .. 
ri .. 
5" 
6:: 
:: 
" :: ... 
2;; 2 beats ll 
3:: 3 beats [l 
4:: 4 beats ll 
5:: 8 beats U 
6:: 9 beats ij 
do [[ 
fa [[ 
mi i! 
fi[ 
:: 
se .. 
7' 
TEST 19-ferm A 
DIAGNOSTIC TESTS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN MUSIC 433 
fl•!b' I lJ I J J J I J H I J J q J I J t 11 
-(a) Marines Hymn (b) Dixie (c) Silent Night (d) Star Spangled Banner (e) Yankee Doodle ;s i i i J I i i J I G G t II r . 
(a) Are You Sleeping (b) Dixie (c) Jingle Bells (d) Sweet and Low (e) Three Blind Mice 
(a) Old Folks at Home (b) Three Blind Mice (c) London Bridge (d) Oh Susannah (e) Are You Sleeping 
f $1 S J J J I J. 1 J I r r r I J. f J I J J J I 
(a) America (b) America the Beautiful (c) Dixie (d) Jingle Bells (e) Yankee Doodle 
; ;~I J J I J J I J J I J J I J r I r I J r I r I 
(a) America (b) Are You Sleeping (c) Billy Boy (d) Silent Night (e) Yankee Doodle 
i ~ ' t e· ~ e ; 1 i p r 11 i ; 1 1 c r 1 s· ~ ~ c 1 
(a) America the Beautiful (b) Home on the Range (c)Jingle Bells (d) London Bridge (e) Silent Night 
(a) Clementine (b) Are You Sleeping (c) Dixie (d) Go Round and Round the Village (e) Oh Susannah 
I #t!u 11 t1J l J 1 n r t J 1 r j ~ 1 r t 11 
(a). Are You Sleeping (b) Dixie (c) Marines Hymn (d) Sweet and Low (e) Taps 
~ $ 3: J I J. t J J I J. J' J J I J J J j I J. J I 
(a) America the Beautiful (b) Marines Hymn (c) Clementine (d) Billy Boy (e) Sweet and Low 
...... I 
• -. I (a) Are You Sleeping (b) Clementine (c) Home on the Range (d) Old Folks at Home (e) Taps 
n$1 I ll$1J U Ill 11ti1) i llil J; U I 
(a) Billy Boy (b) Dixie (c) London Bridge (d) Star Spangled Banner (e) Three Blind Mice 
12 t I t 1 t J. I t f 1 J. I F c r I F S J. I J J s· > 11 
(a) America (b) Billy Boy (c) Oh Susannah (d) Silent Night (e) Three Blind Mice 
13 $•b~ i l f I ! ~ ~ c I J' l 1' J\ ll J 1 i I J. l Jl 
(a) America (b) Billy Boy (c) Oh Susannah (d) Silent Night (e) Three Blind Mice 
14 Cfht Ji 11 J 11 r til J i i J r iiJ i ir n 
(a)· America (b) Billy Boy (c) Oh Susannah (d) Silent Night (e) Three Blind Mice 
1s ~f~ t 111 G ~ 11 e ttl i 1 ~ c 1J t J I) i ~ =I 
(a) London Bridge (b) Marines Hymn (c) Oh Susannah (d) Taps (e) Yankee Doodle 
1G 4ft ~1: t 1 I J J J J I J. .r11J J]j.l 
(a) London Bridge (b) Marines Hymn (c) Oh Susannah (d) Taps (e) Yankee Doodle 
17 ;'t J, 1 J J I J J. t I J. ~ 
(a) All Through the Night (b) America (c) Clementine (d) Dixie (e) Sweet and Low 
1s lf/1 t } I J J t ) I J J l G Ir r p· ~I 
(a) All Through the Night (b) America (c) Clementine {d) Silent Night (e) Sweet and Low 
r c r 1 J 
(a) Silent Night {b) America the Beautiful (c) Clementine (d) Old Folks at Home (e) Taps 
20 ;a J IJ I p ) i J 1J' I t .J. 
(a) London Bridge (b) America the Beautiful (c) Clementine {d) Billy Boy {e) Sweet and Low 
K·TFORaf A 
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DIAGNOSTIC TESTS OF ACHIEVEMENT IN MUSIC FORM A .. 
4 8: 
Name-----:-:-:::::------==-------:-:=-=------Age'--.-- Sex: M- F 
LAST FIRST MIDDLE 
Schooi----------------·Grade ___ Birthday·-=-==----::-c::---
MONTH DAY 
TEST SA 
Minor jj Minor jj Minor jj Minor jj Minor jj 
(f) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
Major Major Major 
TEST 58 " 
Major Major 
Minor 
" 
Minor 
" 
Minor 
" 
Minor 
" 
Minor :: 
• 
a J ~ I I J. ! "( 
' 
~ ~ 18 J t j, I 
' 
r ~ l l q 't I a 
= 0§ )1 beat I~ ~ .. 1;4 :: 
" " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " " 
ll :: 
TEST 6 1 beat .. .. Vz . . 1 ~ ll 
" " " 
:: 
" " " " " " 
.. 
" " " " " " " " 
1)1 beats .. .. 1 .. " 1~ 1 
" " " 
:; :: 
" " " " " " " 
,. 
" " " " " 
;: 
" 
2 beats :: 1 ~ 2 1 ~ ll :: 
" " 
.. :: :: 
" " " " 
.. 
" 
.. .. ;: n .. .. .. !i 
4 beats 
.. .. .. .. :: 2 
" 
.. .. .. .. 3 [! .. .. .. :: 2 
" 
.. 
" " 
.. 
:; rJ H1.1 r r r Jl"l J r 4 r1.) t J rJ(I 0§ A 'j i! jj i! i! 8 :: i! i! i! .. 8 ;: i! i! !i !i A;: :: :: i! .. 
c n c c :: 8 
" 
.. .. :: :: .. .. .. .. .. :: .. :: 
" 
.. .. .. .. :: .. TEST 7 
E H :: D E H n c [] .. .. :: .. .. .. .. .. .. :: .. .. :: 
" " " " 
'-··- -· 
F H E H :: F :.: H D 11 
" " " 
:: .. 
" 
:: 
" 
:: 
" 
.. :: ll 
" 
:: 
" 
.. 
G ii :; F H G :: n H H G H 
" 
H .. :: .. .. .. :: ;: 
" 
:: 
" " 
:~ :: 
J 
• 
a 
eighth note ll 
eighth rest ll 
half note n 
D~ ; half rest i[ 
key signature ll 
quarter note ll 
repeat ii 
time signature n 
treble clef j[ 
whole note![ 
TEST 9 
D " 
r 
Eb;: :: 
E .. 
f' " 
a 
a 
TEST 10 2!! a 
3" 
a 
b c d 
:: 
H 
:: 
:: 
:: 
:: 
b c d 
b c d 
b c d 
b c d 
e f g 
:: 
:: 
II :: 
:: 
:: 
:: 
h 
H 
:: 
' . 
i 
:: 
:: 
:: 
:: 
:: 
:: 
:: 
:: 
:: 
l! 
:: 
TEST B 
k 
bar 11 
flat ll 
hold ll 
loud ll 
natural i[ 
sixteenth note \[ 
sixteenth rest i[ 
slur H 
soft ll 
whole rest H 
il 
:: 
:: 
:: 
:: 
.. ,, .~=.: 
:: :: 
SONG RECOGNITION 
NOTE: The music !or this test is on a separate sheet. 
e 
e 
e 
e 
abcde abcde a 
a 
61 
a 
7 ;; 
a 
8 :• 
b 
b 
b 
c d e 
c d e 
c d e 
13ll 
a b c d e a 
10:: 14 : 
a b c d e a 
11 u 15:! 
a b c d e a 
I m n 
b 
b 
b 
b 
c 
c 
c 
c 
: ~ 
:: 
:: 
:: 
d 
i: 
d 
d 
d 
0 
e 
e 
e 
e 
, 
p q 
:: 
:: 
H 
:: 
ii 
:: 
:: 
:: 
:: 
:: 
b 
a b 
:: 
a b 
i! 
a b 
20:: 
accent 
tie 
Lnterval 
r louder 
r third 
!ginning 
G clef 
r slower 
sharp 
unison 
DIRECTIONS: After each of the words or phrases below, 
circle the letter which indicates the correct musical 
symbol on the staff direct~ above. 
a b c d e f g 
a b c d e f g 
a b c -d e f g 
a b c d e f 
a b c d e f g 
a b c d e f g 
a b c d e :r g 
a b c d e :r g 
a b c d e :r g 
a b c d e :r g 
• 
147 
h i j 
h i j 
h i 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
.• 
DIRECTIONS: After each of the words or phrases below, 
circle the letter which indicates the correct musical 
symbol on the staff directly above. 
"' K-1 1:)- I • 
-· 
,. ~ 
~ -. • ./ w 1'-'-. ,__~ 
-
I 
' 
= 
'> I' 
radually softer a b c d e f g 
tonic chord a b c d e f g 
two beats a b c d e f g 
measure a b c d e f g 
bass clef a b c d e f g 
chord a b c d e f g 
one beat a b c d e f g 
from the sign a b c d e f g 
three beats a b c d e f g 
ic chord symbol a b c d e f g 
148 
, a_ :D.S. ;g. 
I J..L 
~ JJI ~ 
"' 
-:!:' ... 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
MUSIC VOCABULARY TEST 
DIRECTIONS: Read each statement. Find the term that applies. 
Circle the number in right hand column that 
corresponds to the correct answer. 
l. Five horizontal lines and four spaces refer to: 
l. great staff 2. leger lines 3. staff 4. G clef 5. bar 
2. Musical sounds are called: 
l. notes 2. ~bola 3. melodies 4. tones 5. scales 
3. The measurement in pitch between two tones is called: 
l. interval 2. harmony 3. step 4. interlude 5. measure 
4. The measurement in pitch between one tone and another eight 
staff degrees above it is called: 
l. scale 2. octave 3. diatonic 4. octet 5. unison 
5. A smooth joining together of tones without a perceptible 
pause is called: 
l. phrasing 2. form 3. notation 4. legato 5. progression 
S. Dots placed over or under a note indicate a/an 
1. slur 2. staccato 3. tie 4. increase in value 5. hold 
7. A scale built on half steps is called: 
1. diatonic 2. chromatic 3. minor 4. major 5. accidental 
3. A gradual increase in volume is called: 
1. accelerando 2. decrescendo 3. retardando 4. fortissimo 
5. crescendo 
1, A gradual decrease in volume is called: 
1. allargando 2. rallentando 3. diminuendo 4. pianissimo 
5. mezzo-piano 
l. A return to the original tempo is called: 
1. tempo rubato 2. a tempo 3. tempo giusto 4. ritenuto 
5. L'istesso tempo 
-• The value of a note is increased b,y one half through 
the use of: 
' '. 
1. a dot placed over a note 2. a dot placed after a note 
3. a slur 4. a dot placed under a note 5. dot placed 
before a note 
Three tones of different pitches sounded together in 
vertical formation indicate a/an 
l. meloqy 2. chord 3. interval 4. trio 5. tonality 
:. Repeat from the sign is indicated b,y: 
1. fermata 2. dal segno 3. da capo 4. ritornello 5. bar 
.• The grouping of seven related tones around a commanding 
tone indicates: 
l. major 2. relative minor 3. key 4. phrasing 5. harmony 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
l 2 3 4 5 
149 
.S. The end is indicated by: 
1. double bar with two dots 2. fine 3. fermata 
4, first ending S. bar 
.6. Tones grouped according to a definite number of regularly 
recurring beats or pulses are called: 
1. tempo 2, meter 3. syncopation 4. signature S. notation 
-7. An independent melody composed especially to accompaey another 
melody such as found in children aong books is called: 
1. doubling 2. harmony 3. descant 4. transposition 
S. modulation 
.8. The alteration up or down of a note of the scale is achieved 
through the use of a symbol called: 
1. sharp 2. ke,r 3. degree 4. accidental S. skip 
.9. The strongest indication of key is found in the scale 
tone called: 
1. dominant 2. diatonic 3. super-tonic 4. major S. tonic 
!0. Repeat from the beginning is indicated by: 
1, da capo 2. dal segno 3. al fine 4. coda S. ritenuto 
150 
l 2 3 4 s 
l 2 3 4 s 
l 2 3 4 s 
l 2 3 4 s 
l 2 3 4 s 
l 2 3 4 s 
RATING SCALE FOR ABILITY TO SING 
A FAMILIAR SONG UNACCCMPANIED 
rioNs: 
refully study each 
scription before 
bempting to apply 
' rating scale. 
1sider the individual students 
1ging only in relation to the need 
r a good model fer children to imitate. 
rcle number over bleck of descriptive 
rases Which best describe performance. 
1. 
'sirable singing 
ror children to 
:;e, Completely inad-
;ely off key 
l very harsh 
;ely strained 
1rds not clear~ 
Lble to understand 
ioes not express 
~ the sang. 
;ely out of range of 
roice 
2. 
An insecure singing model 
fer children to imitate. 
Needs considerable help. 
frequently off key 
tone is not too clear 
considerable strain 
several words not clear 
difficult to understand 
voice expresses very little 
mood of the song. 
much too low for child voice 
range 
Number 
-------
Rated By ____ _ 
3. 4. 
A good singing model for children An excellent singing model 
to imitate. for children to imitate. 
May need a little help . No obvious need of help. 
stays in key with very little 
exception 
light~ clear tones 
with some exception 
very little strain 
some words not clear~ 
but generally understandable 
voice expresses mood of the 
song with same exception 
a little teo low for child 
voice range 
stays in key 
light., clear tone 
freely preduced 
all w.rds clear 
and understandable 
voice expresses mood of 
the song very effectively 
within range of child voice 
RATING SCALE FOR ABILITY TO READ A NEW SONG UNACCOOPANIED 
- ------
~TIONS : lo Carefully study each description before attempting to apply the rating scalee 
HNG 
30NG 
~G 
u. 
[CE 
liNG 
:oNG 
:TtY 
ld 
~ES 
~ 
:NED 
IUT 
fA 
.r. 
~E 
I 
i 
il 
2o Consider the individuals singing only in relation to the need for each classroom 
teacher to have the ability to read new songs unaccompaniedo 
3o Circle number over block of descriptive phrases which best describe performance9 
1 
Completely off key 
All intervals inaccurate 
All notes and rest values 
wrong 
Completely lacking in Rhythm 
No discernible tempo 
No ability using tonal device 
1 
Completely off key 
All intervals inaccurate 
All note and rest values 
wrong 
Completely lacking in rhythm 
No discernible tempo 
No ability reading song 
directly from note and 
text 
2 
Frequently off key 
Mest intervals inaccurate 
Most notes and rests given 
wrong values 
Very erratic rhythmic 
effect 
Erratic tempe 
Very little ability 
using tonal device 
2 
Mostly off key 
Most notes and rests given 
wrong values 
Very erratic rhythmic 
effect 
Erractic tempo 
Very little ability 
reading song directly 
from notes and text 
d 
3 
Occasionally leaves key 
Occasional inaccurate 
irreerval 
Occasional error in note 
and rest values 
Rhythm has a consistent 
flow with some exception 
Occasional variance in 
tempo 
Has ability using tonal 
device with occasional 
lapse 
3 
Occasionally leaves key 
Occasional inaccurate 
interval 
Occasional error in note 
and rest values 
Rhythm has a consistent 
flowwith some exception 
Occasional variance in tempo 
Has ability reading song 
directly from notes and 
text with occasional lapse 
Number 
-----
Rated By ___ _ 
4 
Stays in key 
Very accurate intervals 
All notes and rests given 
proper values 
Has a rhythmic lilt 
Tempo is well maintained 
Has considerable ability 
. using tonal device 
4 
Stays in key 
Very accurate intervals 
All notes and rests given 
proper values 
Has a rhythmic lilt 
Tempo is well maintained 
Has considerable ability 
reading song directly 
from notes and t~;xt 
GOOD NEIGHBOR 
Who is the best sight singer in the class? Let him sing the first stanza 
ten the class the second stanza. First, all recite the rhythm several times 
.er. If you study the form, you will see that it is in three-part song form 
.ted as follows: 
A: I B A Although it may look hard at first, knowing its construction 
1 it much easier. 
ITIONAL 
Moderato 
TRADITIONAL 
-:r 1i ), 2 £91 r r EJ 1 r r r 
JLO: 1. Good neigh-bor, pray_ 
JUP: 2. I'll lend you my_ 
:Ii 
,~ r r czr I r 
lend me 
lan-tern 
your 
with 
r r 
I J iA 
lan-tern_ 
pleas-ure_ 
J I 
to -
in -
7J 
night, 
deed, 
I 7J 
1 J£31 
The_ 
And_ 
J 
sky is so_ cloud - y, the stars give_ no light, My 
glad - ly go_ with you to help in_ your need1 It's 
,; (ko~w.-f~S 1 ~"'cl "3 ctl'e ~ S-lM<..) l :J: I, J t:r [§ I J J J I J t2F J£3 I J 49 I 
lamb. - kins have_ roamed from the flocks by_ the _ way And_ 
cold and it's_ rain - y but I wilL not_ mind, For_ 
"11- EAJth~q ts ., 1;-ft'*t. dtHnnvt, 
' F . F [) I r r r I J fiJ J -t J II 
shep-herd 
neigh-bor, 
and_ 
to 
I must 
night, I 
find 
shall 
59 
out where_ they 
al - ways_ be 
stay. 
kind. 
l qy> ~ .............................................................. . 
.......... ................ ('s~~~ .. ;,e fir•t. full nn.me) 
or,, t . n...,"\ b 0 
''To T 0"1 n . 1 
"'":in · "ion~ t 
.... 1- t'' Edition: a ) 
isher; .all 1 c~rA"'ry, Co . , 
Published : l9"";lt Price: 
·s wanted: No. in library: 
d by : Librarian's 0 . K.: 
Source: 
L. C. card no. : 
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ELEMENTARY MUSIC INQUIRY 
rne (Please print) _____________________ Age~---
hool Address ______________________________________________________________ __ 
ty (Town) _______________ State. ________ _ 
r1didate for Degree of: __________________________ Year ______________ _ 
ade You Prefer to Teach~-------------------------
sic Courses Taken in College: (List U,r title) 
sical Experiences in College: 
••• • None 
•••• Choral Group 
•••• Band 
•••• Orchestra 
••• ,Small Vocal Ensemble 
•.•• Small Instrumental Ensemble 
•••• Other Musical Experiences (List) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• <:1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
' .................................. . 
mnunity Musical Activities: 
. • • • None 
.••• Church Choir 
.••• Other Choral Group 
I e. co Band 
.••• Orchestra 
.••• Attend Community Concerts 
mo Sight-Reading Ability: 
.•• • None 
, •• ,Slowly 
.••• Fluently 
Tonal Devices 
••••• • None 
•••••• Syllables 
••••• • Numbers 
2. ---------------------
4·-----------------6. ______________ __ 
Musical Experiences in High School: 
••••• • None 
•••••• Choral Group 
••••• • Band 
•••••• Orchestra 
•••••• Small Vocal Ensemble 
••••• ,Small Instrumental Ensemble 
•••••• Other Musical Experiences (List) 
...•....•....•.......•...•..••.•...... 
. .................................... . 
. ..................................... . 
Private Lessons: 
Voice ••••• Number of Years •••••••••••• 
Piano ••••• Number of Years ••••.•.••••• 
Instrument ••••• Number of Years ••••••• 
l'lllich Instr1lment •. ..................•• 
Vocal Sight-Reading Ability: 
•••••• None 
•••••• Slowl\v" 
•••••• Fluently 
••••.• Let er Names 
•••••• Neutral Syllables 
DIRECTIONS: After each of the words or phrases below, 
circle the letter which indicates the correct musical 
~ol on the staff direc~ above. 
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accent a b c d n f g h i j 
f 1 tie a b c d e f g I I i j 
interval a b c d e f g h n j 
'f louder a b c d e £ n h i j n 'r third a b c e g h i j 
3ginning a b c d e £ g h i I 
G clef n b c d e £ g h i j 
, slower a b n d e £ g h i j 
sharp 
an 
c d e £ g h i j 
unison a b c d e n g h i j 
DIRECTIONS: After each of the words or phrases below, 
circle the letter which indicates the correct musical 
symbol on the staff directly above. 
"' • • - -
-· 
,. 
"" ... 
-
• 
: / 'II 
, __ --~ I 
''-
I ' 
;radually softer a b c d n f g 
tonic chord a b c d e f g 
two beats 
nb c d e r g 
measure a b c n e r g 
bass clef a b c d e g 
chord a b c d e r g 
one beat anc d e r g 
from the sign a b c d e r g 
three beats a b n d e r g 
"1 chord tymbol a b c d • r n ' 
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,., 
" 
~s. ~ 
u r 
... I , , X 
-
.. ~ 
h i j 
h ' i j 
' 1 
h i j 
h i j 
h i j 
i j 
h i j 
h i r-l f I 
I ) 
h i j 
h 1 j 
MUSIC VOCABULARY TEST 
DffiECTIONS: Read each statement. Find the term that applies. 
Circle the number in right hand column that 
corresponds to the correct answer. 
L. Five horizontal lines and four spaces refer to: 
1. great staff 2. leger lines J. staff 4. G clef 5. bar 
2. Musical sounds are called: 
1. notes 2. ~bola J, melodies 4. tones 5. scales 
j, The measurement in pitch between two tones is called: 
1. interval 2. harmony J, step 4. interlude 5. measure 
I• The measurement in pitch between one tone and another eight 
staff degrees above it is called: 
1. scale 2. octave J, diatonic 4. octet 5. unison 
' 
•• A smooth joining together of tones without a perceptible 
pause is called: 
1. phrasing 2. form J, notation 4, legato 5, progression 
>o Dots placed over or under a note indicate a/an 
1. slur 2. staccato J, tie 4. increase in value 5. hold 
A scale built on half steps is called: 
1. diatonic 2, chromatic J, minor 4, major 5, accidental 
,, A gradual increase in volume is called: 
• 
1. accelerando 2. decrescendo J, retardando 4. fortissimo 
5. crescendo 
A gradual decrease in volume is called: 
1, allargando 2. rallentando J. diminuendo 4. pianissimo 
5. mezzo-piano 
, A return to the original tempo is called: 
• 
• 
• 
1. tempo rubato 2. a tempo J, tempo giusto 4. ritenuto 
5. L'istesso tempo 
The value of a note is increased qy one half through 
the use of: 
1. a dot placed over a note 2. a dot placed after a note 
J, a slur 4. a dot placed under a note 5. dot placed 
before a note 
Three tones of different pitches sounded together in 
vertical formation indicate a/an 
1. melody 2. chord 3. interval 4, trio 5. tonality 
Repeat from the sign is indicated qy: 
1. fermata 2. dal segno J, da capo 4. ritornello 5. bar 
The grouping of seven related tones around a commanding 
tone indicates: 
1. major 2. relative minor J, key 4. phralling 5. harmony 
1234n 
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5. The end is indicated by: 
1, double bar with two dots 2. fine 3. fermata 
4, first ending 5. bar 
6. Tones grouped according to a definite number of regularly 
recurring beats or pulses are called: 
1. tempo 2. meter 3. syncopation 4. signature 5. notation 
7. An independent melody composed especially to accompacy another 
melody such as found in children song books is called: 
1. doubling 2. harmocy 3. descant 4. transposition 
5. modulation 
8. The alteration up or down of a note of the scale is achieved 
through the use of a symbol called: 
1. sharp 2. ke,y 3. degree 4. accidental 5. skip 
9. The strongest indication of key is found in the scale 
tone called: 
1. dominant 2. diatonic 3. super-tonic 4. major 5. tonic 
0. Repeat from the beginning is indicated by: 
1. da capo 2. dal segno 3. al fine 4. coda 5. ritenuto 
t 157 
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APPENDIX D 
Teacher-Training Institutions in 
New England 
CONNECTICUT 
NEW ENGLAND COLLEGES 
TRAINING ELEMENTARY TEACHERS 
Danbury State Teachers College 
New Britain Teachers College 
New Haven Teachers College 
Willimantic Teachers College 
College of Mary Immaculate**** 
Diocesan Teachers College**** 
St. Joseph College 
University of Bridgeport 
MAINE 
Aroostook State Teachers College 
College of Our Lady of Mercy 
Farmington State Teachers College 
Gorham State Teachers College 
Madawaska Training School 
Washington State Teachers College 
MASSACHUSETTS 
Boston University 
Harvard University* 
Clark University*** 
Emerson College*** 
Merrimack College*** 
Regis College 
College of our Lady of the Elms 
Boston College** 
Springfield College***** 
Mt. Holyoke College*** 
Emmanuel College 
Newton College of the Sacred Heart***** 
Smith College 
Northeastern University*** 
Lesley College 
Wheelock College 
Bouve School of Physical Education*** 
Perry Kindergarten Normal School 
Nursery Training School of Boston*** 
University of Massachusetts 
Bridgewater Teachers College 
Fitchburg Teachers College 
Framingham Teachers College 
Lowell Teachers College 
North Adams Teachers College 
Tufts College 
S~ Teachers College 
Wellrield Teachers College 
Worcester Teachers College 
158 
New England Colleges Training Elementary Teachers (concluded) 
NEW HAMPSHIRE 
Keene Teachers College 
Plymouth Teachers College 
Mount St. Mary College 
Rivier College***** 
RHODE ISLAND 
Salve Regina College 
Rhode Island College of Education 
VERMONT 
Castleton Teachers College 
Johnson Teachers College 
Lyndon Teachers College 
College of Education, University of Vermont 
* 1. 
** 2. 
Their programs were on a graduate level. 
No senior class was majoring in elementary education 
*** 
**** 
***** 
due to the newness of the program. 
J, There were no majors in elementary education. 
4. The program was designed for religious orders. 
5. Five or less senior elementary .. majors. 
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